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SUMMARY
 

Understanding mass transfer processes in porous crystalline aggregates containing 

a fluid phase is of major importance for modelling partially molten regions of the Earth's 

mantle, such as those under mid-ocean spreading ridges. Despite the fact that mid-ocean 

ridges can be considered the simplest large scale setting where partial melting occurs, 

many processes at depth beneath the ridges, such as segregation and migration of the melt 

phase, remain poorly understood. For example, essential input information for large scale 

modelling, such as the melt distribution on the grain scale, whether or not a continuous 

network of (grain-scale) melt channels exists and the associated transport properties, are 

poorly constrained. Also poorly constrained is the effect of melt on the rheological 

behaviour of mantle rock. When trying to combine information from equilibrium 

(hydrostatic) melt distribution studies and densification or deformation studies on partially 

molten samples, the difficulty arises that little or no information is available under 

conditions where both stress-related and surface-energy-related driving forces for grain 

scale diffusive mass transfer are comparable in magnitude. Such conditions may, however, 

be important in partially molten regions of the earth. This thesis reports a theoretical and 

experimental study of grain scale mass transfer processes in solid/fluid systems under the 

low effective stress conditions where surface energy related forces are expected to become 

significant. 

In Chapter 1, the problems adressed are introduced and the aims of the present 

study are identified. In Chapter 2, a theoretical background is provided concerning the 

thermodynamic description of interfaces and on driving forces for grain scale diffusive 

transport in solid/liquid aggregates, taking both stress and interfacial energy related terms 

into account. Building on this basis, models are developed for 1) purely hydrostatic 

conditions, describing mass transfer towards grain contacts (neck growth), and 2) for 

densification under an applied effective stress, resulting in mass transfer away from grain 

contacts (solution/precipitation or pressure solution creep). The neck growth models for 

the first time allow for the effect ofgrain boundary energy as well as solidlliquid interfacial 

energy. The densification models predict that densification by solution/precipitation creep 

will slow down towards fine grain size, as opposing surface energy driving forces become 

more important compared with the applied stress. The new expression for the 

thermodynamic force driving transport from grain contacts to pore walls during 

densification is Ll!l=(ann'-4y/d), where Ll!l is the difference in chemical potential, an is the 
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effective normal stress at the contact, Os is the molecular volume of the solid, y is the 

interfacial energy and d is grain size. The normal stress an can also be described as aaJe", 

where a e is the effective applied stress on the aggregate, a is an aggregate packing 

constant and e" is volumetric strain. Accordingly, densification is predicted to come to a 

halt below a strain and grain size dependent ''yield stress". The various models derived are 

subsequently used to obtain criteria defining the conditions under which densification and 

neck growth/undercutting can be expected to occur in granular solid/liquid systems. Mass 

transfer mechanism maps defining the corresponding fields in stress versus surface force 

space are drawn using material specific data for the NaClIbrine system. Finally, 

experimental data for this system are superimposed on the maps, as a first test of the 

models. 

In Chapter 3, uniaxial compaction creep or densification tests are reported for fine 

grained NaN03 aggregates flooded with pre-saturated NaN03 solution. This system is 

used as a simple analogue for a solid plus partial melt system. Experiments can be 

performed on such a salt/solution system under ambient conditions, enabling large 

quantities high quality data to be obtained more easily than for silicate/melt systems. In 

particular, these experiments were performed to investigate the possible effects of the 

solid/liquid interfacial energy as a driviilg force for grain scale mass transfer and the 

occurrence of the predicted ''yield stress" for solution/precipitation creep due to surface 

energy forces opposing the effect of applied stress. The results of the NaN03/brine 

experiments show that rapid creep of the aggregate occurs in the presence of saturated 

solution, while no significant creep occurs when the material is dry or flooded with silicon 

oil. At volumetric strains of 10-20 %, grain sizes d > 20 Ilm and effective applied stresses 

a e > 3 104 Pa, the wet-compacted samples showed densification behaviour roughly 

consistent with a conventional solution/precipitation creep model, developed for the case 

of grain boundary diffusion control when surface energy effects are negligible. Estimation 

of the effective grain boundary diffusivity associated with the observed behaviour, gives a 

value of6.10-19 m3/s. However, at low applied stresses (ae < 3.10
4 

Pa ) and fine grain sizes 

( < 20 Ilffi), microstructural observations and decreasing strain rates with decreasing grain 

size indicate that surface energy related driving forces become important. An anomalous 

dependence of strain rate on grain size can be observed for these low stress experiments, 

with a positive slope (strain rate decreasing with decreasing grain size) instead of the 

negative dependence predicted by the conventional grain boundary diffusion creep model. 

Experiments which reach unmeasurably slow strain rates, as well as stress versus strain 
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rate data extrapolated to zero strain rate, demonstrate a yield stress effect which is broadly 

consistent the predictions ofthe densification model for the case when the driving force for 

solution/precipitation approaches zero due to an opposing surface energy force. 

In Chapter 4, uniaxial stress densification experiments are reported for fine grained 

(1.5-20 ~m) forsterite (FOlOO) aggregates compacted with only a vapour phase in the pores 

at temperatures of 1390-1470 °C. At volumetric strains ev< 20%, applied stresses> 1 

MFa, grain sizes> 5 ~ and temperatures of 1470 °C, compaction rates at constant ev are 

approximately proportional to the applied stress and to one over the grain size cubed, 

which is consistent with Coble or grain boundary diffusion controlled creep. Fitting the 

data to a Coble creep equation, the effective grain boundary diffusivity oDgb was 

determined to be 2 1O-zom3/s, which is broadly consistent with literature data for the 

diffusion ofMg in grain boundaries. The apparent activation energies determined are in the 

range 570-730 kJ/mol which is high compared to reported activation energies for lattice 

diffusion. However the values obtained were consistent with values recalculated from 

previous studies on densification of fine grained forsterite aggregates for which grain 

boundary diffusion was found to be the dominant mass transfer mechanism. 

Microstructural study of the samples showed very low dislocation densities, no grain 

flattening and few fractures to be present. These features plus tightly fitting grains and 

reduced porosity support the dominance of diffusion creep as the main densification 

mechanism. At grain sizes < 5 ~m however, the grain size dependence of the strain rate is 

reversed, showing a significant reduction in densification rate compared with the Coble 

creep behaviour seen at coarser grain sizes. By comparison with theory and with the 

results obtained for NaN03, it is suggested that this effect is due to the action of surface 

energy related forces, and data plotted in linear stress versus strain rate diagrams are again 

broadly consistent with the existence of a "yield stress" which has to be overcome before 

densification occurs. 

In Chapter 5, stress densification experiments are reported for fine grained (1.5-20 

~) forsterite (FOlOO) aggregates compacted uniaxially in the presence of a simulated 

basaltic melt (51% SiOz, 29010 MgO and 20% Ah03). At volumetric strains of 7.5%

12.5%, applied effective stresses> 1 MFa, grain sizes> 8 ~ and temperatures of 1470 

°C, compaction rates at constant strains are approximately proportional to the applied 

stress and to one over the grain size cubed. This is again consistent with Coble or grain 

boundary diffusion controlled creep Microstructural study of the samples shows very low 

dislocation densities, no grain flattening and only very minor amount of grain fracturing. 
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Tightly fitting grains and reduced porosity support diffusion creep as the main 

densification mechanism. Both triple junction networks of melt as well as melt-wetted 

grain boundaries were observed. However comparison of glass compositions measured 

under the SEM and microprobe with the compositions expected from the appropriate 

phase diagram shows that samples were not sufficiently rapidly quenched to preserve the 

melt composition, i.e. crystallisation occurred during cooling of the samples. Fitting the 

data for grain sizes > 8 IJl11 to the Coble creep equation, the effective grain boundary 

diffusivity was determined to be 8.10-21 m3/s. Based on the strain rates of the 20 IJl11 

experiments with and without melt, the experiments with melt are a factor 3 faster, while 

based on the kinetic factors determined, the experiment without melt would be roughly a 

factor 2 12 faster under otherwise similar conditions. In view ofthe limited accuracy of the 

data and the small differences observed, it is concluded that porous forsterite aggregates 

compacted in the presence of only a vapour phase, and forsterite aggregates with melt

filled porosity, densifY at similar compaction rates under similar conditions. The presence 

of porosity, either vapour-filled or melt-filled seems of significant importance when 

comparing the results of densification experiments with those of deformation experiments 

on dense material. The faster rates seen in densification are believed to be due to a shorter 

diffusion path length through the grain boundary when porosity is present. The similarity in 

densification rates obtained when the porosity is melt-filled versus can be explained by the 

fact that in both cases the grain boundary diffusion path length is reduced in comparison to 

dense samples and by rapid transport in the pores (by surface diffusion or diffusion 

through the melt). The fact that the melt-bearing samples densifY slightly faster can be 

explained by a number of possibilities, including chemical gradient effects due to impurities 

in the melt, a lower solid/fluid interfacial energy and hence dihedral angle for the melt

bearing material (futher reducing the diffusion path length within the solid/solid grain 

boundaries) or fully wetting of a certain fraction of the grain boundaries in the melt

bearing samples. 

In Chapter 6, the results are drawn together, general conclusions are presented, 

and suggestions made for further work. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope and Motivation 

The research reported in this thesis is concerned with gaining a fundamental 

understanding of the defonnation behaviour of porous, crystalline aggregates containing a 

fluid phase, i.e. a solution, vapour or partial melt phase. Ultimately, it is aimed at 

contributing to a general understanding of large scale defonnation and melt expulsion 

phenomena in partially molten regions of the Earth's mantle, such as those beneath mid

ocean spreading ridges. The approach adopted involves the development of microphysical 

models for densification and other mass re-distribution mechanisms, as well as systematic 

experimental work designed to test these models. The experimental materials and 

conditions chosen are simple, especially chemically, in order to limit the number of 

variables involved and thus to gain a basic understanding of mass-transport processes in 

solid-liquid systems, under fully hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic (densification) conditions. 

In the models developed, both stress and interfacial energy are taken into account as 

possible driving forces for grain scale mass transport during densification. The models are 

tested and refined where necessary, by comparison with experimental results obtained on 

three different material systems, namely sodium nitrate with saturated solution, 

forsterite/vapour and forsterite with a synthetic basaltic melt. 

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 Partial melting at mid-ocean ridges and constraints on natural conditions. 

Partial melting is believed to have played a major role in the dynamic evolution of 

the Earth and other terrestrial planets since the earliest stages of their existence. 

Throughout the history of the Earth, partial melting has been an active process in 

separation and redistribution of materials. Chemical fractionation of the crust and mantle 

being the integrated result of ongoing magmatic transport via partial melting through 
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geological history (Waif, 1986, Vlaar et al., 1994 and de Smet, 1999). Volcanic eruptions 

at the Earth's surface today, indicate that dynamic processes involving melts continue to 

take place, and apart from their role in chemical fractionation, the presence of melts in 

specific geological enviromnents represents an integral part of plate tectonics and mantle 

convection. 

At mid-ocean spreading ridges, the oceanic crust is continuously renewed, with 

the cooling crust moving laterally away from the ridge as melt ascents from the mantle. 

Except in the vicinity of fracture zones and mantle plumes, the crust formed is uniform in 

thickness ( 7 ± 1 kIn) and composition (mid-ocean ridge basalts-MORB). Mantle material 

ascends along an adiabat beneath the spreading centre, characterised by a thermal gradient 

with depth of about 0.5 °Ikm, while the pressure dependence of the fertile mantle solidus 

beneath a ridge is about 4 0/km. Upwelling mantle material passes through the solidus at ~ 

50-120 kIn depth (depending on the temperature of the rising mantle material) and partial 

melting results. This process of decompression melting is widely accepted as the 

mechanism by which melts are generated beneath ridges (Turcotte and Morgan, 1992 and 

White and McKenzie, 1995). 

Let us consider now the parameters required to describe the processes of melt 

generation, segregation and migration, making use of the uniform mantle composition and 

phase relations established by both experimental work and studies ofnatural rocks. 

The major mineral constituents ofthe upper mantle are believed to be olivine 0Fo 

90), ortho/clinopyroxene plus an additional aluminous phase (plagioclase, spinel or garnet) 

(Ringwood 1975). Geochemical and petrological studies constrain the depth where most 

basaltic melt is generated from mantle rocks with this composition. Most melting beneath 

mid-ocean ridges is thus calculated to occur in the 20-65 kIn depth range, in the spinel 

peridotite stability field. Similarly, smaller amounts ofmelting are expected to take place at 

depths < 20 kIn in the plagioclase lherzolite stability field and at depths > 65 kIn in the 

garnet lherzolite field (Salters and Hart, 1989; Klein, 1991 and Turcotte and Morgan, 

1992). 

Mid-ocean ridge basalts are thought to be generated by an average of 10-15 vol% 

partial melting of the sub-ridge mantle with a maximum total melt extraction of 20-30%. 

The above compositions and melt volumes are consistent with a temperature of around 

1350 °C for the rising mantle material at the onset of decompression melting (Turcotte and 

Morgan, 1992 and White and McKenzie, 1995). For the cases where a mantle plume 

interacts with a spreading ridge, e.g. beneath Iceland, the temperature of the mantle is 
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thought to be 150°-250°C higher and hence melting may start at depths of 120 km or 

more (White and McKenzie, 1995). For the hottest adiabat directly underneath the 

spreading centre, Hess (1992) assumed the maximum amount of melt to be 25% and the 

melting process to be largely stopped at pressures < 0.5- 1.0 GPa, where all calcic 

clinopyroxene is thought to have gone in the melt phase. Taking a mean heat of fusion to 

be 43.10-3 J/kg and a heat capacity of 7.2 10-5 J/kg °C (both values are averages for 

forsterite, enstatite and diopside), an excess temperature of 150°C is required to melt 25% 

ofthe mantle and as a result the onset ofmelting is placed at 1470-1530 °C at 2.7-3.2 GPa 

(spinel lherzolite- gamet-lherzolite) (Hess, 1992; Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). 

The very low water content of water-undersaturated ocean floor basalts, implies 

that the H20 content of the mantle is 100-200 ppm and consequently the amount of melt 

produced above the dry solidus will not deviate noticeably from that in totally H20- free 

mantle (Hess, 1992). 

In contrast to the high hydrostatic pressures, differential stresses in the upper 

mantle are thought to be very low. Independent estimates of upper mantle differential 

stresses obtained from earthquake and gravitational data (see Stocker and Ashby, 1973) 

and from microstructural studies (Mercier, 1980) give global values which fall between 0.1 

and 20 MPa. Stocker and Ashby (1973) propose that local stresses could be higher, up to 

50 MPa, and Mercier's microstructural estimates include some higher stresses (up to 45 

MPa) associated with specific tectonic settings, e.g. the uppermost mantle beneath 

continental extension regions (Mercier, 1980). However for the bulk of the upper mantle 

0.1-20 MPa is considered the best estimate (Stocker and Ashby, 1973). 

The distribution of a melt phase in a volume of rock, on the grain scale, is known 

to effect material properties such as rheological behaviour and the e1ectriCal- and accoustic 

properties of rocks (Waif, 1986). These changes provide another source of data in 

addition to geochemical and petrological data and can be used in locating and 

characterising (large-scale) partially molten zones at depth in the Earth (Shankland et ai, 

1981). Sato et al' (1989) considered such changes in the neighbourhood of the mid

Atlantic ridge near Iceland. Assuming the melt to be distributed in a tube-like system of 

connected triple junctions at the grain boundaries, and using a combination of seismic, 

electrical conductivity, heat flow and experimental data, Sato et al inferred about 5% of 

melt to be present at depths above 65-105 km. 

The width of the partial melting zone at the above depth is for the Mid-Atlantic 

ridge estimated to be ~ 100 km on either side ofthe ridge. For the East Pacific Rise (EPR) 
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a lower volume percentage ofmelt (2-3%) is indicated, but over a much wider range from 

the ridge (Sato et al, 1989). Figure 1.1 illustrates a schematic drawing for the EPR 

situation (following Levy, 1998). Forsyth (1992) gives an average of 3-6% melt beneath 

young sea floor of the Pacific « 4 Ma) at 30-80 Ian depth based on the same melt 

geometry. Ifthe melt is assumed to be distributed as thin films perfectly wetting the grain 

boundaries, then the estimated melt fractions would be smaller, i.e. < 1% (Sato et al, 1989; 

Forsyth, 1992). From recent seismic data on the EPR (Forsyth et al., 1998; Levi, 1998), it 

is suggested that the indicated region of hundreds of kilometres width would have 1-2% 

melt. However, based on detailed conductivity measurements, less than 1% of melt is 

expected to be interconnected (Forsyth et al, 1998; Toomey et al., 1998 and Levi, 1998). 

Perhaps the strongest observational constraint on melt occurrence at mid-ocean ridges is 

the fact that the neovolcanic zone (melt emplacement at the surface) is restricted to only a 

2-3 Ian wide zone, independent ofaxial morphology or spreading rate (Macdonald, 1982). 

west distance from ridge east 
400 200 0 200 400 

o ~~~~~~~~~~rre1 

E 100 
C- 0 

0 0J:. 
0 000 

Gl 
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0.. 
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o 
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[ 

Figure 1.1 Schematic drawing of the partially molten mantle undemeath the EPR as a function of 

depth and distance from the ridge axis (Atter Forsyth et al., 1988 and Levi, 1998). Note the 

primary melt zone extends laterally several hundreds of kilometers from the axis going down to 

around 100 km depths. Smaller amount ofpartial melting may extend to ~150 km depth and to a 

larger lateral distance from the axis. 

Combining all data above, a consistent picture emerges ofthe amount and depth of 

melt occurrences associated with ocean spreading ridges. Together with the 

physical/chemical parameters of mineral combinations representing mantle composition, a 

useful framework for modelling large scale processes in mid-ocean partially molten 
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systems is established. However, combining available data on melt percentages at depth 

with the amount ofmaterial emplaced at the ridge axis, a major problems arises, namely, a 

mechanism is required to focus melt from the wide source region to the very narrow mid

ocean ridge axis (see Figure 1.1). Melt migration due simply to the difference in buoyancy 

between the solid matrix and the melt fraction can account only for vertical movement. No 

focusing mechanism can be directly derived from any of the above data sources. Also, 

episodicity in melt emplacement, in the absence of geophysical evidence for the presence 

of continuous magma chambers under slow spreading ridges, places constraints on melt

migration processes, i.e. requiring variations of permeability and/or melt fraction! melt 

generation with time (Hess, 1992). 

1.2.2 Constraints on rheological behaviour and melt distribution 

Two basic scenarios have been proposed for the focusing of melt to the ridge axis 

in the last few decades. The main differences in these large scale models, are on the meso

to-grain scale distributions ofthe melt phase and on the driving force for melt migration. 

The first scenario involves a number of models proposed for the development of 

veins, channels or conduits in which melt can flow very rapidly (Sleep, 1988; Stevenson, 

1989; Kelemen et al, 1995; Aharonov et al, 1995 and Richardson et al, 1996). These 

channels are assumed to be either completely open (e.g. Kelemen et al, 1995) or to be 

zones of increased porosity or higher melt content compared to the adjacent matrix 

(Richardson et al, 1996). Note that when more melt per unit time flows from deep regions 

of the mantle to the ridge axis, lateral melt focusing towards the ridge axis is not required. 

However, in models for channelized flow, melt generation and initial segregation are not 

taleen into account. With respect to the highly porous conduits proposed by Richardson et 

al. (1996), the authors state that they do not examine the question of channel formation, 

but simply assume the channels to exist and with a continuous supply ofmelt to keep them 

open. The idea of channelized flow thus restricted and requires a fast melting, presumably 

at the grain boundaries, and effective segregation of the first melt from the grain 

boundaries into a channelized system. However, a large pressure gradient is needed to 

obtain rapid flow of the melt phase in the conduits and the continuous feed of melt at the 

lower end ofthe channel-system. 

Data supporting the channelized flow model come from field studies on peridotites 

which demonstrate dike formation and flow ofmelt under shallow mantle conditions « 30 
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kIn) with focussing along actively defonning shear zones (e.g. Kelemen and Dick, 1995). 

However, the occurrence of shear zones probably requires relatively large deviatoric 

stresses (microstructural studies indicate tens to several hundred "MFa - Ceulenaar and 

Rabinowicz, 1992), not thought to exist below the shallow upper mantle (Stocker and 

Ashby, 1973; Mercier, 1980). Hence, it must be concluded that while the conduit-flow 

models provide a possible explanation for the processes of melt transfer in the shallow 

upper mantle, and maybe under conditions of exceptionally rapid and short lived melt flow 

(such as flood basalt production related to an upwelling mantle plume - White and 

McKenzie, 1995), they do not provide a suitable explanation for melt segregation and 

migration phenomena occuring in the partially molten mantle under mid-oceanic ridges, 

where most melt is thought to be generated. 

The second scenario for melt focussing at ocean ridges involves models addressing 

flow of the melt phase through a porous, compacting (deformable) solid matrix. Most of 

these models consider only vertical movement due to buoyancy. An exception however, is 

the model by Sparks and Parmentier (1991). They propose a sloping P-T solidus, similar 

to the near ridge isothenns, away from the ridge axis (see Figure 1.2). Melt freezing will 

occur at the solidus and a pressure gradient will develop that drives ascending melt away 

from the relative high-pressure freezing region to the lower-pressure ridge axis. 

Underneath the freezing boundary, a layer of higher porosityllarger melt volume then 

develops by de-compaction. Hence an additional driving force for melt migration due to a 

pressure gradient is present compared to buoyancy alone. 

n rid~e 
'V aXIs 

partial melting 0 

.. .. .. 
high porosity layer 

o--:~o",:"~~~;'::;'.2=-0 
0 0000 

00 0 
0 0 00 0 0 0 o 

.. 
-J 

o	 00 

0° 0 

Lt t t t t 

Figure 1.2 Simplified two-dimensional ridge model (After Sparks and Parmentier, 1991). A high 

porosity layer (grey area) directly undemeath and parallel to the sloping p-T solidus (near ridge 

isotherm) is indicated above the melt production region (dots). In the melt production region matrix 

compaction occurs and melt flow is buoyancy driven. 
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One of the main assumption in the latter scenario of porous flow models in 

general, is that of a fully interconnected fluid network along grain boundaries, through 

which melt flow under the influence of a pressure gradient (Richardson et al, 1996). The 

existence of such a fluid network is based on theoretical considerations in which the 

equilibrium dihedral wetting angle is calculated from solid/solid and solidlliquid interfacial 

energies, assuming (mechanical and chemical) equilibrium conditions and a homogenous, 

isotropic matrix material. Although the idea of porous flow is compatible with the 

predominantly small differential stresses thought to prevail at depth of more than 30 km 

under mid-ocean ridges, and also with the idea ofpartial melting occurring first at the grain 

boundaries, some difficulties remain for the porous flow scenario. The first is that a 

connected fluid network would be of very limited height (lO-lOOm) under equilibrium 

conditions because a partially molten column exceeding this height would collapse under 

its own weight (Ahem and Turcotte, 1979 and Turcotte and Morgan, 1992). However, 

even ifsuch a connected network extended over considerable vertical distances, extraction 

due to buoyancy forces alone through the narrow grain boundary tubule-network would 

be very slow and it is generally believed that the melt would equilibrate with the matrix 

through which is passes (Richardson et al, 1996). Nonetheless, the latter flow mechanism 

contribute under the bulk mantle conditions (below 25-30 km depth), though additional 

driving forces (such as in the model by Sparks and Parmentier, 1991) must be considered. 

Brown et al (1995) have summarised a number of possible additional driving 

forces. Apart from the buoyancy force, melt segregation can be driven by gradients in 

surface energy. Models for this consider expulsion ofmelt in excess ofthe equilibrium melt 

fraction, so as to achieve lower interfacial energy per unit volume (Jurewicz and Watson, 

1985). A second additional driving force can be an applied differential stress. This is 

addressed in models which consider the melt expulsion from layers or zones ofcompaction 

as a result ofmelt buoyancy coupled with deformation ofthe matrix under its own weight, 

either during melting (McKenzie, 1984; 1987) or during crystallisation (petford, 1993). 

Other additional driving forces for melt segregation could be convection driven by thermal 

effects, or convection driven by volume changes during mineral phase changes (Brown et 

al, 1995). 
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1.3 Problem defInition 

From the above, it can be concluded that despite the fact that mid-ocean ridges are 

the simplest large scale setting where partial melting occurs, many processes at depth, such 

as segregation and migration of the melt phase, remain poorly understood. Essential input 

parameters for large scale modelling, such as the melt distribution on the grain scale and 

whether or not a continuous network of (grain-scale) melt channels exists, are poorly 

constrained. Also poorly constraint is the effect of melt on the rheological behaviour ofthe 

mantle rock. 

In order to establish the solid/liquid phase distribution under controlled conditions, 

many experimental studies have already been performed (Waif and Bulau, 1979; 1982; 

von Bargen and Waif, 1986; Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1982; Riley and Kohlstedt, 1992; Faul 

et al., 1994; Jin et al, 1994 and Faul, 1997). However, recently Faul and co-workers (1994 

and 1997) and Hirth and Kohlstedt (1995) found that anisotropy of interfacial energy has a 

large effect on the melt topology. Instead of equilibrium dihedral wetting angles in the 

range 30-470 (Waif amd Bulau, 1979 and 1982), which determine that for olivinelbasalt 

the melt is present in triple junction networks only, many wetted grain boundaries were 

found. Jin et al. (1994) found wetted grain boundaries thought to result from non

equilibrium melt spreading. If indeed melt is present on grain boundaries at depth, it will 

have major implications for seismic velocities and other geopysical parameters, but also for 

the rheological behaviour of the partially molten rock as diffusive mass transfer will 

presumably occur through the grain boundary melt phase. 

An important contribution to understanding the behaviour of partially molten 

regions of the earth is provided by experimental densification and deformation studies on 

olivine plus basaltic melt samples. Cooper and Kohlstedt (1984 and 1986) and Hirth and 

Kohlstedt (1995 and 1996) studied the dependence of densification rates on stress and 

melt content, comparing the results with the rheological behaviour of olivine rock in the 

absence of a melt phase. It was found that for applied stresses in the range 10- ~ 100 MPa 

and grain sizes < 20 lJl11 both densification (Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1982, 1984) and 

deformation (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995, 1996) were dominated by grain boundary 

diffusion at temperatures in the range ~ 1100-1400 0c. Samples with medium/high 

porosities (> 10%) show only a modest difference in densification rate between vapour 

filled and melt-filled pores, the latter densifYing faster by a factor 2. A possible explanation 

for the minor difference in densification rate is that the solid/solid grain boundary diffusion 

step ofthe mass transfer process is rate limiting in both cases, only the solid/solid diffusion 
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path becomes shorter due to partial penetration (i.e. penetration ofan outer contact rim) of 

the melt phase into the grain boundaries (Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1982 and 1984). 

However, the studies by Hirth and Kohlstedt (1995, 1996) indicate that when comparing 

dense samples with samples containing varying amounts of melt, then at melt fractions > 

5% the effect of the melt phase becomes increasingly more important and the above 

explanation would significantly underestimate the effect of melt fraction on strain rate 

(Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995). The authors state that the viscosity of the mantle can be 

reduced more than an order of magnitude if the retained melt fraction is greater than 5%. 

Further, it was observed that with an increase ofmelt above 5%, the number of completely 

wetted two-grain boundaries increased (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995). Note that complete 

wetting of grain boundaries by the melt phase deviates from the average equilibrium 

wetting angle 008° measured under hydrostatic conditions. 

When trying to combine information from equilibrium (hydrostatic) melt 

distribution studies and densification or deformation studies on partially molten samples, 

the difficulty arises that little or no information is available under conditions where both 

stress-related and surface-energy-related driving forces for diffusive mass transfer are 

comparable in magnitude. Rather, in work on solid/melt geometries in partially molten 

mantle rocks, small differential stresses are neglected and interfacial energies are 

considered to determine the melt distribution (Faul et al., 1994 and Waff and Bulau, 

1982). Similarly, no systematic densification studies have been performed on partially 

molten aggregates under the low stress conditions where surface energy forces become 

significant. In all previously reported deformation and densification studies of olivine/melt 

samples, surface energy was, when considered at all, found to be negligible compared to 

stress-related driving forces. However, applied stresses are usually> 10 MFa in the 

experiments reported (except for a few individual experiments excluded from curves 

and/or conclusions), which is high compared with stresses expected in the mantle. 

Although surface forces are small and usually neglected, order of magnitude 

calculations indicate they could become significant in the differential stress range from 0.1 

- 10 MFa, which is the differential stress range thought to prevail under bulk mantle 

conditions (Stocker and Ashby, 1973). Therefore, taking both interfacial energy and low 

stresses into account in trying to understand diffusive mass transfer processes is a 

necessary step in investigating the rheological behaviour and solid/melt topology of 

partially molten systems under low stress conditions. 
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1.4 Present aims 

In view ofthe problems identified above, the aims of the thesis can be specified as 

follows: 

1) To provide a theoretical framework for treating grain scale mass transfer processes in 

partially molten systems, taking both surface energy related driving forces and 

intergranular stresses into account. 

2)	 To derive microphysical models, based on fundamental thermodynamic arguments, for 

neck growth and densification via solution/precipitation mass transfer processes in 

solidlliquid systems under purely hydrostatic and stressed (non-hydrostatic) conditions. 

3)	 To test the models derived by performing experiments on solid/fluid systems and to 

establish the relative importance of surface energy related driving forces compared to 

an applied stress. Emphasis in the experimental work will first be placed on 

solution/precipitation processes in an inorganic salt/brine analogue system at room 

temperature. 

4)	 To expand the theoretical models to high temperature systems taking solid state 

diffusion processes into account alongside solution-precipitation transfer, and to test 

the applicability ofthese models to forsterite at high temperature. 

5)	 To elucidate the effect of the presence of a melt phase in the pores by comparing the 

results obtained from the high temperature experiments on forsterite/melt and on 

forsterite/vapour systems. 

6)	 To consider the implications ofthe results for modelling large scale processes. 
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SOLUTIONIPRECIPITATION PROCESSES IN STRESSED 

SOLIDILIQUID SYSTEMS: THEORETICAL ASPECTS 

2.1 Introduction 

An understanding of the physical and microstructural properties of aggregates 

containing a fluid phase is of major importance to earth-scientists, in relation to topics 

ranging from near-surface compaction and lithification of sediments, to situations 

encountered in partially molten regions of the Earth's mantle. In particular, the presence of 

an intergranular fluid phase has important implications for rock rheology, transport 

properties and response to seismic waves (Waif, 1986; Andersen and Spetzler, 1970; 

Bulau et al., 1979; Toramaru and Fujii, 1986; Daines and Richter, 1988; Drury and 

Roermund, 1989; Goetze, 1977; McKenzie, 1984, 1989; Shankland et al., 1981; Mavko, 

1980; Nur, 1987; Sato et al., 1989 and Scott and Stevenson, 1989). Moreover, changes in 

fluid content and fluid-filled pore configuration directly influence these properties. In the 

case of partially molten regions of the mantle, for example, the rheological and 

permeability properties of the rock material in question will determine rates of both melt 

segregation and melt-migration processes which playa crucial role in controlling magmatic 

and volcanic activity within the Earth. In order to understand how, and to quantify at what 

rate, changes in total porosity, pore geometry and pore connectivity occur, one has to 

understand the underlying grain-scale processes that can operate in fluid-bearing systems 

under both hydrostatic and deviatoric stress conditions. 

Pressure solution or solution/precipitation creep processes are known to be 

important in solid/fluid aggregates under relatively low stresses where dislocation creep 

mechanisms are negligibly slow (Rutter, 1976; Robin, 1978; Raj, 1982, Pharr and Ashby, 

1983; Lehner and Bataille, 1984; Watson and Brenan, 1987; Lehner, 1990 and Spiers and 

Schutjens, 1990). Due to an increased solubility at grain to grain contacts under stress, 

compared to pore-wall regions, material is transported from contacts to pores resulting in 

deformation/compaction of the aggregate and porosity reduction. Stress-driven 

solution/precipitation creep processes of this type have been extensively studied both 

theoretically and experimentally (e.g. Rutter, 1976; Robin, 1978; Raj and Chuyng, 1981; 
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Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1984; Green, 1984; Lehner, 1990; Spiers and Schutjens, 1990; 

Spiers et al., 1990 and de Meer and Spiers, 1995). However, although the intergranular 

stresses considered in these investigations were generally low, the effect of interfacial 

forces was disregarded or assumed to be negligible. On the other hand, numerous studies 

which have concentrated on pore geometries (e.g. dihedral angles) resulting from balanced 

interfacial forces under hydrostatic stress conditions, neglect small differential stresses 

acting at grain contacts. Studies considering solely interfacial energies have been 

performed on granites with melt (Jurewicz and Watson, 1985), on mafic (olivine) rocks 

with basaltic melt (Bulau et al., 1979; Vaughan et al., 1982; Waffand Faul, 1992 and Faul, 

1997), and on limestone with water (Hay and Evans, 1988). 

Thus, despite the fact that they may often be of comparable magnitude under 

natural conditions, only a few studies have considered both surface energy and differential 

stress as competing driving forces for material transport and porosity/permeability change 

in fluid or vapour bearing aggregates (Coble, 1967, 1970; German, 1985 and Heidug, 

1992). Moreover, there is a great deal of disagreement in the literature regarding the 

relative importance of the two possible driving forces. This is examplified by the 

contradictory interpretation of the results and microstructures obtained in the NaCI bi

crystal experiments of Hickman and Evans (1991) and Schutjens (1991). In the 

experiments by Hickman and Evans (See Figure 2. 1a), stresses transmitted across grain 

contacts were found to be unimportant compared to interfacial energies, the latter resulting 

simply in transport of material from the pores towards the grain contact leading to so 

called "neck-growtb", i.e. growth of the grain contact due to material being added to its 

margin. These findings seem inconsistent with the results of similar experiments under 

comparable conditions (See Figure 2.1b) presented by Schutjens (1991). In his bi-crystal 

experiments, Schutjens observed fluid penetrating the grain boundaries between the NaCI 

crystals. Furthermore, ongoing intergranular pressure solution occurred which could be 

explained in terms of stress-related driving forces. In summary, there has been little 

attempt to present a complete picture of the thermodynamic driving forces which can 

operate in a solidlliquid system, and competition between surface energy and stress

induced driving forces has been largely neglected despite experimental evidence that both 

are important (Coble, 1967; Swinkels et al., 1983; Watson and Brenan, 1987; Hickman 

and Evans, 1991 and Schutjens, 1991). 
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It is the aim of this chapter to provide a theoretical framework for the description 

of solution/precipitation processes in solidlliquid systems taking both surface energy 

related driving forces and intergranular stresses into account. As a starting point, 

fundamental thermodynamic arguments are used to define equilibrium conditions for a 

liquid bearing crystalline aggregate and to identifY the physically possible driving forces for 

mass transport when such an aggregate is removed from a state of equilibrium. This 

provides a basis for considering the various processes which can occur under both 

"unstressed" (purely hydrostatic) and stressed (non-hydrostatic) conditions. Models for 

neck-growth and densification by solution/precipitation processes, taking into account the 

competition between stress-related and interfacial-energy-related driving forces, are thus 

derived. Existing experimental data on the NaCVbrine system are subsequently inserted 

into the models to get a first idea of their characteristics and applicability. In addition, a 

basis is established for the design of appropriate experiments aimed at more rigorously 

testing the applicability ofthe models obtained, on both analogue and geological systems. 
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Figure 2.1. A) Schematic ball-and-plate geometry employed in the Hickman and Evans (1991) 

experiments. A spherical lens (radius ofcurvature R) and a flat plate of NaCI are pressed together 

in the presence of a saturated brine. Material has precipitated at the highly curved neck region. B) 

Schematic diagram of the bi-crysfal geometry used by Schutjens (1991). VVhen a stress is applied 

to the crystals in the presence of a brine, a time dependent convergence is observed. Applied 

stresses in the experiments ofA) and B) are in the same range. 
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2.2 Thermodynamic Preliminaries 

ill the following, a number of important thermodynamic background concepts are 

drawn together from the literature where comprehensive reviews are lacking. Throughout 

the chapter, attention is restricted to a granular solid plus liquid only, i.e. with no vapour 

phase. For now, all solid state deformation processes are assumed to be negligibly slow 

insofar as they contribute to strain accumulation and/or porosity change. The arguments 

and results which will be presented apply both to solid plus saturated solution and solid 

plus partial melt systems. ill chapters 4 and 5, some extensions of the models are made to 

include solid state diffusion processes. 

2.2.1 Surface Thermodynamics 

2.2.1.1 Definition ofa surface; The Gibbs dividing surface 

In order to describe surface phenomena and thermodynamics a good definition of 

a surface is essential. ill general, the vicinity ofsurfaces ofdiscontinuity are associated with 

variations in the densities of the component substances and of energy and entropy. Gibbs 

(1906) showed that when two homogeneous phases are separated by a surface of 

discontinuity, thermodynamic potentials for the system (i.e. internal energy, entropy or 

Helmholz free energy) can be unambiguously divided into contributions from the phases 

present (e.g. phase (1) and phase (2)) and from the dividing surface. Gibbs (1906) chose a 

geometrical surface which is coincident with the physical surface of discontinuity to within 

the accuracy with which the latter is localizable but which has a precisely determined 

position: it is chosen to pass through "all points which are similarly situated with respect to 

the condition of the adjacent matter". This geometrical surface, defined with respect to 

matter, is called the Gibbs dividing surface. With respect to the physical surface, the 

position ofthe dividing surface is to some extent arbitrary, but the directions of its normals 

are everywhere determined, so all definable dividing surfaces are parallel to each other. 

The most important consequence of the chosen surface definition for a thermodynamic 

description is the introduction of excess quantities associated with a surface. To illustrate 

the excess quantities of a system containing a dividing surface, a simple example is given 

here for excess energy. An energy E(l) is assigned to phase (1) equal to the volume of the 

phase on one side of the dividing surface times the average energy density for bulk phase 
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(1). Doing the same for phase (2) and letting both phases be homogeneous up to the 

dividing surface, the total energy ofthe system can be defined by 

Esyst = E(1) + E(2) + E(surface) (2.1) 

where E (surface) can be regarded as an excess value ofE for the real system compared to 

a system consisting of two bulk phases (without taking a surface into account), the 

"excess" being positive or negative depending on the system under consideration. The 

same concept can be applied to all extensive thermodynamic quantities and mechanical 

forces. 

Strictly, the value of any surface property depends on the location of the dividing 

surface, if the boundary is not flat, as moving the boundary parallel to itself would 

increase/decrease the total surface area and radii of curvature, and therefore surface mass, 

energy and/or entropy density. This effect will be disregarded here because the effect for 

the grain sizes considered (> 100 nm) is negligible. 

Two main approaches for thermodynamic modelling of surfaces can be found in 

literature. The first uses the Gibbs dividing surface, as just described. The other is the 

Guggenheim approach (Guggenheim, 1952, 1967), in which the excess quantities due to 

the presence of a surface are assigned to a layer of finite thickness. However, surface 

properties are usually associated with a layer so thin, that it is below the acceptable scale 

for using macroscopic thermodynamics and a molecular/atomic description is required 

when the surface is considered as a layer. Therefore, the Gibbs dividing surface concept 

will be used in this thesis to describe surface phenomena using surface thermodynamics. 

In summary, the introduction of the Gibbs dividing surface can be described as 

assigning the excess quantities of a real 3-dimensional interfacial region to a mathematical 

2-dirnensional interface. This can be compared to the jump condition treatment of an 

interface in the continuum theory used, for example, by Chadwick (1976) and Lehner 

(1990), in which a finite jump in the relevant variable is described across a "singular 

surface". 
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2.2.1.2 Surface Tension and Work to Create Unit Surface 

Gibbs was the first to distinguish between 

1) the work y, required to create unit surface, (i.e. adding atoms at the surface at constant 

p, T and surface density ofthe substance components) and 

2) the surface tension, Xtens, being the work done in extending the surface so as to increase 

the area by a combination of(elastic) stretching and adding material to the surface. 

For a surface between two liquid phases, y and Ytens are the same because the 

molecules or atoms are mobile and accommodate themselves to the new situation and no 

stresses can be built up to (elastically) stretch the surface. The surface between two liquid 

phases thus, behaves mechanically, as was pointed out by Young (1805), as a membrane 

stretched uniformly and isotropically by a constant force per unit length which is the same 

at all points and for all directions in the surface and which is independent of surface 

displacement (unlike an elastic membrane). For a curved surface, Y relates the pressure 

difference, Llp, across the interface to its principle radii of curvature (r1, r2). The pressure 

difference is given by the Gibbs-Thomson relation 

1 1 
Llp = y( - + -) (2.2)

r\ r2 

and is directly measurable for example by capillary methods (Defay et aI., 1966, Balmer, 

1975). 

However, when one or more of the phases is a solid, y and Ytens are not necessarily 

the same, because of surface strain. In this case, the definition of y as the work to create 

unit surface remains the same, but the definition of ¥tens has to be changed. When a scalar 

quantity is preferred, e.g. to make an order of magnitude calculation, the surface tension 

definition of Shuttleworth (1950) can be used. He defined "surface tension" as 1/2 the 

trace ofthe 2D surface stress tensor (i.e. the mean surface stress). However, when one or 

more solids are involved, the surface stress tensor allows a more complete and general 

description compared to the scalar surface tension. Therefore the use ofterm mean surface 

stress is preferred here for solids. The use of the term surface tension, when solids are 

involved, is largely historical and due to the early work on fluid/fluid systems. One should 

be aware that very different use of terminology has lead to much confusion in literature, 

especially regarding "surface tension" which is often associated with the definition of 

surface free energy (Herring, 1952; Defay et al, 1966; Benson et al, 1967; Balmer, 1975). 
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2.2.1.3. Sutface free energy 

Let us now take y, the work involved in creating unit area of new sutface at 

constant p, T and sutface density of the component substances, as a basic parameter for 

further analysis. This work done, y, is equal to the change in Helmholz free energy of the 

whole system, when the system consists oftwo bulk phases seperated by an intetface. The 

work per unit area is defined as 

(2.3) 

where run is the specific sutface (Helmholz) free energy, which is the Helmholz free energy 

per unit sutface, ~ is the chemical potential of the bulk phase i, and r; is the excess 

number of moles per unit surface of the ith substance (Herring, 1952 following Gibbs, 

1906). The excess value here is defined, in accordance with the Gibbs dividing sutface 

concept, as the total number of moles of the component(s) in the system minus the bulk 

values. Ifthe dividing sutface were re-Iocated, translating it parallel to itself, by convention 

making L ~i= 0 (no excess of components associated with the intetface), the term 

specific sutface free energy, run, could be used to denote y. This is only convenient and 

feasible for systems without absorbable components (Herring, 1952), as an adsorbed 

component will cause a true physical/chemical effect in decreasing y (as L ~ r i increases) 

which cannot be neglected. Also, in the case of a solidJliquid system with I or more 

components adsorbed at the surface, it would be questionable whether the dividing sutface 

still coincides with the physical surface. 

When taking L ~ r i = 0, the product of y times the area of sutface, may be 

regarded as the available energy ofthe system due to the presence of surface(s), i.e. the 

excess energy, when the temperature and the chemical potentials are maintained constant 

(Gibbs, 1906). 

Not only the equality or non-equality between y and Ytens is an important difference 

in surface characteristics between solids and fluids, but also the fact that y is isotropic for 

fluids, while for crystalline solids it varies, in general, with crystallographic direction in the 

sutface. The existence of relatively close-packed crystallographic orientations results in a 

number of sharply defined minima in the work to create unit sutface (Gibbs, 1906). If the 

anisotropy ofy is sufficiently marked, these sharply defined minima (called cusps) lead to 

the development of low energy crystallographic facets, generally parallel to low index 

planes (e.g. {IOO} for cubic minerals). When considering solid/solvent intetfaces, for 
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anisotropic polyhedral grains, different Yi for the different crystal faces have to be taken 

into account. For a constant volume ofcrystal, the product of surface free energy times the 

associated surface area, L YiA;, has a minimum value at equilibrium (Gibbs, 1906), and 

represents the work required to form the surfaces (faces) ofthe crystal. Note that only ify 

were isotropic, would the equilibrium condition be satisfied at the minimum area of surface 

for the total volume of material, i.e. the crystal would reconfigure to a sphere (LA; = 

minimum). Other euhedral shapes would lead to LYiA; being minimum. The variation ofy 

with orientation, yen) is most conveniently represented in a polar diagram, called the Wulff 

or y-plot (Herring, 1950 and Tiller, 1991), as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of two Wulff- or r-Plots. The surface free energy, of which the 

relative magnitude is represented by a radius vector, is shown as a function of orientation. The 2

D equilibrium crystal habit is then given by the inner surface described by the radius vector 

normals. It follows from the r-Plot that due to the occurrence of sharp cusps, the equilibrium form 

has a polygonal shape. If r would be isotropic, the equilibrium shape would have been a circle (in 

2 D). The ratio of rmaxl rmin can be used as a measure ofanisotropy. If for example, in A) the 0 and 

45 degree cusps would be less distinct, the intersections of the normals would be outside the r

surface and the comers would be rounded (Tiller, 1991 following Herring 1950). Only a very small 

measure of anisotropy, i.e. for rmaxl rmin > 1.3, determines that the crystal habit is completely 

polyhedral (Herring, 1950). By comparing A) and B) it is easily shown that for polyhedral crystal 

shapes rmal rmin is a better measure of anisotropy than e.g. crystal habit. Note that for B) rmax 
could be substantially smaller and the crystal habit would still remain cubic. 

Lastly, only small particles have any hope of reaching an equilibrium shape, since 

for larger particles the mass that has to be transported to achieve an appreciable change of 

shape is so large compared with the lowering of LYiA; that the rate of equilibration 
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becomes negligible. The shape of the larger particles is likely to be determined by the 

kinetics of growth or dissolution rather then by a minimum of LoyA (Herring, 1952). For 

unconfined solid/liquid interfaces this results in low energy (crystallographic low index) 

surfaces (facets) without a necessary smallest possible area (Gibbs, 1906). 

2.2.1.3. Surface stress 

Two sources of surface stress can be identified in solids. First, Gibbs (1906) 

envisaged that the surface region of a solid may be in a state of stress, even ifno pressure 

or stress are applied. The outermost two or three atomic layers, if left to themselves, 

would have lattice parameters (e.g., nearest neighbour atom distances) different from 

those in the bulk. Smaller lattice parameters would lead to a compressive surface stress, 

larger values to a tensile surface stress. In the actual situation they are balanced by a bulk 

stress parallel to the surface and extending a few IJ.ffi inside the crystal. One can imagine, 

following Gibbs, that when applying a hypothetical force at the edges of the surface the 

bulk stress can vanish. These surface forces may be of either sign and may be of the same 

order ofmagnitude as y (Spamaay, 1985). 

In the second situation, the solid material is strained due to an applied pressure or 

stress. Gibbs (1906) states that the rigidity of solids is in general so great, that any 

tendency of the surfaces of discontinuity to vary in area or form may be neglected in 

comparison with the forces which are produced in the interior of the solids by any strains, 

so that it is not generally necessary to take account of the nature of the surfaces of 

discontinuity in determining the state of strain of the solid masses. However, a state of 

surface stress will have direct influence on the equilibrium solubility of the (surface) solid 

in solution when considering a solid/liquid system and therefore on dissolution and 

precipitation processes, even if the stress is not high enough to cause bulk dislocation 

motion or elastic deformation. Therefore surface stress can not be neglected in 

dissolution/precipitation creep. 

In general, the surface of a solid can be described as a region where the stress 

tensor differs from the average tensor in the bulk of the solid, as the stress tensor is no 

exception to the general rule that the division can be made into bulk and surface (i.e. 

excess) contributions. These tensor components at the solid surface, Oijswf, will in general 

depend on the reference directions chosen in the surface (Defay et al, 1966). 
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2.2.1.4 The relation between sUlface free energy and surface stress 

So far, surface stress and surface free energy have been described as the two most 

important parameters in surface thermodynamics. The relation between surface stress, 

Gijswf, and the work to create unit surface area, y, was described by Shuttleworth (1950) 

and Herring (1952). Recall that changes in area can be achieved by adding new atoms to 

the surface as well as by stretching the existing surface. The reversible work done ON the 

system as a result of a surface strain increment, associated with the surface area change, is 

given 

8W = 8(yA) = y8A + A8y (2.4) 

where W is surface work. The surface work term can be expressed as a function of the 2

D strain tensor, with 

8y (2.5) 

so that 

W (2.6) 

where cij is the incremental strain tensor of the surface deformation. The total mechanical 

work done on the system can be expressed as, 

(2.7) 

When assuming ~r;J.!i = 0 and therefore y being equal to the surface free energy, then by 

equating equation (2.7) with equation (2.6) a relation between the surface stress, surface 

strain and surface free energy can be written, defined by Herring (1952) as 

(2.8) 

where Gijswf is the surface stress tensor. The last term will vanish in general for liquids, 

since the state ofthe surface of separation between two liquids is not changed by any shear 
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strains, new atoms are freely supplied to an expanding surface and volume strains in the 

fluid are negligible. For an isotropic strain (no shear components) the surface stress 

reduces to 

oy 
= y + A (2.9)

BA 

which illustrates very clearly the distinction first made by Gibbs between the energy needed 

to create new area (yBA) by definition ofy and the mechanical work (err oA) needed to 

stretch the area. Equation 2.9 is known as Shuttleworth's equation (Herring, 1952 and 

Shuttleworth, 1950). 

Although isotropic strain is not in general observed for crystalline solids, one can 

question whether the surface stress can be approximated by YOij at high temperatures. This 

depends on the relaxation time required for the surface to regain its original state by 

atomic migration. In glasses and melts, both solid-like behaviour (ByIBEij;t:O) and liquid-like 

(ByIOBij=oQ) behaviour should be attainable by varying the temperature and strain rate. Even 

in ordinary liquids, sufficiently high strain rates can give rise to non-vanishing values of 

ByIOSij (Tiller, 1991). For solids, Herring (1951), Benson and Yun (1967) and Tiller 

(1991) estimate the value ofthe last term in equation (2.8) for a crystal to be, of the same 

order as y itselfor a little larger. Since y is almost invariably positive, the surface stress can 

be either tensile or compressive (negative) depending on the sign and magnitude ofthe last 

term of equation (2.8). The surface stress can therefore be estimated to be numerically in 

the range from (close to) zero to a few times y or -y. Although the use of a surface stress 

tensor would in many applications be more correct (complete) than the use of y, the lack 

of any numerical estimates provides no improvement over y when order of magnitude 

calculations are made. It also seriously complicates the derivation of models addressing 

surface effects. Therefore, surface free energy will be used in this work as a first 

approximation when considering surface-related phenomena, though where necessary 

qualitative use ofsurface stress will be made. 
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2.2.2 The Interfacial Free Energy 

2.2.2.1 The physical nature ofinterfacial free energy 

In the above a mathematical description of a surface was defined and its 

thermodynamic consequences described. Now surfaces will be described from a physical 

point of view because this offers an illustrative means to qualitatively describe the varies 

interfaces possible, e.g. phase boundaries and grain boundaries. 

Consider a solid/vacuum surface. Each atom will have neighbours in the surface 

plane and in the plane beneath the surface, but the atoms in the plane above the surface are 

absent. Since each bond made lowers the energy ofthe atom, the surface atoms will have a 

higher energy by virtue of these broken bonds. This will be the extra (excess) internal 

energy of the surface, uswf
. Whether the interfacial free energy, run , is higher requires 

knowledge of the excess entropy of the surface, Sswf at temperatures above 0 K (run=uswf
_ 

Tssurl). The origin of the surface entropy is to be found in both vibrational and 

configurational effects. The configurational entropy increase (e.g. due to the formation of 

ad-atoms by atoms leaving the surface plane) can be neglected at low temperatures. The 

reduced binding energy for atoms at the surface, causes a lower vibration frequency of the 

surface atoms and this raises the vibrational entropy (Swalin, 1962; Martin and Doherty, 

1976). However, the effect of increasing entropy is of limited value, especially at lower 

temperatures, therefore the total effect at the surface due to both an increase in internal 

free energy and entropy always has a finite (positive) excess surface free energy, as 

previously discussed (Martin and Doherty, 1976). 

As an example of the described physical properties, consider the cleaving of a 

single crystal, which creates two new surfaces. This requires work to be done on the 

system, and the energy of the new (2 crystal) system is higher than that of the single 

crystal. However, the energy can not be directly calculated from the amount ofwork done, 

since after cleaving the outermost layers of the crystal will reconfigure or "reconstruct", 

which leads to a decrease of the surface free energy and tends to relax surface stresses. 

However, these relaxation phenomena do not completely annihilate surface free energy 

and surfaces stresses (Benson and Yun, 1967; Sparnaay, 1985). When considering 

theoretical values for surface free energy or surface stress, care must be taken to use 

values for (relaxed) reconstructed surfaces. 
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2.2.2.2 Approximations used to determine interfacial free energy values 

In order to take the interfacial free energy into account in solution/precipitation 

models, an order of magnitude value is needed for the solid/liquid interfacial energy, Ysl., 

and the grain boundary energy, Ygb. Such values are not directly available. Interfacial 

energy data only exist for solid/vacuum, Ys, liquid/vacuum, Y, ,and liquid/vapour, Ylv ,and 

even these are limited in number and reliability. Here some approximations are explained 

which will be used to get some order ofmagnitude values for Ysl and Ygb, based on Ys, YI and 

Ylv data and the general description ofa physical surface given above. 

At the dividing surface between a solid and a liquid phase, the energy at the 

interface is deceased in comparison with the total value of 1 solid/vacuum plus 1 

liquid/vacuum surface. This is due to the interaction of solid and liquid atoms. The type of 

interaction depends the chemical components of the solid and liquid phase. An estimation 

of the solid/liquid interfacial energies, can be obtained using the simple (empirical) 

approximation suggested by Israelachvili (1985) 

(2.10) 

where Ys is the solid/vacuum value, y, is the liquid/vacuum value and "'/YsYI represents the 

solid/liquid atom interaction. The interaction term must be considered a minimum, as it 

only represents the solid/liquid interaction due to van der Waals forces. Ifother interaction 

forces would be significant, e.g. hydration forces (due to the presence of an electrical 

double layer), the interaction term would be larger and hence the Ysl value smaller 

(Israelachvili, 1985). 

At a solid/solid interface, the surface free energy is also reduced due to the 

interaction of atoms across the interface compared to twice the solid/vacuum surface free 

energy value. When both solid phases are (chemically) the same and only differ in crystal 

orientation the interface is called a grain boundary. The nature, e.g. the surface free 

energy, of any given grain boundary depends on the misorientation of the boundary 

relative to the solid grains. The lattice of any two grains can be made to coincide by 

rotating one of them through a suitable angle S about a single axis (porter and Easterling, 

1992). An important distinction can be made with respect to y# between low angle and 

high angle grain boundaries. Low angle boundaries, with S < 10-150 
, can be considered as 

an array of dislocations, with the atoms in regions between the dislocations fitting almost 
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perfectly into both adjoining grains whereas the dislocation cores are regions of poor fit in 

which the crystal structure is highly distorted. The energy of low angle grain boundaries 

can simply be taken as the total energy of the dislocations within unit area of boundary 

(Ashbyet al, 1978). At angles S smaller than -10-15°, Ygb is approximately proportional to 

the angular misorientation (porter and Easterling, 1992). However, when S exceeds 10

15°, the boundary is known as a random high angle boundary and at this stage Ygb becomes 

independent of misorientation (porter and Easterling, 1992). This is schematically 

illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

twin 

angle of misorientation angle of misorientation 

Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of the Ygb variation with grain boundary orientation. A) in the 

general case the Ygb energy increases roughly linear with the angle of misorientation untiI1D-15'. 

For larger angles ofmisorientation the grain boundary is called high angle grain boundary and Ygb 

remains roughly the same. B) The grain boundary energy versus orientation shows sharp cusped 

minima at orientations for which the two adjoining lattices fir together with relatively little distortion. 

After Porter and Easterling (1992). 

High angle boundaries contain large areas of poor fit and have a relatively open 

structure. The bonds between the atoms are broken or highly distorted and consequently, 

the boundary is associated with a relatively high energy (porter and Easterling, 1992). For 

high angle boundaries it is often found that roughly 

(2.11) 

where Ygb is the grain boundary energy (when LJ.Lir;=o) and Ysv is the solid-vacuum 

equilibrium interfacial energy. 

With the Wulff plot (Figure 2.2), it was illustrated that for solids which do not 

have an isotropic surface free energy (i.e. an euhedral spherical shape) the surface free 

energy varies with orientation. For these solids (almost all solids) therefore the grain 
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boundary energy does not only depend on the angle of rotation S, but it can also depend 

on the orientation of both adjacent crystals. In most cases, the grain boundary between 

two grains will be a random high angle grain boundary and its grain boundary energy can 

be approximated by equation (2.11). There are, however, some special high angle 

boundaries which have significantly lower energies than random boundaries. These 

boundaries occur when two adjoining lattices fit together with relatively little distortion of 

the atomic bonds. The simplest example of these special high angle boundaries is the 

boundary between the two crystals of twins (porter and Easterling, 1992). For most 

minerals there are a limited number of special high angle boundaries associated with a 

good fit and therefore a relatively low Ygb (porter and Easterling, 1992). Grain boundaries 

in which the boundary plane is a lattice plane common to both crystals are usually referred 

to as coincident grain boundaries. IfYgb is plotted as function of boundary orientation, a 

sharp cusped minimum is obtained at the coherent boundary position. Even for near

coincident boundaries, atoms are shared and boundary coherence is maximised (porter and 

Easterling, 1992). Therefore, it can be expected that coincident and near-coincident 

boundaries are associated with a lower grain boundary energy than average random high 

angle grain boundaries. 

2.2.3 Equilibrium Considerations 

2.2.3.1 Global Equilibrium in Dense Crystalline Aggregates 

When defining thermodynamic equilibrium as the state of minimum free energy, 

the question arises whether a polycrystalline aggregate can attain equilibrium at all. All 

boundaries in an annealed sample, irrespective ofifthey are grain boundaries, solid/vapour 

or solid/fluid interfaces, are high energy regions that increase the free energy of a 

polycrystal or porous aggregate relative to a single crystal ofthe same volume of material. 

The ultimate equilibrium state of a monomineralic polycrystalline sample under stress-free 

conditions would therefore be a single crystal. However, this conflicts with the observation 

that polycrystalline materials held at high temperatures for long (geological) times remain 

polycrystalline, and that mass transport processes have stopped (or become undetectably 

slow) long before the stage of a single crystal is achieved. Thus, although a true minimum 

free energy state cannot be attained in a polycrystalline aggregate, it will adjust itself, given 
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the possibility for mass transport, to a structure that reduces the total energy to a 

metastable condition, dependent on the space defined by a set of internal variables 

representing the microstructural state of the material (e.g. grain size, pore size, pore 

distribution). Porter and Easterling (1992) note that in moving towards equilibrium, 

polycrystalline samples evolve to a :fixed microstructure with many local equilibria (force 

balances), e.g. at grain boundary intersections and grain boundary/ pore intersections (See 

Figure 2Ab). Such a state can be defined as a metastable equilibrium. 

This type of metastable equilibrium, i.e. metastable equilibrium relating to local 

minima in total surface free energy, can be understood as follows. In order to decrease the 

total free energy of the aggregate, a number of local equilibria would first have to change 

to a higher (non-equilibrium) energy state simultaneously, before further geometrical 

changes could be achieved. This is in agreement with the definition of metastable 

equilibrium that an activation energy barrier must be overcome before true equilibrium can 

be obtained. Because true equilibrium is not feasible for polycrystalline aggregates, 

metastable and associated local equilibrium concepts will be used here, and will be further 

referred to simply as equilibrium. 

In polycrystalline materials not in equilibrium, provided no pressure gradients or 

applied stresses need to be considered, surface energy related driving forces will thus 

induce mass transport, thereby moving the system towards a lower total interfacial energy 

resulting in the ultimate metastable equilibrium configuration. The surface energy driven 

microstructural change can be recognised in a sample as 

1. A reduction in grain boundary curvature 

2. Growth of low energy interfaces at the expense of higher energy interfaces (at grain 

boundaries, pore walls etc.) 

3. An increase in the volume to surface ratio, by reduction of the total grain-surface area 

(e.g. via reduction of surface curvature or via grain growth). 

In natural material and experimental samples, many of the mass transport 

processes observed in aggregates and related to a reduction in surface energy, are due to 

heterogeneities in the sample, e.g. due to a distribution in grain size or grain packing. For 

example to describe grain growth or Ostwald ripening, grain size distributions and grain 

size averages are required, to describe which grains will grow and which will decrease in 

size and eventually disappear. Such processes require a description only feasible on the 

aggregate scale, or a representative volume of it. Although related to a reduction in total 

surface free energy these processes cannot be described using the local equilibrium 

concept and are therefore omitted. 
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2.2.3 .2. Local Equilibrium at a Solid/Solvent Interface 

Gibbs (1906) derived the condition for chemical equilibrium between an isotropic 

soluble solid at a point on the interface with its saturated solution. This condition was 

generalized by Heidug (1992). Assuming that the surface stress can be approximated by y, 

the condition can be described by 

(2.12) 

where !lsf is the chemical potential of the solid dissolved in the fluid, J.leq is the equilibrium 

value of !lsf (which is equivalent to the potential of the solid), r is the free energy of the 

solid phase, Pi is the fluid pressure, r are the principal radii of curvature which are defined 

as positive for a convex solid surface (from an origin within the solid grain) and ft is the 

molecular volume ofthe solid phase. The tenn, y(1Ir[ + 1Ir2), can be viewed as the excess 

hydrostatic pressure in the interior of the solid (Gibbs, 1906) due to the effect of surface 

stress assumed to be numerically equal to y and which will vanish when the surface is 

plane. 

Worth emphasising at this point is that the solubility of the solid is dependent on 

the radius of curvature of the solid surface. As equation (2.12) shows, the equilibrium 

chemical potential is increased for a positively curved surface in comparison with a flat 

surface. }\ccordingly, since 

!.t = !.to + RTlnC (2.13) 

where C is the solubility of the solid into the liquid phase, then if a solution is saturated 

with respect to flat crystal faces it is undersaturated with respect to positively curved 

surfaces. 

When dealing with curved interfaces, it is usually implicitly assumed that the value 

of y is independent of the local radius of curvature of the surface. General agreement 

(Gibbs, 1906; Herring, 1952; Defay et al., 1966 and Blakely, 1973) exists on the fact that 

the changes of y with the radius of a particle can be neglected for crystalline solids larger 

than the nucleus size. For fluid systems, for example, the deviation of y becomes larger 

than 3% for drops or bubbles s 10 nm (Defay et al 1966). Herring (1952) neglects the 

effect of changing y with the radius of a particle, when the radius of curvature is large 
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compared with the (physical) thickness of the interface (usually atomic). Because particles 

> 100 run are considered in this work, this effect will be neglected. 

2.2.3.3. Solid/solid/liquid equilibria 

The solid/solid/liquid distribution on the grain-scale, not just the presence of the 

liquid, is one of the most important factors in determining the extent to which the liquid 

(e.g. a melt phase) influences the pore microstructure and physical properties of the total 

aggregate or rock (Kohlstedt, 1992). Where a solid/solid grain boundary intersects the 

liquid phase, local equilibrium is characterized by a fixed angle (e) between the two solid 

grains filled with liquid. This angle is called the dihedral wetting angle. When representing 

the surface (interfacial) free energies Yab CI'.1li = 0) ofthe interfaces a-b by vectors having a 

direction parallel to the surface near the point of intersection and a length representing the 

relative value of Yah, a vector balance can be described for equilibrium at the point of 

intersection. For three phases, the general balance is described by (porter and Easterling, 

1992) 

(2.14) 

where the angles are indicated in Figure 2.4a. 

For the special case of two solid grains of the same material whose common 

boundary intersects a liquid phase, the equilibrium at the intersection point is described by 

the Young-Dupre' relation 

(2.15) 

with e/2 being the equilibrium dihedral angle (See Figure 4b.) From this equation, the 

following important and well-known microstructural consequences can be deduced 

(Kingery et al, 1976). Ify.1 > Y.. ,then the dihedral wetting angle is > 120
0 

and the liquid 

forms isolated pockets ofmaterial at the grain intersections. Ifthe ratio Y.. / Y.I is between 1 

and -..13, the dihedral wetting angle is between 600 and 1200 and the fluid partly penetrates 

along the grain intersections at corners of three grains. If the ratio is larger than ...}3, then 

the dihedral angle is less than 600 and the fluid phase is stable along any length of grain 
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edge fonning triangular prisms at the intersection of three grains. When the ratio Y.. / Ysl = 

2, the dihedral angle equals zero and at equilibrium the faces of all grains are seperated by 

fluid (Kingery et al. 1976). 

liquid[A] [B]
Y13 YS1 YS18 

grain 3 

grain 1 solid solidY23 

grain 2 

Y Ygb
12 

[C] [0] 

Ygb .. <5!.; 
solidY51 ~~id8<8 

eq 

• 

Th 
F=resultant force solid[100] 

Figure 2.4. a) Schematic diagram ofa vector balance ofgrain boundary energies for three phases 

in equilibrium. b) Schematic diagram of a vector balance for two solid phases of the same 

material whose common boundary contacts a liquid phase. The angle () is the dihedral wetting 

angle. c) Schematic diagram of a vector representation of the interfacial energies when no 

equilibrium, i.e. when a resultant force exists. d) Schematic diagram of two asymmetric wetting 

angles resulting from surface energy anisotropy. For these and similar situations the dihedral 

wetting angle concept as illustrated in diagram b) can not be used. 

Not only the distribution of the solid and fluid phases are important but also the 

relative amounts. The equilibrium solid/liquid fraction depends on the dihedral wetting 

angle as well as on the packing ofgrains, and it is defined as the minimum amount offluid 

necessary to have the system adjusted to its minimum free energy situation for a fixed 

grain size when no solid mass transfer occurs (park and Yoon, 1985; German, 1985). If 

more fluid is present than the equilibrium fraction then either the excess is expelled, or the 

system will adjust itself to the metastable configuration, i.e. the minimum energy 

configuration possible for the given amount ofliquid. 
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2.2.3.4 When the dihedral wetting angle concept should NOT be used 

A word of caution is needed on the concept of dihedral angles, since many 

restrictions to the use ofdihedral wetting angles in determining y and pore connectivity are 

often not fully appreciated. Notably, the dihedral wetting angle concept only applies to 

solid/liquid systems under purely hydrostatic equilibrium conditions, since non-hydrostatic 

stresses are likely to change the local solidlliquid equilibrium with reference to 

dissolution/precipitation and therefore the spreading tendencies of the fluid. For a non

equilibrium situation, an unbalanced rroung) force exists (See also Figure 2.4c), 

F (2.16) 

where 8eq is the equilibrium angle and 8 is the dynamic contact angle (De Gennes, 1990). 

De Gennes calls this the spreading force ofthe liquid phase (for 8eq> 8 the fluid phase will 

be retreating). Measuring angles in an aggregate not representing the hydrostatic 

equilibrium situation, or under non-equilibrium conditions, will clearly give misleading 

(incorrect) information on interfacial energy (y), values and on possible connectivity of the 

fluid phase at equilibrium. Similar errors in measuring y from 8 can be caused by 

measuring angles in grain geometries in which special low-energy interfaces (either 

solid/liquid or grain boundaries) occur. This could also lead to non-symmetrical 8 with 

respect to the grain boundary, for which equation (2.15) cannot be used. This is illustrated 

in Figure 2.4d. 

The use of the dihedral wetting angle concept is also dependent on chemical 

equilibrium. During chemical reactions, e.g. between a solid and liquid at an interface, a 

decrease in the corresponding interfacial free energy occurs, by an amount equal to the 

free energy change per unit area for the effective chemical reaction at the interface (Aksay 

et al, 1974). During the initial reaction an instantaneous lowering of the dihedral angle, i.e. 

spreading of the liquid can occur. After completion of the reaction at the surface, the 

dynamic wetting angle gradually increases to its static (equilibrium) value and the liquid 

will be pulled back to the equilibrium configuration (Aksay et al., 1974). This is illustrated 

in Figure 2.5. 
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__-=_1i:=--static values 

time -. 

Figure 2.5. Schematic diagram showing the variation of the dynamic interfacial energy with time 

dUring a chemical reaction (e.g. dissolution or precipitation reactions due to a non-equilibrium 

concentration of the solid in solution). The initial value is indicated with ygb, while Llggb indicates a 
few examples of the free energy changes per unit area dependent on the chemical reaction. The 

dynamic interfacial energy could even become negative. Note that a process of pure adsorption 

can also reduce the initial ygb to a lower static value, but in this case no transient minimum is 

observed. AfterAksay et al. (1974). 

2.2.3.4 Limitations and assumptions for modelling applications 

For the derivation of the models presented in this chapter, some assumptions are 

required. These assumptions will be motivated here. 

First, mass transport processes due to heterogeneity in the sample (e.g. grain 

growth and Ostwald ripening), have to be neglected as well as heterogeneities due to 

different grain size or packing. Moreover, surface energy anisotropy in an aggregate 

would cause numerous different possible local equilibria dependent on the orientations at 

which grains touch, in which directions grain boundaries intersect and which grain 

boundary/pore intersection orientations and curvatures exist. It is impossible to describe 

every possible local equilibrium and its associated transport paths. Therefore, to be able to 

model mass transport processes due to the surface energy related driving forces (deviation 

from local equilibria), the starting aggregate is most conveniently described as a fixed 

geometry with a regular packing of regular grain :>hape:> (e.g. spheres) of a uniform grain 

size and with average values for grain boundary energy Ygb, as well as for Ysl, the surface 
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free energy of solidlliquid surfaces in the pores. 

With respect to the value ofgrain boundary energy, it is convenient to assume that 

all grain boundaries are random high angle (high energy) interfaces and that all grain 

boundaries are straight (not-curved) which excludes surface energy driven grain boundary 

migration as a possible mass transport process. The grain boundary energy, y~, can be 

approximated by 1/3 Ysv, as explained above, and this will then be a material specific value. 

The solidlliquid interfacial energy, y.!, is assumed to be isotropic and to have a value 

corresponding to the mean of non-faceted, high energy interfaces (based on high angle y. 

and YI values and the interaction described by equation (2.10». 

2.2.4 Non-equilibrium Thermodynamic Considerations. 

2.2.4.1 Irreversible Processes and Dissipation 

In classical equilibrium thermodynamics one considers homogeneous systems 

within which the thermodynamic parameters describe relations in bulk quantities for a 

finite volume V, e.g. 

dU = TdS- pdV+ fJ.dM- ydA (2.17) 

where U is the total energy, T is temperature, S is the entropy, p is fluid pressure, fJ. is the 

chemical potential, M is the total mass, y is the interfacial energy and A is the total area. 

Both the first and second law ofthermodynamics apply as equalities for reversible systems. 

The condition of reversibility is exactly what the term implies. Such processes can be 

carried out backwards with everything being restored to its original state. For processes 

involving dissipation, reversibility is out of the question, as the energy dissipated is 

irrecoverable. A process can only be treated as reversible if the system is, at all times, very 

close to equilibrium. A spontaneously occurring process, however, is by nature 

irreversible. Such processes include spontaneous chemical reactions, deformation under 

traction of an applied stress, and mass transport processes due to reduction in internal or 

surface free energy (which also lead to permanent deformation and/or microstructural 

change). This illustrates the need for irreversible thermodynamics to describe the processes 

discussed in this chapter. 

In the non-equilibrium thermodynamics of irreversible processes, the dissipation is 
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explicitly taken into account. Any spontaneous process implies an increase in entropy and 

the fundamental problem in irreversible thermodynamics is to determine the corresponding 

rate of entropy production (dS > 0). As with reversible processes, the first law of 

thermodynamics still applies in the non-equilibrium situation, so that 

dU = q + W or U = q + VI (2.18) 

where U is internal energy, q the heat added to and w the work done on the system, and 

the equivalent symbols with a dot are the time derivatives. 

However, the second law is now an inequality, indicating an entropy source in the volume 

con&dered, written 

dS > ~ or S > q 
(2.19)

T T 

compared with dS being equal to qrr for reversible systems. This inequality can be 

rewritten as 

q q'
dS - (2.20)

T T 

with q' = 0 for reversible systems and q'fT > 0 being the entropy production for irreversible 

systems 

Although time and/or spatial coordinates are not required to describe reversible 

thermodynamic processes, they are needed to describe most irreversible processes. 

Following de Groot and Mazur (1962) and Lehner and Bataille (1984), in treating 

irreversible processes such as the mass transfer processes involved in deformation or 

microstructural change, a continuum theory is set up in which the state parameters, 

internal energy, entropy, free energy and density (u, s, f and Pdens) are handled as field 

variables i.e. as continuous functions of space and time. Moreover, one would like to 

formulate the theory in the form of local equations, i.e. referring to a point in space and 

time. In order to calculate the entropy production (rate), it is assumed that the laws which 

are valid for macroscopic systems remain valid for infinitesimally small parts of it. It 

implies, on a microscopic scale, that the local macroscopic thermodynamic parameters are 

really measurements ofthe properties ofthe system, and contain still a large number ofthe 

constitutive particles. Such small parts of the system one might call physically 

infinitesimally small. With this in mind, it still makes sense to speak about local values of 
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such macroscopic quantities as entropy and entropy production (de Groot and Mazur, 

1962). At equilibrium, under hydrostatic pressure, p, the total differential of the entropy 

per unit mass, s, is given by the Gibbs relation, in the form 

ydA
Tds = du + pdv - L. ~i dCi + M (2.21) 

where M= mass, s= SIM, v= VIM (= lIPdens), Pdens is the density, u=UIM, , c; is the mass 

fraction species i, ~ is the chemical potential ofcomponent i, and A is area. 

It will now be assumed that, although the total system is not in equilibrium, there 

exists, within the small mass elements a state of "local" equilibrium, for which the local 

entropy is a function ofu, v, C;, and AIM (equation 2.21) as at (macroscopic) equilibrium. 

This justifies the use of equation (2.21) ifdeviations from equilibrium are not "too large", 

which is the case for most familiar transport phenomena (de Groot and Mazur, 1962, p 

23). In agreement with the hypothesis of local equilibrium, equation (2.21) can be 

rewritten outside equilibrium as 

T ds = du + dv _ L. . dCi + ydA (2.22) 
dt dt P dt ~l dt dtM 

or, the dissipation Tds/dt can be written in the form ofthe first law ofthermodynamics 

TS = u - w + q' (2.23) 

For generalisation to non-hydrostatic situations, the reader is referred to Lehner (1990). 

2.2.4.2 Driving force for mass transfer in solid/liquid systems 

Consider now an idealised granular aggregate consisting of a skeleton of solid 

grains with a saturated solution phase occupying the pores, and suppose that this is in 

equilibrium. For such a starting point, variations in the local surface value of J.!eq due to 

variations induced in any ofthe right hand terms in equation (2.12) 

1 1 
~ = f' + P 0.' + y(- + -)0.' «2.12)) 

eq f rj r2 

will remove the system form equilibrium, providing a driving force for grain scale mass 

transport, i.e. for the dissipative processes ofdissolution, diffusion and precipitation. Thus, 
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when neglecting pressure gradients in the fluid, physically possible driving forces for grain 

scale transport are seen to correspond to gradients in f, Os and r at the solid surface. 

Gradients in r can be present in the initial microstructure of a solidlIiquid system. 

However, gradients in all of the right hand side tenns can be induced by an applied stress, 

as elastic and plastic defonnation induce stored energy changes (elastic or defect-stored), 

density changes and distortion of the solidlliquid interface. These changes in f, Os and r 

are not independent of each other as a gradient in one of right hand tenns of equation 

(2.12) will generally be linked to gradients in the other tenns, e.g. changes in defect

stored energy of the solid resulting from plastic strain could be coupled to changes in the 

interfacial radius ofcurvature. 

When solid grain-to-grain contacts are also considered, additional driving force 

tenns become apparent. Depending on the relative values of the grain boundary free 

energy (Ygb), the interfacial solidlliquid free energy (Ysl) and the solid/solid/fluid junction 

geometry, a driving force may exist for material transport to increase the relative area of 

lower energy boundaries. As already mentioned, the local equilibrium condition for a 

solid/solid/fluid a junction, when variations in f and Os are negligible, is given by the force 

balance relation 

8eq
Ygb = 2 Ysl COST «2.15» 

From Figure 2Ac it can be seen that any value of 8/2 not equal to 8eJ2 would induce a 

local driving force for change in the contact geometry. Provided the boundary is not 

completely wetted at equilibrium (8eJ2 >0), then for a geometry oftwo touching spherical 

grains, if8/2 < 8eJ2, an outwardly directed resultant force on the solid/solid/fluid junction 

would lead to growth of the lower energy grain boundary. The opposite case where 8/2 > 

8eJ2, would lead to a retreating grain boundary, resulting in more solid/liquid surface. If 

the fields in f and pOs and r are non-unifonn, all ofthese variations will compete in driving 

a diffusive flux of solute from locations ofrelatively high surface potential J.l.eq to locations 

of relatively low potential. 

A case ofparticular interest and importance is ifcontacts are penetrated by a liquid 

phase either in an adsorbed film or island-channel network and transmit intergranular 

tractions. It has long been speculated that a continuous adsorbed fluid film could be 

present in grain boundaries thus sustaining a nonnal stress and allowing intergranular 

pressure solution to occur (Rutter, 1976, Hickman and Evans, 1991). On the other hand, 
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there is some experimental evidence for the existence of an island-channel structure is 

stressed salt/saturated solution systems (Spiers et a1" 1989; Schutjens, 1991 and Cox and 

Paterson, 1991). Models of the latter structure (See Figure 2.6), assume the grain 

boundary fluid to be interconnected by a fine-scale channel system, and the fluid pressure 

equals that in the pores (Lehner, 1990.). A compressive normal stress acts on the grain 

boundary and is transmitted across and concentrated at the solid/solid contacts or islands. 

Since stress and strain energy distribution are highly inhomogeneous on this scale, no 

chemical equilibrium can exist for the grain boundary between solid and solute in solution. 

Instead, provided the grain boundary is an open system, continuous dissipation of energy 

will occur as solid dissolves at highly stressed, high potential"islands", diffuses out of the 

boundary and reprecipitates at sited of relatively low stress and low chemical potential 

(such as pore walls). This will result in a net transport out of the contact region and a 

relative displacement of the grains towards each other leading to deformation and/or 

densification. To a first approximation, it has been shown by Lehner (1990) that regardless 

of the grain boundary structure, the average chemical potential at points on the solid 

surface within grain boundaries penetrated by a fluid is given 

(2.24) 

where all quantities are averaged over a representative element transmitting average 

normal stress an (see Figure 2.6). For a detailed discussion on this equation, the reader is 

referred to Lehner and Bataille (1984), Lehner (1990, 1995) and Spiers and Schutjens 

(1990). 

By comparison with equation (2.12) it can now be seen that even when there are 

no gradients in p, gradients in an (stressed systems) can provide gradients in !lgb, which will 

drive transport from contacts to pores. Numerous authors have shown that gradients in 

as:!' between contacts and pores can be very significant compared with gradients in the 

other terms (Robin, 1978; Raj, 1982; Kwon and Messing, 1989, 1991), so that it is this 

which essentially drives intergranular pressure solution (solution/precipitation creep) in a 

closed system (i.e. Ll~LlannS). 

A final point which arises in the present context, is the possible effect of applied 

stress on y, on surface stresses (aijSUlf, equation 2.8) and hence on ~ at the pore walls and 

grain boundaries. The magnitude ofthis effect has received little attention. However, in the 

case of surface stress on free pore walls remote from grain contacts, contact mechanics 

arguments (Herz, 1882) suggest that the effect will generally be neglible. Surface stresses 
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and strains near or at the contact can be large. However, since no infonnation is available 

on &y/oeij (equation 2.8), no statement can be made on the magnitude of surface stress in 

the neighborhood of contacts. Unfortunately, for this reason &y/OEij has to be neglected 

henceforth. Assuming material to be isotropic and adsorption at the solid surface to be 

negligible, y is used instead ofaijsud" ,as a first approximation. 

Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of two grains undergoing stress induced solution/precipitation or 

pressure solution creep, with mass transfer through an island channel type grain-to-grain contact. 

The inset shows a section through a representative grain boundary element with an island

channel structure. 
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2.3 Behaviour of solidlliquid systems under hydrostatic conditions: a 

model for neck growth by solution/precipitation transfer 

2.3.1 General 

Consider a granular solid/solution system such as illustrated in Figure 6a. It 

follows from the above discussion of equation (2.11) that under fully hydrostatic 

conditions (solid and fluid at uniform hydrostatic pressure p), the stress and deformation 

fields in the solid grains will be uniform and p is unifoI1l1, so that the term (f + pnS
) will 

also be uniform around all solid/liquid interfaces. Therefore, only surface energy driving 

forces will be significant (i.e. variations in r and total interfacial energy). These will drive 

the system towards an equilibrium microstructure, via a non-equilibrium neck growth 

process that will result finally in an equilibrium microstructure in which all pores are 

bounded by equipotential surfaces meeting grain boundaries at the equilibrium dihedral 

angle (See Section 2.2.3.3 and Figure 2Ab) 

Neck growth in a solid/liquid system is similar to neck growth during sintering in a 

solid/vapour system as considered by Kuczinsky (1949), Coble (1961), Kingery (1959), 

Kingery et al. (1976) and Cannon and Carter (1989). The process can be understood by 

considering the following relations for the chemical potential and the concentration of solid 

in solution 

~r ns 
s ~eq - f" + Pr + y(l/ r\ + 1/ r2) n s «2.12» 

!-teq = !-to + RTln Ceq «2.13» 

Combining these equations shows that at the surface of a spherical solid particle, there is a 

positive radius of curvature so that the surface chemical potential and solubility (Ceq) is 

somewhat larger than would be observed for a flat surface. However, at the junction 

between two touching spherical particles there is a small negative radius of curvature (See 

Figure 2.7) with associated (local) lower potential and solubility. Following the classical 

sintering argument, in which y.. (~Yy)J) is neglected (Kingery et aI 1976), the solubility and 

associated potential difference between the neck area (i.e. the junction between touching 

grainS) and the free particle surface acts as a driving force to transfer material from the free 
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walls into the neck region. When solid state diffusion is slow, the only available transport 

path for material transport is via the liquid filled pores. Transfer of matter to the neck 

regions via the pores reduces curvature gradients as the neck area grows (the negative 

curvature getting less sharp due to precipitation). At the same time, the total free energy of 

the system decreases until an equilibrium microstructural configuration is established (note 

that for y..=O and e= 1800 this would be a new single spherical grain, when starting with 2 

spherical grains). Assuming a succession of steady states, the rate of the neck growth 

process, for a granular solidlliquid system, is controlled by the kinetics of the three serial 

steps of dissolution at the free surfaces, diffusion through the pore fluid and precipitation 

at the neck margin. The kinetics of dissolution and precipitation can in principle be 

specified in terms of crystal growth/dissolution laws and diffusion rates can be described 

by Ficks law. Hence, by coupling the driving force with the appropriate rate equations, 

constitutive equations for neck growth can be obtained. 

Using this approach, constitutive models have been derived e.g. by Hickman and 

Evans (1991) for diffusion and precipitation controlled neck growth in a solidlliquid 

system, following the classical sintering approach (Kingery et al, 1976). In this approach 

the solid/solid interfacial energy (y..=y!#» is neglected, i.e. assumed to be zero. This is 

equivalent to assuming an equilibrium dihedral wetting angle 8eq of 180°, which is highly 

unrealistic as can be directly shown substituting values, for nearly any material and using 

random high energy interface values. The resulting dihedral wetting angle, calculated in 

accordance with the assumptions made in Section 2 will hardly ever be 180°. The neck 

growth models which Hickman and Evans derive, for the precipitation controlled case is 

derived for the geometry ofFigure 2.7a and is given 

nS nsdx 2 (II ) Ysl d 
2 (2.25)

dt kT (x2
- xo ) 

where x is the velocity ofneck growth, (hnS
) is a precipitation rate constant, d is the grain 

size (i.e. twice the radius of curvature of the solid grains), and x and Xl) are the 

instantaneous and initial neck radii as indicated in Figure 2.1a. The Hickman and Evans 

neck growth model for the diffusion controlled case is derived for a different geometry as 

illustrated in Figure 2.7b and is given 

dx Z1illCY sI QS x d 
2 (2.26)

dt kT(x2 _ X0 )2 
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This is derived assuming the source region of material to be a region confined to an 

annular region or "moat" around the neck between two grains, as a result ofdissolution of 

the grain surfaces immediately adjacent to the neck. This also requires a different 

approximation for the radius of curvature p, see Table 2.1. The moat is approximated to 

be circular in cross section, so that the characteristic diffusion path for material transported 

to the neck is ofthe order ofthe moat radius (chosen is 2p). 
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Figure 2.7. Schematic diagrams of 2-grain geometries undergoing neck growth due to material 

transfer from the positively curved, high potential, surfaces with a radius dI2 towards the grain 

contact area with a curvature p. a) shows a 2-grain geometry starting with point contacts. b) 

shows a 2-grain geometry with initial contact radius Xcr before neck growth started. 

2.3.2 New Models for Neck Growth 

A new model is now presented for neck growth in a granular solidlliquid system 

under purely hydrostatic conditions. The approach followed resembles that ofKuczinsky's 

(1949) evaporation/condensation model extended by Coble (1958) and followed by 

Kingery et a1 (1976) Raj (1982) and Hickman and Evans (1992; 1995). However, in 

contrast to previous models, the role of solid-solid interfaces (grain boundary) is taken into 

account here, i.e. Y.. is not assumed zero but is assigned a finite constant value. The fact 
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that solid-solid-interfaces cannot to be neglected is clearly illustrated by the following 

experimental observations. First, many granular solidlliquid systems are known to evolve 

towards an equilibrium pore configuration with well-defined dihedral wetting angles 

<180°. Second, grain boundaries separating grains ofdifferent misorientation and therefore 

having different grain boundary energies, have been shown to be characterised by different 

dihedral wetting angles (Faul and Waif, 1994). Thus previous models are incapable of 

predicting the equilibrium contact geometry and pore configuration in solidlliquid systems 

in a general sense. 

Let us start by considering the two-grain configuration represented in Figure 2.Th, 

where y.. < Ysl. For a hydrostatic situation, when no external work is done on the system, 

the first law of thermodynamics implies that the change of internal energy of the system, 

due to neck growth and concomitant change ofarea of solid/solid and solidlliquid surfaces 

(A.. and As1), equals the rate of dissipation due to the transport of atoms through the fluid 

phase (see equations 2.3, 2.17 and 2.21), from surface points of relatively high chemical 

potential to surface points of relatively low potential. The sum LoYiA; is therefore 

progressively reduced. 

surf u = YssAss + Ysl Asl (2.27) 

The rate of change of internal energy (u) and hence of dissipation can accordingly be 

calculated from 

(2.28) 

where q is the rate of dissipation (dq/dt) with t being time. Inserting geometrical 

expressions for A.. and Asl following Figure 2.7, and carIYing out the appropriate 

differentiation with time leads to the result 

(2.29) 

However, the rate of dissipation can also be described in terms of the volume of 

material (material flux) being transported times the average change in chemical potential 

(AI-l) (thermodynamic force) per unit volume transferred from source to sink, i.e. from 

pore wall to neck surface. Using the geometrical variables shown in Figure 2.Th, the rate 

ofdissipation can hence be written as 
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(2.30) 

where x is the neck radius, x is the neck growth rate and p is the smallest of the principle 

radius ofcurvature ofthe neck. 

A third way ofwriting the rate of dissipation is in terms of surface forces times a 

material flux. It will be recalled that for equilibrium at a neck margin 

«2.15» 

When the angle eis smaller than the equilibrium angle, (see Figure 2.4c), the forces acting 

on the neck junction are not in equilibrium (See Kuczinsky, 1949) and from the vector 

sum the resultant force can be seen to be directed outward. The force per unit length 

acting on the neck periphery then is 

«2.16» 

Hence, the resulting rate ofdissipation for a neck growth rate xis 

- q 210' F x (2.31) 

Combining the resulting equations for the rate ofdissipation, i.e., (2.29), (2.30) and (2.31) 

thus leads to the result, 

(2.32) 

and therefore, from the right hand members, 

y sl 8 8eq
All = - .os (cos- - cos-) (2.33) 

p 2 2 
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From this point on, essentially the same procedure is followed as in all papers 

describing models for neck growth and solution/precipitation creep (e.g. Coble, 1958; 

Rutter, 1976; Raj, 1982; Spiers et al, 1989; Hickman and Evans, 1991). Accordingly, the 

chemical potential drop (LiJ.l.) acting between source and sink sites is assumed to be 

associated with the slowest of the three serial steps of dissolution, di1fusion and 

precipitation, while the other two are considered to be negligibly easy. When the diffusion 

step is fast compared to the interfacial kinetics, precipitation is assumed to be rate 

controlling due to the very small area of the neck region compared with the free grain 

surface the velocity of precipitation will be much higher than of dissolution, so the 

associated potential drop also much bigger. Thus, for interface (precipitation) controlled 

neck growth 

(2.34) 

Assuming a linear growth law at the neck site, the velocity of precipitation can be 

described as 

Vprecip = (2.35) 

where v is velocity, 1" is the precipitation velocity for a driving force of 1 kT, k is 

Boltzmann's constant and T is absolute temperature. Combining equations 2.33,2.34 and 

2.35 it thus emerges that the rate of neck growth, which is approximately equal to the 

velocity ofprecipitation on the neck surface, is given 

. 1* Ys10.s e eeq
x = (cos-- cos-) (2.36)

pkT 2 2 

A geometrical approximation for p can now be made following Coble (1958) such that 

p~2/2d for small x. Thus the rate of neck growth with precipitation as rate controlling 

process can be written 

. 21* YslQs d (e eeq)
x = cos-- cos- (2.37)

kT x2 2 2 

In the diffusion controlled case, the chemical potential drop (LiJ.l.) between free grain 

surfaces and the neck margin is used in driving diffusion so that 
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(2.38) 

To a first approximation, in which the divergence of the diffusion flux is neglected, Fick's 

first law can be used assuming the average diffusion distance to be (nd/4-x). Hence the 

volume flux ofmaterial to the neck is 

(2.39) 

where (DC) is the product of the diffusivity and solubility in the pore region, and AtJUl< is 
the average area through which the flux acts. The neck growth rate for the diffusion 

controlled case is thus 

Ie 
(2.40)

Aprecip 

where Ap.."ip= 1tX.np is the area of precipitation per grain. For small X, and AtJUl<::::: ~ip, 

the neck growth rate can therefore be described by 

. _ 4 (DC)pore 1st !}S (e eeq 
x - n kT x2 cosz- cosT) (2.41) 

These models are for two grains just touching (point contacts), whereas the 

models by Hickman and Evans (1995) are for two grains having already a finite contact 

surface before neck growth starts. The latter geometry could be a result of 

solution/precipitation or any other creep mechanism and therefore the finite radius contact 

before neck-growth starts will be indicated with Xer, the radius of contact due to creep in 

general. To show the effect of the different geometries as well as to make a comparison 

with the Hickman and Evans models possible, the new models are given in Table 2.1 for 

both geometries. Details of the geometries, radius of curvature approximation and 

diffusion path lengths (depending on the choice of the source region) are indicated in the 

table as well. 

From inspection ofthe table it is seen that the most general description of the new 

neck growth models is characterised by a driving force 
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Ys10
S B Beq

All ~ --(cos- - cos-) ((2.33))
p 2 2 

and the rate equation, 

B Beq)a db 
A T COSZ - cosx = ( ) R Ys1 ( (2.42)

2 (x2 
- xc,zt 

where ACT) is a temperature dependent term, describing the temperature dependence of 

solubility and of diffusivity or surface reaction rates, R is a constant incorporating 

molecular volume and geometry dependent constants. The exponents a is 1, b is either 0 or 

1 and c is lor 2 depending on the initial contact configuration and on the chosen diffusion 

path length. At zero initial contact Xc,. is zero. 
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2.4 Behaviour of solidlliquid systems under stress: extended models 

for densification by solution/precipitation creep and neck growth under 

stress. 

2.4.1 General 

When a granular solid plus intergranular liquid system such as that in Figure 2.6a is 

loaded, such that the solid framework supports hydrostatic stress, cr.I, grain contacts will 

become loaded supporting normal stresses crn, while pore walls experience the fluid 

pressure p. Accordingly, f', 0', and r in the Gibbs equilibrium condition (2.12) will vary 

around grain surfaces as will crn vary in equation (2.24). As already discussed, f' and 0' 

will be affected by elastic deformation and by the introduction of defects if plastic 

deformation occurs. In addition, r can also be changed, in particular by plastic 

deformation. Such effects will generally lead to an increase in the equilibrium chemical 

potential at grain contact margins, thus tending to reduce the driving force for neck 

growth or, if large enough, creating one for so-called "marginal dissolution" (negative 

neck-growth) (pharr and Ashby, 1983; Spiers and Brzesowsky, 1993). With the exception 

of the preliminary work ofPharr and Ashby (1983) no models currently exist for this type 

ofneck corrosion or coupled deformation effects (Spiers and Brzesowsky, 1993). 

More importantly than marginal dissolution, provided grain contacts are 

penetrated by the fluid phase in thin film or island-channel fonn, are gradients in the term 

crnO' between contacts and pores. These will lead to intergranular pressure solution or 

solution/precipitation creep involving dissolution within contacts, diffusion, and 

precipitation on pore walls (Rutter, 1983 and Raj, 1982). This will, of course, in tum lead 

to densification under the action ofan effective applied stress. The rate ofthis densification 

process is (in steady state) controlled by the kinetics ofthe three serial steps ofdissolution, 

diffusion and precipitation as described above for neck growth. Again the kinetics can be 

specified in terms of crystal growth/dissolution laws or Ficks law. By coupling the driving 

force for solution transfer (Le. differences in the quantity crnO' around grain surfaces), with 

kinetic rate equations, constitutive equations for densification by solution/precipitation 

creep can be obtained (Raj, 1982; Lehner and Bataille 1984, Spiers et al1989). 

Taking diffusion as the rate controlling step, constitutive models for densification 

by intergranular pressure solution have been developed by Spiers et al. (1990), Schutjens 
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(1991) and Spiers and Brzesowsky (1993). See also Rutter (1976), Raj (1982), Spiers et 

al (1989) and Lehner (1990). Assuming that the granular aggregate undergoes only small 

isotropic volumetric strains « 20%), the resulting models for densification of a face 

centred cubic packing ofgrains take the form 

(2.43) 

where J3 is the rate ofdensification, evis volumetric strain, d is the aggregate grain size, a is 

a geometrical term dependent on the grain packing geometry (for FCC it is 0.675), A is a 

constant with value A=144ns/k and Z· is an effective grain boundary diffusivity parameter 

defined 

Z· = DgbC S (2.44) 

where Dgb is the intrinsic grain boundary diffusion coefficient, C is the solubility of the 

solid in grain boundary solution (volume-fraction Ri mole-fraction) and S is the average 

grain boundary fluid thickness. In the case of an "island and channel" model S = 0 (1- ex) 

where 0 is the grain boundary width and a is the volume fraction of the boundary 

occupied by solid material (islands). For an adsorbed grain boundary film, S=I, and the 

effect of adsorption on diffusion is accounted for in the different values ofDgbC. 

When interfacial reactions are rate limiting in a solid/liquid system, Spiers et al. 

(1990) write the rate ofdensification as 

na t n' a 
b (2.45)

kT d ev 

where r" is the rate coefficient for the dissolution or precipitation reaction depending which 

is rate controlling (see also de Meer and Spiers, 1995, 1997). Note that n = 6 and b = 1 for 

dissolution and n= 3 and b=2 for precipitation being rate controlling respectively. 
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2.4.2 An Extended Model for Densification by SolutionlPrecipitation Creep 

In the following, the above models for densification by solution/precipitation creep 

under the action of an applied effective hydrostatic stress, are extended to take into 

account the effects of interfacial energy which have hitherto been neglected. Thus both 

stress-related and y-related driving forces are taken into account. 

2.4.2.1 Assumptions 

In deriving the solution/precipitation creep models the following assumptions are 

made: 

-Densification is assumed to occur by the solution/precipitation mechanism only; i.e. by 

intergranular pressure solution as described above. 

-All mechanical work done is either dissipated by the solution/precipitation process or 

converted into interfacial energy. 

-All dissipation is assumed to occur by one ofthe three serial steps ofdiffusion, dissolution 

or precipitation, each operating under conditions ofa series of steady states. 

-During compaction the grain to grain contacts are assumed to remain macroscopically flat 

while the free grain surfaces remain spherical. 

-Grain to grain contacts are assumed to posses a "dynamically stable" island-channel 

structure (Raj, 1982; Lehner, 1990 and Spiers and Schutjens, 1990). 

-Strains are assumed to be small (volumetric strain, ev<20%), which simplifies the resulting 

geometry. 

2.4.2.2 Model Formulation 

As starting point, the idealised granular aggregate is assumed to have a face 

centred cubic (FCC) packing and is subjected to an applied effective stress, cr.=(cr-p) 

which is hydrostatic in nature. Individual grain contacts are treated as shown in Figure 2.7. 

Making use of equations (2.12) and (2.24), the chemical potentials at the free surfaces 

(pores) and the grain contact can be described by 
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2y Os
f' + Os + __sI_ at the free surface (2.46)

P d/2 

within the contact area (2.47) 

The mean potential difference between the contact area and the free surface in the pores 

can hence be written 

(2.48) 

assuming differences in f are negligible on the relevant scale and taking an to be the mean 

normal stress at contacts. Now, from the geometry of an FCC packed array of particles, a 

consideration ofthe force balance ofgrain contacts (Spiers et al, 1989) shows that 

(2.49) 

where a is a geometrical factor (3ht..J2 for an FCC packing). Thus 

(2.50) 

From here on, the procedure followed is the same as described in Section 2.4.1, i.e., one of 

three serial steps (dissolution, diffusion or precipitation) is assumed to be rate limiting, and 

the rate equations for crystal growth/dissolution or Fick's law are coupled with the driving 

force for solution transfer, so that constitutive equations for densification by 

solution/precipitation are obtained. 

The resulting models are, for the diffusion controlled case 

(2.51) 

and for the dissolution or precipitation controlled case 

(2.52) 

where n= 6 and b=O for dissolution and n=3 and b= Ifor precipitation control. 
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To compare these models with those for neck growth, they can be rewritten in 

terms of the contact radius (x) growth rate due to solution/precipitation creep, expressed 

as X,.p. Hence when diffusion is rate limiting, (2.51) modifies to 

. _ 2d (CD)gb D(I- a)gs acre 4Y'1 
XSP - -3 (- - --) (2.53)

x kT ey d 

When the interfacial reactions are rate limiting, (2.52) yields 

. d Cgs acr 4y sl 
X =--(---) (2.54) 

sp x kT e d y 

2.4.3 An extended model for neck growth under stress 

In a granular solidlliquid system (Figure 2.6a) subjected to a state of positive 

effective hydrostatic stress cre=(cr-p) and where grain contacts are not penetrated by fluid, 

neck growth or undercutting may occur depending on the magnitude of stress-induced 

changes in potential of the solid at the neck margin. In other words, both surface energy 

and stress-related driving forces may become important. While the possibility of neck 

growth (positive or negative) in the absence of stress has already been mentioned, here a 

simple model will be formulated for neck growth when grain contacts support an effective 

stress. 

As starting point, consider the two-grain model ofFigure 2.6 and 2.7, and assume 

that the contact is not penetrated by fluid. When no effective normal stress acts across the 

grain contact (i.e. when fields in f and g' are uniform in the solid grain), pore wall sites (P) 

posses an excess potential compared with contact margin (m) given 

y'l 8 8eq
,1/1 = Il - Il = +- gs (cos- - cos-) (2.55)

r- p m p 2 2 

which is the driving force for neck growth. Here 8eq is the equilibrium dihedral welting 

angle under hydrostatic reference conditions. Writing explicitly for Ilm and Jlp, the chemical 

potentials ofthe solid at neck margin and pore walls, this is equivalent to 
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41._1 AS] Ysl 8 8 eq
Aj.! = [ f~ + p~ + d Up - [f~ + p~ - p n:" (cosz-cosT)](2.56) 

in which M' =°and AQ'=O since the fields corresponding are uniform, and where the term 

4 Ysl0.m
s /d is negligibly small since d is relatively large. When the grain scale fields in f and 

s n are not uniform, however, due to non-hydrostatic stresses transmitted across grain 

contacts, then the driving force for neck growth becomes 

in which the term (M' + pAnS) may take positive or negative values. If AfJ. > 0, neck 

growth occurs. IfAj.!< 0, marginal dissolution occurs (negative neck growth). Note that 

here, M' is the excess Helmholtz free energy at the neck margin due to elastic and defect 

stored energy, while Ans is the corresponding difference in molecular volume. In general 

Ansis small and, ifp is also low, we can neglect pAns. Hence, the driving force for neck 

growth, in a system which is subjected to a positive effective stress cre, is given 

Y.1 8 8eq
Aj.! ~ -nS(cos- - cos-) - AfS (2.58)

P 2 2 

When assuming the grains to be purely elastic (stiffuess matrix Cij) and the contact margin 

strains to be represented by the matrix Ei , this becomes 

nsYsl 8 8eq
AfJ. = -nS(cos- - cos-) - -2CijEiEj (2.59)

P 2 2 

Alternatively, when dislocation stored energy is the dominant contribution to M', we may 

write 

1sl 8 8eq S

AfJ. = -nS(cos- - cos-) - (Pdisloc . W)n (2.60)
P 2 2 

where Pdisloc is the local dislocation density at the neck margin and where W is the 

dislocation line energy. 
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To obtain the corresponding rate equation for neck growth/undercutting, it is only 

necessary to replace the driving force tenn (cos 8/2 - cos8rJ2) in Table 2.1 and equations 

(2.42) with the modified expression (cos 8/2 - cos8rJ2 - (p/Ysln")M. For a 2-grain 

geometry with an initial contact radius Xc.. this results in 

x = (2.61) 

when precipitation is rate controlling. For initial point contacts, Xc.. =0. Note that M = 

(Pdisl.W) n 
s when dislocation density is the dominant contribution and M = Yz n'Cij&i &j 

when the elastic stored energy is the dominant contribution to M, as described in 

equations 2.59 and 2.60. 

When di1fusion is rate controlling, then from Table 2.2 for geometry II, 

4(DC) pore Y.1n ' 8 8eq p ,x = 2 2 [COS(-)- cos(2)-(~)M] (2.62)
1tkT (x - x cr ) 2 Y.I:.t; 

Accordingly, the general equation described by equation 2.42 modifies to 

x = A(T) R Y,I [cos(~2) - Cos(Se
q 
)_( Pn.)M·] db 2)" (2.63)

2 Y.IU (X2 
- Xcr 

An overview ofthe resulting models under stress is given in Table 2.2. 
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2.5 Conditions for neck growth / undercutting versus 

solution/precipitation creep 

Inspection of the new models derived above, leads to a number of interesting and 

important observations on their characteristics. 

The models for neck growth under hydrostatic conditions (table 2.2) show that y

driven neck growth rates are increased by increasing Ys\' solubility and diffusivity / reaction 

rate constants and decreased by increasing neck diameter, grain size and decreasing 

difference between the current and equilibrium dihedral angle (which occurs with the 

approach to equilibrium). When sufficient intergranular stress is transmitted across 

contacts, equations 2.61 and 2.62 indicate that neck growth can be inhibited or even 

reversed, leading to undercutting and dynamic grain boundary wetting, under the action of 

stress-related driving forces. When grain boundaries are penetrated by a fluid phase, 

solution/precipitation can occur in stressed aggregates (Rutter, 1976; Spiers et al 1990). 

The rate of this process tends to increase with decreasing grain size (d), decreasing 

volumetric strain (ev) and increasing applied stress. The rate also increases with increasing 

diffusivity or reaction rate, or increasing solubility and grain boundary thickness. However 

ifd is small enough, equations (2.51) and (2.52) show that surface energy driving forces 

may decelerate pressure solution creep or even stop it completely, after which neck 

growth can occur (again). Neck growth arguments may also be applicable within grain 

boundaries with an island-channel structure, describing the growth of islands and hence 

grain boundary healing. 

From the entire assembly of the models given above, it is thus clear that the 

relative driving forces for and rates of neck growth versus solution/precipitation creep will 

vary strongly, depending on factors such as d, cr, y and so on. This implies that fields of 

conditions will exist where stress-driven solution/precipitation creep is possible and 

dominant, and other fields where y-driven neck growth and healing processes dominate, 

pulling the system towards equilibrium, expelling fluid from the contact or sealing the rim 

and hence preventing creep. 

In the following, an attempt will be made to delineate these fields in stressed 

systems by deriving relevant criteria describing competition between the driving forces for 

neck growth type processes and solution/precipitation creep. 
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2.5.1 Condition of zero driving force for solution/precipitation creep and related 

behavioural fields. 

The driving force term for solution/precipitation creep in the new models derived 

in Section 2.4.2 takes the form (a!J.,Iev - 4ysld) and thus contains a surface energy related 

driving force term which is opposed to the driving force term due to the applied stress. 

The solution/precipitation models therefore predict three different conditions in a stressed 

solidlliquid system, depending on the relative magnitude of the terms aalev and 4 ysld. 

These are considered below. 

Case 1: When aa.,lev > 4ysld , the stress related driving force term driving transport from 

grain contacts to pores exceeds the surface energy term. Densification will hence proceed 

under non-equilibrium conditions, i.e. matter dissolves at the contacts and is transported to 

the pore walls. Provided aa.,lev » 4y.tld, solution/precipitation creep will proceed 

according to conventional models (e.g. Spiers et al., 1990, see Table 2.2) with surface 

energy exerting no influence. However, as 4y.tld ~ aa.,lev the driving force for 

solution/precipitation is reduced and therefore the rate at which densification occurs will 

decrease. 

Case 2: When aa.,lev = 4y.tld the stress related driving force and the surface energy related 

driving force balance each other and the resulting strain rate will be zero. This condition of 

zero driving force is the limiting condition for solution/precipitation creep and can be 

viewed as expressing a surface-energy-controlled yield stress (ae = 4y.levlad) for 

solution/precipitation creep. 

Case 3: When atj.,lev < 4y.l/d, the surface energy related driving force term tending to drive 

transport from the free surfaces to the contact region exceeds the stress related term which 

acts in the opposite sense. The interfacial energy term will therefore dominate, cementing

up the contact and driving the microstructure towards an equilibrium configuration. 

Hence, the corresponding field can be called the equilibrium field (no deformation). Note 

that this field corresponds exactly to the grain boundary-healing field proposed to exist by 

Lehner (1990, 1995) when the potential of solid dissolved in the pore fluid exceeds the 

grain boundary potential. 
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In order to visualise these effects the following criteria can be defined delineating 

the fields described: 

Criterion 1 

When the driving force for solution/precipitation creep goes to zero, then the strain rate is 

zero and as described in case 2, 

acr. 4Y s1 4Y s1 ev 
or cr. (2.64)

d ad 

Thus, when the surface energy tenn is significant, a yield stress must be overcome to make 

solution/precipitation possible at a finite rate. The yield stress, cr. (in equation 2.64), is 

dependent on strain, on the value of Ysl, and inversely dependent on the packing constant 

and grain size. Note that replacing the grain size, d, by 2p, where in this case p expresses 

the radius of curvature of the grains at the pore walls, and substituting crn for acr.)ev, the 

criterion can be written in (dimensionless) log form as 

s
Ys1n )In(-k- +ln2 (2.65) 
p T 

2.5.2 Condition of Zero Driving Force for Neck Growth and Related Behavioural 

Fields 

In determining the conditions where solution/precipitation creep versus neck 

growth are dominant in a stressed solidlliquid system, it is important to realise that not 

only can the driving force for solution/precipitation creep be decreased due to surface 

energy effects (as described in criterion 1), but that the driving force for neck growth can 

also be reduced due to the effect of stress. A model for neck growth under stress was 

derived in Section 4.3, and the driving force determined to be 

Ysl 8 8eq
:::: -nS(cos--cos-) - LHS ((2.58»

P 2 2 

where p is now the radius of curvature at the contact margin. Recall that here Seq is the 

equilibrium dihedral angle under hydrostatic reference conditions. Again the driving force 
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consists of two tenns and therefore three conditions can be recognised depending on 

competition between the Yand cr driving forces. These are 

Case 1: When (cos 8/2 - cos 8eq/2) > (p/YsIOS)M. This represents nonnal neck growth 

with reduced driving force as the right hand side nears the value ofthe left hand side in the 

approach to equilibrium. 

Case 2: When (cos 8/2 - cos 8eq/2) = (P/YsIOS)M. This represents the equilibrium condition 

when no neck growth will occur. When M = 0, the nonnal dihedral wetting condition will 

result. Important to note is that when M > 0, the wetting angle shows reduced values, 

because the equilibrium condition is no longer described by 8 = Seq, but by cos 8/2= cos 

Seq/2 + (p/YsIO")M". For all M > 0, S is therefore always smaller than 8eq. Note that the 

fonnation of an equilibrium state with S.< Seq assumes that M is relatively unifonn in the 

contact margin area. 

Case 3: When (cos 8/2 - cos 8eq/2) < (p/YsIO")M". Here, marginal dissolution will take 

place until a stable situation is reached at angle 8 < 8eq or until the grain contact is 

completely undercut and the boundary becomes dynamically wetted. 

Criterion 2: 

In Section 2.4.3, M was specified for two extreme case, namely for purely elastic strain at 

the contact margin and alternatively for dislocation stored energy being dominant. From 

case 2 above, the zero driving force condition for neck growth is written 

M SY,I , 8 8eq 
pkT O (cos"2-cosT) = kT (2.66) 

When M is assumed to reflect purely elastic strain energy at the contact margin, then 
2 cr

L\fs =_n0' (2.67)
2E 

where E is the Youngs modulus. Criterion 2a for the elastic case can hence be written 

cr 0' 1 Y Os 1 2EOs 8 8 
In(_n_) = -In(-'I_) + -[In(--) + In(cos- - cos~)] (26&)

kT 2 pkT 2 kT 2 2 
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For dislocation stored energy being the dominant contribution to M, 

(2.69) 

with 

(2.70)Pdisl "" 

and 

1 
W = -Gb2 (2.71)

2 

where b is the burgers vector, and G the shear modulus (Humphreys and Hatherly, 1995; 

Hull, 1975 and Poirier, 1985). Hence, M can be described as 

O'n 2(OS)2 kT 
.1£" (2.72)

G k T Os 

and Criterion 2b for the dislocation case can be rewritten as 

s 
In O'n O ' = .!.lnYsIOs + 1[1 GO 1 (S Seq)]- n--+ n cos- - cos- (2.73)

kT 2 pkT 2 kT 2 2 

2.5.3 Grain Boundary Healing Versus a Dynamically Wetted Island-Channel 

Structure 

Consider now a grain boundary with an island-channel structure, where the 

solid/solid contacts support the applied stress and fluid penetrates the boundary in channel

like structures which constantly change position. One cannot describe such a contact as 

purely solid/solid nor as two solidlliquid surfaces. Such a contact could only consist under 

non-equilibrium conditions. Following the arguments of Lehner (1990) discussed earlier, 

the existence of such an irregular island-channel structure is thought to be dependent on 

the uneven distribution of stress and stress-induced irregularities in free energy density (f) 

at the grain boundary surface, leading to an irregular pattern ofdissolution which results in 
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a channel structure migrating continuously within the grain contact area and thus allowing 

dynamic wetting. 

Ifthe solid/solidlliquid contact would have a finite dihedral angle under hydrostatic 

equilibrium conditions, the minimum energy configuration for grain contacts would be 

solid/solid contact with fluid only in triple junctions. Therefore an island-channel grain 

boundary structure represents a higher surface free energy situation then the equilibrium 

geometry of grain boundary surfaces. As pointed out by Lehner (1990), to maintain such 

an island-channel structure, local stress-induced forces must overcome y-effects. If the 

stress on the contact would be released, i.e. under non-stressed but also non-equilibrium 

conditions, a resultant surface energy related force would exist which would lead to a 

spreading of the lower energy solid/solid grain contacts, e.g. by growth of the islands and 

shrinking of the channels. This shows that cementing-up of the grain contact is not 

necessarily caused by material being transported from the pores to the contact region. It 

could also be caused by growing "islands" and occlusion of the "channels" under the 

influence ofY.I, once the applied stress gets below a critical value and is unable to create 

enough irregularities and fluctuations in f' to keep the boundary open. This should mean 

that there exists a yield stress below which the boundary will seal by internal redistribution 

of solid and fluid within the grain contact area. 

An attempt is now made to derive a criterion for the internal healing of an island

channel structured grain boundary, separating fields in which solution/precipitation creep 

in such a system is possible or not possible. Consider two spherical grains touching each 

other and sharing a macroscopically flat grain boundary having an island-channel structure, 

as shown in Figure 2.6. When a mean effective normal stress (ern-p) is applied, the force 

acting across the circular contact is ern A, where the area A = 1t ~ and x is the radius ofthe 

contact. Describing this in terms ofan effective hydrostatic stress applied to the aggregate, 

the force transmitted across the contact is given (using equation 2.49) 

_ a ere 2
Fmess - (ern - p)A ""' - 1tX (2.74) 

ev 

The approximation of ern= acrJev is valid for small ev only. 

The island/island contacts within the grain boundary contact are now treated as 

"small necks" occupying an area fraction CJ... The chemical potential at the solidlliquid 

interface within the channel (ch) locations is given 
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(2.75)Ilch 

where the solidlliquid interfaces are assumed to be macroscopically flat. On the other 

hand, the potential at the islands (isl) margins is given 

YslOisl ( 8 
(2.76)fisl + Pnisi - -- cos-

Pis! 2 

where Pis] is the smallest of the principle radii of curvature at the island margin (cf. the 

equations for neck growth). Due to the convention that radii of curvature are taken 

positive for the convex outward interfaces from an origin within the solid grains, Pis! is 

negative. This is already accounted for in the equation above, and therefore values for Pisl 

to be substituted must be positive. The driving force for island growth is thus given, 

pAO

pAO

where M and pMls are defined as excess quantities at the island margin. For All > 0, the 

islands will grow and produce a healed or partially healed contact, with every island 

growing in the same way as described by the foregoing neck growth models. For All < 0, 

island dissolution will occur, potentially maintaining an active grain boundary structure. 

Note that the sign of All will be determined by the relative magnitudes of the term ( M
S
) versus the last term on the right hand side of equation (2.77). In general ( M

S
) will be influenced by the applied stress through elastic deformation and/or defect 

generation at the islands within contacts. 

Consider further the driving force for island growth derived above. The term pAOs 

is expected to be negligibly small, due to the small compressibility of solids and the low 

applied stresses considered. Therefore, 

Ysl 0:1 (8 8eq
All ~ - Afs + -- cos- - cos2 ) (2.78) 

Pis! 2 

Note that equation (2.78) is similar to equation (2.58). The only difference is that p is not 

the radius ofcurvature ofthe grain boundary margin, but PisI, the radius ofcurvature ofan 
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island margin. At the grain boundary margin, however, these need not be different. 

Again three cases can be recognised, considering the two driving force terms. 

Case 1: When (cos 8/2 - cos 8eq12) > (pis1/Ys,nS)M ,grain boundary healing will occur in an 

attempt to approach equilibrium. 

Case 2: When (cos 8/2 - cos 8eq12) = (pisVysln')M ,this represents the equilibrium 

condition. 

Case 3: When (cos 8/2 - cos 8eq!2) < (pisv'yslnS)M. In this case, dissolution ofthe islands 

will occur. Ifthe M term always dominates, an actively dissolving rough (island-channel) 

structure will be maintained. 

Criterion 3 

A criterion can now be derived defining the conditions for grain boundary healing, 

equilibrium, or dissolution, assuming the solid is purely elastic or plastic. M is again 

assumed to be either due to elastic strain related to the elastic stored energy or due to 

defect stored energy. Treating each island as a purely elastic column carrying a stress arlo', 

substituted for an in equation (2.67), then following the same arguments as for Criterion 

2a, Criterion 3a becomes 

a)l' 1 Ysin' 1 2EOS e 8 eq
In(--) = -In(--)+-[In(--)+In(cos--cos-)] (2.79)

akT 2 PislkT 2 kT 2 2 

When the dislocation stored energy is the dominant contribution to M, equation (2.67 ) is 

used with the modified contact stress arlo', and following the derivation ofCriterion 2b, 

Criterion 3b can be written 

a ns 

Inn 


akT 
(2.80) 

However, the stress distribution on the grain-to-grain contact is likely to vary with 

the radius (x) of the contact, such that arlo' reaches a maximum at the centre of the 
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contact and is near zero at the margin. This parabolic stress distribution would be 

consistent with diffusion controlled removal of mass from the contact by 

solution/precipitation creep (Rutter, 1976) and with static contact mechanics (Johnson, 

1987). Assuming that the elastic or plastic stored energy is largely related to the normal 

stress component, ern, this implies that M will be a maximum at the centre of the contact 

and a minimum at the margins. Therefore the criterion for island-growth is more likely to 

be satisfied at the contact margin, rather than for islands well within the contact. This 

would lead to circumferential growth of the islands near the contact rim, sealing the grain

to-grain contact and preventing further transport in or out of the boundary, trapping fluid 

inclusions. 

2.5.4 Mass transport mechanism maps: NaCI as an example 

With the dimensionless equations 2.65, 2.68, 2.73, 2.79 and 2.80, it is now 

possible to construct maps of transport mechanism fields in stress versus "surface 

pressure" (y,'; p) space. Each equation defines the boundary between the fields of active 

solution/precipitation transport on one side and a field of neck growth or contact healing 

on the other. The relative position of the boundaries is largely determined by the constant 

terms in the equations. Of these, some are constants which can be calculated or 

approximated, while others are system specific or universal constants. In the following, 

system specific maps will be made for NaCI plus saturated solution as an example. The 

results are then compared with existing experimental data for the system. 

In constructing transport mechanism maps for a given solidlIiquid system, data are 

needed on G, E, y,1 and 0'. The values of these constants, as employed in the present 

treatment of the NaCI brine system, are given in Table 2.3. Using these values and 

assuming that the term (cos 8/2 - cos 8.J2) R' 0.5, Criteria 1, 2 a + b and 3 a + b have been 

plotted for the NaCl-brine system in ern versus p space (Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10). The 

choice of (cos 8/2 - cos 8.J2) R' 0.5 is considered justified since the equilibrium dihedral 

angle, 8.J2, is known to be "quite blunt" (Hickman and Evans, 1991). Indications from 

micrographs suggest - 80-900 
, hence the cosine difference term is expected to be positive 

and the range ofpossible values to be dominated by 8/2, for which an average value of0.5 

is chosen. 
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Material specific data for NaCV brine system at room temperature 

Ys,vac 0.163 J/m2 for {100} 

0.354 J/m2 for {110} 

Benson and Yun (1967) 

Gel' perin et al.(1969)YLvac 0.082 J/m2 

Y,I 0.129 J/m2 for {lOO}1 brine 

0.269 J/m2 for {II0}I brine 

calculated using equation 

(2.10) and YLvac and Ys,vac 

Order offacet disappearing during grow from sphere to cube crystal shape in brine 

{110}, {211} and {Ill} then {100} remain (Spangenberg, 1923) 

Approximation ofY,1 for random high energy solidlliquid interfaces = 0.27 J/m2 

Shear modulus 

Bulk modulus 

Youngs modulus 

14.7 GPa 

24.9GPa 

36.9GPa 

Bass (1995) 

Bass (1995) 

calculated using Shear and 

Bulk modulus 

Weast (1970) molecular volume 1.8 .10-28 m3 

Table 2.3 Material specific data for NaCllbrine system at room temperature. The calculation of rsl 
is performed using the approXimation by Israelachvili (1985). The rsl value for spherical and other 

randomly oriented solid/liquid interfaces, is approximated by the value for {11OJ surfaces. 

From the plotted criteria in Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10, it is clear that active pressure 

solution, contact dissolution and undercutting processes are favoured at high contact 

stresses and high values of p. Conversely, neck growth and contact healing processes are 

favoured at low stresses and low values of p. Now, experiments on solution/transfer 

processes in the NaCl-brine system have revealed four important results which can be 

compared with the predictions of Criteria 1-3 (Figures 2.8-2.10). First Hickmann and 

Evans (1991) have shown that when lenses of halite (radius ~ 10 cm) are pressed against 

halite plates (see Figure 2.1a) at T ~ 50°C, 0"0=1-14 MPa, the dominant process is neck 

growth. Second, Schutjens (1991) pressed NaCI crystal edges against cleaved plates (see 

Figure 2.1b), at room temperature and contact stresses of 1-7 MPa, obtaining convergence 

by pressure solution. Third, Spiers et al. (1990) compacted NaCI powder at 20-90 °c, 

applied stresses up to 4 MPa and volumetric strains up to 20% and observed compaction 

by pressure solution. Lastly, Spiers and Brzesowsky (1993) compacted NaCl powder at 

room temperature at applied stresses up to 8.0 MPa. Above applied stresses of ~ 4 MPa, 

they observed compaction involving plasticlbrittle deformation of contacts and contact 
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undercutting. Below 4 MFa applied stress the results are the same as Spiers et al (1990). 

For the aggregate compaction experiments by Spiers et al (1990) and Spiers and 

Brzesowsky (1993), the contact stresses were calculated using equation (2.49). Further for 

Criterion 1, p =1/2 d, for Criterion 2, p is approximated by x2/2d as described in Section 

2.3.2 and for Criterion 3, p is approximated by the grain boundary width. The contact 

radius, X, for the aggregate densification studies is approximated by d2ej6 for ev~ 20%. 

The On versus p data, characterising the 4 studies are directly compared with criteria 1, 2a 

+ b and 3 a + b by superposition in Figures 2.8-2.10 
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Brzesowsky (1993)
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Figure 2.8 The map of material transport mechanism fields as indicated by Criterion 1 for the 

NaCI /brine system. Superimposed are the experimental data from Hickman and Evans 

(1991,1992), Spiers et al. (1990), and Spiers and BlZesowsky (1993). For the aggregate 

compaction experiments of the latter two studies, contact stresses are calculated for volumetric 

strains of 1%, 5% and 15% for the average grain size investigated. The total range ofgrain sizes 

investigated is indicated by the en-or bars. Note that all experimental data plot in the pressure 

solution field as defined by Criterion 1. 
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Figure 2.9 The map ofmaterial transport mechanism fields as indicated by Criterion 2a and2 b for 

the NaCI /brine system. Superimposed are the experimental data from Hickman and Evans 

(1991,1992), Spiers and Schutjens (1990), Spiers et a/. (1990), and Spiers and Brzesowsky 

(1993). For the aggregate compaction experiments of the latter two studies, contact stresses are 

calculated for volumetric strains of 1%, 5% and 15% for the average grain size investigated for 

applied stresses of 0.5 MPa, 4 MPa and 8 MPa. For the data of Hickman and Evans, the 

rectangular box indicates the maximum stress of all individual experiments and p calculated as 

indicated using the reported contact radius, x, at the onset of neck growth (after some 

instantaneous convergence). Note that the experimental data of Spiers and Brzesowsky (1993) 

cross the boundary indicated from marginal dissolution to neck growth. 
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Figure 2.10 The map of material transport mechanism fields as indicated by Criterion 3a and3 b 

for the NaCI AJrine system. Superimposed are the experimental data from Spiers and Schutjens 

(1990) and Schutjens (1991). The rectangUlar boxes indicates the stress range of all individual 

experiments and p approximated by the range of values reported for the grain boundary width. 

Note that both experimental data sets plot in the field ofcontact healing. 

From the combination of experimental data and criteria plotted in Figure 2.8-2.10, 

several interesting observations are apparent 

Criterion 1 All data plot in the solution/precipitation field. In case of the aggregate 

compaction experiments this is in agreement with the experimental observations. In case of 
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the Hickman and Evans experiments neck growth was observed. It is however possible 

that neck growth occurred because the condition for criterion 2a or 2b was met and that 

the process of neck growth proceeded faster than solution/precipitation creep, leading to 

contact overgrowth. In order to critically test criterion 1, experiments much closer to, or 

preferably crossing, the dividing curve are required. 

Criterion 2 

The Spiers and Brzesowsky data are the only dataset tested for which marginal dissolution 

was reported for experiments at applied stresses 2: 4 MPa. As illustrated in Figure 2.9, the 

data 2: 4 MPa indeed plot on the marginal dissolution side of criterion 2. However, when 

crossing the criterion, no change to neck growth was observed but a transition to (wetted) 

grain boundary diffusion controlled solution/precipitation, i.e. from one compaction 

mechanism to another. The latter compaction behaviour was also observed in the 

experiments by Spiers and Schutjens (1990) plotting in the same 'neck-growth' field with 

respect to Criterion 2. The bi-cl)'stal experimental by Hickman and Evans (1991,1992) are 

expected to be close to the curve of criterion 2 since these data represent the condition at 

the onset of neck growth. Instead the data plot well within the neck-growth field (see 

Figure 2.9). 

Criterion 3 was tested using the estimated grain boundary width reported by Spiers and 

Schu~ens (1990) for grain contacts in compacted aggregates, and the grain boundary 

width reported by Schutjens (1991) for the bi-cl)'stal experiments. The data plot on the 

neck-growth side ofthe criterion 3 curve (see Figure 2.9) despite the fact that compaction 

occurred and rough grain contact structures were observed. 

Three possible explanations for the deviating behaviour are shortly addressed. 

First, the role of mass transfer kinetics and local inhomogenities can be more influential 

than the driving force criteria, as already mentioned in relation to neck growth in the 

experiments by Hickman and Evans (1991, 1992). Note, that e.g. for Criterion 3, growth 

of the islands in the grain boundary can be predicted from a driving force aspect, while 

local differences in dissolution and mass redistribution within the contact could maintain a 

rough contact structure. Second, when considering surface stress instead of interfacial free 

energy, Ysl, the position of the criteria fields could be different Third, for facetted crystal 

shapes the effects ofsurface free energy anisotropy can be significant. 
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The remarkebly different behaviour observed in the two experimental bi-crystal 

data-sets ofHickman and Evans (1991, 1992) and Schutjens (1991) is still not adequately 

explained by the models and criteria described in this chapter. However, it can be 

explained qualitatively when making use of the general background on interfacial energy 

and grain boundaries described in Section 2.2 and the above mentioned explanations for 

deviating behaviour. An important finding by Hickman and Evans (1992) is, that neck 

growth rates could not be correlated with the applied stress, but were found to be largely 

dependent on the grain boundary misorientation between the two crystals. Especially 

experiments with low angle misorientation between the <100> in the plate and <100> in 

the convex lens tended to have higher neck growth rates (Hickman and Evans, 1992) 

while a moat formed near grain-to-grain contacts. The moat formation results in a large 

increase in area (and curvature/unit area), indicating that the growth of the low energy 

grain boundary is a relatively larger energy reduction than the "cost" in energy for the 

moat geometry formation. This indicates that this geometry (Geometry B in Table 2.1) is 

dictated by anisotropy. Another important observation which supports the strong 

anisotropy influence is the lobate or fingered appearance of the contact region (Hickman 

and Evans, 1992). It shows an outer rim which has two principle directions perpendicular 

to eachother. These are likely to be the {I OO} directions, because a larger reduction in 

energy can be achieved in these directions than in any other. This shows that an extra 

driving force term for neck growth is present due to surface energy anisotropy for the 

two-grain geometry described by Hickman and Evans (1991, 1992). This driving force is 

not included in the models. 

The extra driving force present for neck growth when the grain boundary is a low 

energy boundary compared to a random high angle (higher energy) grain boundary, will 

also shift the boundaries ofthe field where neck growth is dominant, in such a way that the 

neck growth field will be larger at the expense of marginal dissolution andlor 

solution/precipitation. 

For the bi-crystal experiments of Schutjens (1991), only one crystal face is a non

{lOO} surface, namely the grain boundary surface of the lower crystal (see Figure 2.1b), 

and observations show that this surface dissolves under stress while the {IOO} side of the 

grain boundary (upper crystal) remains intact. When using the same arguments as for the 

bi-crystal experiments by Hickman and Evans described above, an additional driving force 

is present for solution/precipitation as long as a sufficiently high stress is applied, Le. a 
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stress high enough to prevent the high energy surface to reconstruct in low energy {IOO} 

facets. As a result the field of conditions favouring solution/precipitation is expected to be 

larger for this geometry compared with random solid/liquid interface- and grain boundary 

orientations. An alternative explanation for only one of the two surfaces at the contact 

dissolving, is that the increase in solubility under stress leads to preferential dissolution of 

the relatively high energy interface as a result of faster dissolution kinetics, or lower 

activation energy (fewer neighbouring bonds to be broken). 

In conclusion, the different behaviour for the two series ofbi-crystal experiments is 

thought to be due to anisotropy effects of interfacial free energy (or surface stress) and/or 

orientation dependent kinetics ofthe mass transfer processes. 

2.6 Summary and conclusions 

A theoretical background including definitions for a thermodynamic surface, 

surface free energy and surface stress has been described. Against this background, various 

classes of interfacial boundaries in solidl1iquid systems were considered and expressions 

for the pointwise chemical potential at solid surfaces were reviewed. Subsequently, driving 

forces for mass transfer in a stressed solidl1iquid aggregate were considered, taking both 

stress and interfacial energy related terms into account. 

Building on this basis, models were developed for neck growth at grain-to-grain 

contacts under the action of surface energy driving forces only, in a purely hydrostatically 

stressed solidl1iquid system. Two-grain geometries, involving just-touching grains, as well 

as grains having finite contact area before neck growth, were considered. These can be 

directly compared with previous models by Hickman and Evans (1992). However, in the 

new models the grain boundary energy, Ygb, is specifically taken into account, in contrast to 

previous models which neglected this. This extension for the first time describes neck 

growth towards a realistic, final equilibrium state. 

Moving on to solidlliquid systems subjected to a positive effective stress, models 

for densification ofan aggregate where derived in which both an applied stress and surface 

energy are considered as driving forces. When the surface energy term becomes negligible, 
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these models reduce to those for compaction by pressure solution obtained previously by 

Spiers and co-workers and others. However, the models including the surface energy term 

predict that pressure solution densification will slow down towards sufficiently low 

stresses and fine grain sizes, finally coming to a halt at/below a strain and grain size 

dependent" yield stress". The predicted behaviour at low stress and grain size is quite 

different from previous models describing pressure solution compaction of solidlliquid 

systems. 

In addition, it has been shown that the neck growth models need to be modified 

for a granular solidlliquid system subjected to a state of positive effective stress. Here too 

competition between surface energy and stress related driving forces becomes important. 

New rate models for neck growth in stressed systems were accordingly derived. 

Lastly, the models developed for pressure solution and neck growth, including the 

effects of both stress and surface energy related driving forces, were applied to derive 

criteria defining the conditions under which pressure solution, neck growth and grain 

contact healing can be expected to occur. 

Three maps were subsequently drawn, substituting material specific data into the 

criteria for the NaCl/brine system. Experimental data on pressure solution and neck 

growth in the NaClIbrine system were superimposed on these maps as a first test. The 

results are not completely explained by the theoretical criteria, however. More data are 

required, especially lower stress data for Criterionl. In addition, kinetic factors may playa 

role, as well as driving force factors, in determining the dominant mass transfer processes. 

To exclude the influence of surface free energy anisotropy as far as possible, aggregate 

densification experiments seem more appropriate for testing the various criteria, than bi

crystal experiments which indicate a large influence of the grain-to-grain contact 

orientation. 



CHAPTER 3 

DENSIFICATION OF NaN03 AGGREGATES PLUS 

SATURATED SOLUTION: AN ANALOGUE FOR 

PARTIALLY MOLTEN SYSTEMS 

3.1 Introduction 

In order to model large scale deformation and melt segregation/migration 

phenomena occurring in partially molten regions ofthe crust and mantle, an understanding 

of the underlying grain-scale microphysical processes, controlling material behaviour, is 

needed. Compaction of the solid matrix is recognized as a possible onset-mechanism for 

solid/melt segregation (McKenzie, 1984; Stevenson, 1986, 1989 and White and 

McKenzie, 1995). In Chapter 2, models for densification of a solidlliquid system by 

solution/precipitation creep were derived considering both surface energy and effective 

stress as driving forces for material transport. The present chapter is concerned with 

experimentally testing the models derived. In view of the fact that the models assume 

idealised behaviour in chemical systems, these first experiments are performed on a simple 

analogue system, namely NaN03 plus saturated solution. Experimentation can be 

performed under ambient conditions with such an analogue system, so that high quality 

data can be far more easily obtained than for silicate/melt systems. In particular, 

experiments were performed with the aim of investigating possible effects of the 

solidlliquid interfacial energy as a driving force for material transport and the occurrence 

of a possible "yield stress" for solution/precipitation creep due to a surface energy forces 

opposing the effect of applied stress. 

The experimental approach adopted, involved room temperature densification 

creep tests (i.e. I-dimensional compaction experiments) in which the applied stress and 

grain size were systematically varied from experiment to experiment. In this way, the 

dependence of strain rate on stress and grainsize could be determined and compared with 

the models, which predict an increasing influence of surface free energy, Y, in relation to 

applied stress, cr, towards low stress and fine grain size. At coarse grain sizes (> 20 ~), 

the observed behaviour was consistent with conventional diffusion controlled, stress driven 

solution/precipitation or pressure solution creep. For the finest grain size fractions used (8
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20 ~), evidence was found for a variety of surface energy related effects, including a 

"yield stress" in the 8 ~ material. 

3.2 Background data on NaN03 

3.2.1 NaN03 plus saturated solution as an analogue system 

Under conditions where mass transfer results from diffusive transport through the 

liquid phase, an ionic salt plus saturated-solution system bears close similarities to a simple 

mineral plus partial-melt system, with respect to the models above, and in this sense can be 

seen as a suitable analogue for a partially molten system. The main advantages of a salt 

plus saturated solution system are that experiments can be performed under easily 

excessible (ambient) experimental conditions. 

The choice here of NaN03 as a suitable salt is based on the fast kinetics of 

dissolution and precipitation and on its high solubility (0.921 kgll at room temperature) 

(Weast, 1970), making it possible to observe significant solution transfer in short times, 

and at low driving forces, as in the case ofNaCI (e.g. Rutter, 1976; Raj, 1982; Pharr and 

Ashby, 1983; Spiers and Schutjens, 1990; Schutjens, 1991; Spiers and Brzesowsky, 

1993). Moreover, at room temperature, NaN03 is already at an homologous temperature 

of 0.52 Trrm so that room temperature experiments at least approach the "high 

temperature" regime under which deformation ofpartially molten systems takes place. 

Previous work on plastic deformation of NaN03 single crystals at room 

temperatures (Hoeffer, 1989), has shown that mechanical twinning is likely to occur at 8 ± 
1 MPa, due to glide along the { IOI2} mechanical twin planes. In order to avoid twinning 

it is important to use low applied stresses during experimentation and to study 

microstructures afterwards for significant increases in mechanically twinned grains. 

3.2.2 Physical properties ofNaN03 

NaN03 posseses trigonal symmetry and spacegroup R3c. The crystal structure is 

thus closely similar to calcite and can be described in terms of a pseudo face-centered 

rhombohedron containing four NaN03 molecules. The pseudo face-centered 

rhombohedron represents the commonly observed cleavage rhombohedron (see Figure 
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3.1a). Apart from the familiar cleavage rhombohedron {lOTI}, some of the most 

frequently occurring crystal faces for NaN03 , like calcite, are the rhombohedrons e{011 

2} and f{0221}, the prisms m{IOIO} and a{1l20} and skalenohedron {2IJl}. Some 

euhedral crystal forms are illustrated in Figure 3.1b. Mechanical twins form on {OII2} and 

produce a distinct "striping" on the {lOTI} cleavage rhombohedron (Klockmann's, 1967 

and Sammler-Kuluzewsky, 1959). 
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Figure 3.1. a) Schematical drawing of the cleavage rhombohedron {10f1} representing the most 

commonly observed NaN03 crystal shape. b) Schematic drawings of crystal shapes of NaN03 

with some of the more often OCGuring crystal faces. (After, KJockmann's, 1967; Sammler

Kuluzewsky, 1959 and Hoeffer, 1989). 

The surface free energy of crystals always varies with orientation. In highly 

anisotropic (trigonal) crystals such as NaN03 or calcite, this orientation dependence is 

expected to be strong. However, the only available value found for the surface free energy 
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of NaN03 is a range from 0.17-0.26 J/m2 determined by Dzherakov et al (1986), based on 

a calculation relating surface tension to Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, a structural 

coefficient and rnicrohardness. This value can be compared with the surface energy 

determined for NaCI because ionic materials generally have similar solid/vacuum interfacial 

energies. The values for NaCI are indeed similar. Because the accuracy of individual 

surface energy values is low and average values for NaCI are based on far more data, I 

prefer to use the average value for NaCI as an estimate for NaN03instead of relying on the 

only one literature value for NaN03. The NaCI data are reviewed by Benson and Yun 

(1967) and the resulting average solid/liquid interfacial energy value is 0.27 J/m2 .The ratio 

of the highest and lowest surface energy of the solid faces, a measure of anisotropy, was 

concluded to be above 2 for NaCI. This surface energy ratio is however determined by 

crystallography, and cannot be used for NaN03. A rough estimate of minimum anisotropy 

can be obtained from the morphology of large crystals. By measuring the perpendicular 

distances from the crystal faces to the center of the crystal (Tiller, 1991). Considering the 

morphology of NaN03 crystals (Figure 3.1), the ratio of maximum to minimum surface 

energy is expected to be >3. 

3.3 Models to be tested 

In chapter 2, a set of models was derived for neck growth processes at grain-to

grain contacts, i.e. mass transport from the positively curved pore regions towards the 

grain contact due to a surface energy related driving force, in stressed and non-stressed 

solid/liquid systems. Additional models were derived for the rate of densification, ~, by 

solution/precipitation or pressure solution creep including the effects of both surface 

energy, y, and effective stress, cr", as possible driving forces. The latter models, which are 

derived for small volumetric strains (ev ~ 20%), are written 

. nI*rr acre 4y 51 
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v 
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where ~ is the rate of densification (s-\ cre is the effective applied stress which is 

defined as cre= cr - Pr, with pr being the fluid pressure, d is the aggregate grain size, a is 

a geometrical term dependent on the grain packing geometry (for FCC it is 0.675), k 

is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature and QS is the molecular volume. In the 

interfacial reaction limited case, r* is the rate coefficient for the dissolution or 

precipitation reaction depending which is rate controlling. For dissolution n = 6 and b 

= 1 while n= 3 and b=2 for precipitation control. In the equation for diffusion control, 

Z' is an effective grain boundary diffusivity parameter defined Z' = Dgb C S, where 

Dgb is the intrinsic grain boundary diffusion coefficient, C is the solubility of the solid 

in grain boundary solution (mole-fraction) and S is the average grain boundary fluid 

thickness. Note that these models predict a" yield" stress for pressure solution, given cre= 

4Yslev!ad, corresponding to zero driving force for solutionlprecipitation creep at the 

condition ~=O. The surface free energy related term in equation (2.51) and (2.52) is then 

equal and opposite to the stress related term and hence a ''yield'' stress must be overcome 

before solutionlprecipitation creep will occur. 

In this chapter an experimental approach is chosen to test the densification models. 

Although the neck growth models will not be directly tested themselves, they are 

important in defining limits of the solutionlprecipiation creep field and a general 

understanding ofmicroscale processes which can take place. The neck growth models can 

all be written in the general form 

where A(T) is a temperature dependent term, describing the temperature dependence 

of solubility and of diffusivity or surface reaction rates, R is a constant incorporating 

molecular volume and geometry dependent constants, p is the radius of curvature at 

the grain-to-grain neck, and (cosS/2- cosSeJ2) measures the deviation from the 

equilibrium dihedral wetting angle (Seq). In addition At" is the change in Helmholz free 

energy within necks due to elastic or dislocation stored energy (see chapter 2), so that 

the term (pAt" IYslnS
) is zero when no stress is applied. The exponents b, c are either 0 

or 1 depending on the initial contact configuration and detailed diffusion path length. 

For zero initial contact, Xcr is zero. 

In general, the equations show that neck growth is favoured when the contact 

stress is low, i.e. when the applied stress is low and/or the grain-to-grain contacts are large 
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(large strains or large Xer). Neck growth is also favoured by small grain size and relatively 

large 1sl values. 

3.4 Experimental aspects 

The present experiments consist of I-D compaction experiments performed on 

granular NaN03 under both dry and solution-flooded conditions. In the latter case, simple 

evaporation-proofdrainage maintains the fluid pressure at atmospheric level. 

3.4.1 Starting Material 

The tests were performed on 12 grainsize fractions of fine grained NaN03, having 

mean grain sizes (± 1 standard deviation) of 8 ± 2 !-tIn, 11.5 ± 2 !-tIn, 15 ± 3 !-tIn, 20 ± 3 

!-tIn, 22 ± 3 !-tIn, 27 ± 7 !-tIn, 39 ± 5 !-tIn, 39 ± 7 J,l.In, 63 ± 8 !-tIn, 71 ± 7 !-tIn, 90 ± 8 !-tIn, 

104 ± 9 !-tIn, 163 ± 15 !-tIn, and 250 ± 19 J.l.ffi. The fractions with a mean grain size 239 ± 7 

J,l.m were obtained from analytical grade NaN03 (as received from Merck Chemicals) by 

sieving. Fractions of 39 ± 5 J.l.ffi and smaller were prepared by first crushing the unsieved 

analytical reagent in a ball mill, followed by separation using conventional gravitational 

settling. The gravitational separation was performed using NaN03-saturated, high-grade 

methanol (Baker 99.5% pure) as a medium to bring the milled powder into suspension. 

The different grain size fractions were then collected over different settling times, 

calculated using Stokes' law. After filtering, the powder was washed with ultrapure hexane 

(less than 0.05% water) to remove the last of the saturated methanol. The powder was 

subsequently dried in an oven at a temperatures of ~ 60°C, and stored in a dry room 

before use. The true average grainsize of the final fractions was determined from 

measurements on SEM micrographs of representative samples. The grain shapes 

characterizing the individual fractions were more or less equiaxed, with material separated 

using Stokes settling being nearly spherical, while the sieved grain size fractions showed 

angular grain shapes. Thus, of the 39 J.l.ffi grain size, both angular (± 7 J,l.m) and a sub

spherical (± 5 J.l.ffi) grain size fractions were obtained. 
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3.4.2 Experimental Apparatus and Testing Procedure 

The various grainsize fractions were tested at room temperature under both wet 

and dry conditions, using the small-scale, dead weight, capillary tube set-up illustrated in 

Figure 3.2. In this set-up, a "gap sensor" transducer (Baumer Electric, type IWA 18U 

9001) was used to measure displacement. Five such set-ups were used, so that five 

experiments could be run simultaneously. The displacement transducers are characterized 

by a linearity of0.5 % across a full scale of 1.5 mm (correlating with an output signal of 2

8 volts). The five displacement output signals were logged using a 16 bit ND converter 

plus PC, with a logging cycle of 5s. This enabled displacement versus time data to be 

recorded for each set-up with displacement errors of< 0.01 ~ between adjacent readings 

and time errors < 0.001 s. Using dummy samples of bras, gradual displacements were 

recorded as an effect of temperature/expansion differences between day and night. The 

absolute amounts were however very small. Because other error effects such as friction 

and humidity during dry compaction are much larger, no corrections for temperature 

variation were performed. 

In performing each experiment a dry, 10.0 ± 0.05 mg sample ofthe selected grain 

size fraction was first deposited into the glass capillary tube (internal diameter 2.1 ± 0.05 

mm, see Figure 3.2) supported in its base and with the lower steel piston (± 2.00 mm 

diameter) in place. The upper piston was then inserted and the sample was loaded with a 

dead weight of 1500 g. Samples were thus compacted dry for 2 hours at an applied stress 

of4.9 MPa to achieve a locked aggregate with a well controlled "starting porosity". After 

dry compaction, the weights were adjusted to give the desired stress for further testing, the 

range of stresses being 2 kPa - 4.9 MPa. The samples were then rapidly flooded with 

NaN03-saturated solution by adding the liquid to the plastic ring located at the top of the 

capillary tube (Figure 3.2) and by applying a partial vacuum using the evacuation tube in 

the brass base. When the whole sample was flooded, the evacuation tube was closed, the 

remaining liquid in the plastic ring reservoir was removed and a drop of silicone oil was 

added to the ring to prevent evaporation. Displacement of the dead weight was then 

measured as a function of time, as described above, typically for a period of 24 hours. 

Finally the weights were removed, the samples were flush-dried by passing compressed air 

through the capillary tubes, and then carefully pushed out ofthe tubes to be dry-stored for 

thin sectioning and SEM sample preparation. 
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram illustrating the set-up ofthe uniaxial glass tube experiments. 

Some experiments were performed under dry conditions for 24 hours. In other 

cases silicone oil was added after 2 hours instead of NaN03 solution. These experiments 

were performed for control purposes. In addition, the following further variations on the 

standard procedure were carried out with different objectives. Some samples were wet 

compacted for less than 24, hours or for much longer times (up to 2 months), in order to 

study the microstructural development over widely varying times. Other experiments were 

performed using wider capillary tubes (internal diameter 5.0 ± 0.05 mm) plus 55 ± 5 mg 

samples in order to facilitate experimentation at low applied stresses (down to 2 kPa) 

using the standard dead weight configuration. In total, more than 150 experiments were 

performed of which around 120 involved wet compaction using saturated solution. The 

solution was always saturated with the grain size fraction being tested. As the wet 

compaction behaviour proved to be very sensitive to the "starting" porosity (i.e. porosity 

after dry compaction), narrow ranges of starting porosity were chosen. The 5-mm tubes in 

general produced higher starting porosities (48.5-50 ± 2%), while the 2-mm tubes 
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produced starting porosities in the range 39-47%. As a result, the data from the 2-mm and 

5-mm tube experiments were not mixed when constructing graphs. For the 2-mm tube 

experiments, a porosity range was chosen in such a way that most experiments could be 

used while the porosity range stayed within a narrow range, i.e. 40.5 ± 2.5%,42.0 ± 2.5% 

and 45.5 ± 2.0% (see indications at the graphs). Samples with starting porosities outside 

the range were rejected. 

In practice, one of the more difficult parts of experimentation was to keep the salt 

sufficiently dry, thus allowing pressure solution-free dry compaction (locking of the 

aggregate) and avoiding solution transfer microstructures prior to wet compaction. On 

warm humid days (> 25°C, relative humidity > ~ 800!o) experimentation was because dry 

compaction could not be performed. 

3.4.3 Friction Tests 

Since one of the aims of the wet compaction tests was to investigate competition 

between stress-related and surface-energy-related driving forces for solution-transfer (see 

models), it was necessary to achieve very low stresses, i.e. ofmagnitudes comparable with 

the quantity 4y/d (equations 2.51 and 2.52). These low stresses required the application of 

dead weight loads down to 5 g. The applied loads are so low that the question must be 

asked whether or not frictional effects at the piston/tube and sample/tube surfaces will 

introduce significant errors in the applied load. Even capillary forces at the fluid minisci 

need to be considered. In order to answer these questions, a number of so-called friction 

experiments were performed. 

Sample preparation for the friction experiments was the same as for compaction 

experiments. After 2 hours of dry compaction, the glass tube, including pistons and 

sample, was removed from the brass base and placed in a clamp stand positioned over a 

balance. The tube was clamped in such a way, that the force transmitted through the inner 

column, i.e. lower piston, sample and upper piston, were measured by the balance, while 

the weight of the glass capillary tube was not. In this way, frictional forces between the 

inner column (sample plus pistons) and the glass tube inner wall, and adhesion forces due 

to the fluid-air menisci at the pistons, could be measured as a reduction in applied dead 

weight value observed on the balance. 
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After setting up the dry sample and applying an appropriate dead weight, saturated 

solution was added to the plastic ring on top of the capillary tube. Fluid filled the porous 

sample due to capillary action. Only a small excess of fluid was added. The fluid did not 

run out ofthe capillary tube at the lower piston side due to capillary action. 

The friction experiments were performed using the smallest weights used in the 

compaction experiments, i.e. 5 and 25 g for the 5 mm tube and 11 and 25 g for the 2mm 

tube. The influence of grain size was investigated as well, using 25 Ilffi, 104 J.Ull and a 

mixture of 5-200 J.Ull grain size samples. After fluid infiltration, the mass on the 

microbalance was recorded with time, taking measurements every 20 seconds at the start 

and every 10 minutes at the end of the experiment. The largest deviation from the real 

weight occurred while the sample was still dry, when fluid passed through the sample, and 

shortly after this. In order to illustrate the effect, the data of three experiments are shown 

in Figure 3.4. At time zero, the fluid was added. All curves show a sharp increase in the 

weight measured with time after fluid penetration. Also, every curve shows a rough wave

like pattern after or even during the sharp increase. The wave-like pattern is typical of 

frictional force versus time experiments (Ravikiran, 1995 ). The maximum error is at the 

start of the experiments, when the applied stress can be reduced by as much as 17% for 

the very low stress experiments (=::; 5 kPa). Because the absolute weight reduction does not 

vary much with applied weight, the relative error decreases rapidly with increasing applied 

stress (e.g. 8% for 1.4 104 Pa and 4% for 2.5 104 Pa). At longer times (> 60-80 minutes 

for the low stress experiments in Figure 3.3), the remaining error due to friction and 

adhesion is -1- 4%. Because relatively high stress experiments (> 1 MPa) can achieve 

several percent of strain within 1 minute, a window of minimum strain and time can be 

used to restrict errors due to friction and adhesion. On this basis, it was decided to reject 

data obtained below 10% unless obtained after more than one hour elapsed time. 
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Figure 3.3 Typical creep curves during friction tests, illustrating the reduction in 

weight due to friction and adhesion with time of compaction. a) Creep curve for 

mixed of grain sizes (see text at the graph). b) Creep curves for 25 fJITI and 104 fJITI 
grain size fractions. 
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3.4.4 Data Processing 

Volumetric strain versus time data were calculated directly from the displacement 

versus time records obtained for each experiment. Strain rates were calculated vs. 

volumetric strain using the 3-point central difference method. For the first and last data 

points of each test, and for data points where the time interval to the next data point was 

larger than 7200 s, the strain rate was interpolated using 2 data points only. Taking into 

account all sources of error in measuring displacement and time, the maximum error in 

calculating strain rate is estimated to be typically around 4%, reaching 10% at strain rates 
< 10-7 s-l. 

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Mechanical data 

During initial dry compaction at 4.9 MPa, all samples showed an instantaneous 

shortening of 0.04-1% followed by minor creep. Samples which were subsequently 

loaded at lower stresses, either dry or with added oil, also showed little or no creep (see 

Figure 3.4). 

In contrast to dry or oil saturated samples, wet samples showed very rapid creep 

densification (Figure 3.4 and 3.5). Figure 3.5 shows typical creep curves, obtained at 

different stresses for material with fixed starting grain size. Note the large range of stresses 

used (3 orders of magnitude in the case of Figure 3.5). The experiments performed at 

higher stresses clearly tend to produce more or faster creep, reaching nearly full 

densification in 24 hours. 

The displacement vs. time data recorded from the wet compaction experiments 

were used to construct plots of compaction rate (M versus volumetric strain (ev), applied 

effective stress (cre) and grain size (d). Representative results are shown in Figures 3.6-3.8. 

From the log-log plot of Figure 3.6, it can be seen that volumetric strain rates decrease 

with increasing strain, the data showing slopes ranging from -2 to -4 at strains around 

10%. Towards higher strains, the strain rates decrease very rapidly with increasing strain, 

indicating that densification slows down, reaches unmeasurable rates or even stops. For 

the highest stress experiments (e.g. 4.9 MPa), a steep decrease in strain rate can be 

observed from ~ 20% strain to nearly full densification (only a few percent porosity left). 
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At the lower stress curves a similar shape is observed, but with creep slowing down 

sharply at lower volumetric strains. The experiment at 6.2 103 Pa, for example, attained 

18.3% strain before it stopped, which is long before full densification. 

Figure 3.7a-d show log strain rate vs. log stress plots derived from experimental 

data similar to those plotted in Figure 3.6 and drawn for constant strains and for various 

grain sizes. In these diagrams the slopes of the curves represent the exponent (n) in an 

empirical power law description ofthe form ~ ex: cr". The slopes in Figures 3.7 are roughly 

1 at stresses in the range ~3 104
_ 4.9 106 Pa, although for the 8 ~ grain size experiments 

shown in Figure 3.7d, the slope is somewhat more than 1, on average n R:<1.3 for stresses 

downto 2.2 104 Pa and for the 104 ~ experiments, shown in Figure 3.7a, the slope is less 

than 1, with n R:< 0.7. Towards the lower stresses, the strain rate suddenly decreases for the 

spherical grain sizes (Figure 3.7b, 3.7c and 3.7d). In Figures 3.7b and 37c (d=15 and 39 

J.Lm) this sudden drop is evidenced only by one data point. However at 8~ grain size 

(Figure 3.7d), the effect is clearly established.. 

The grain size dependence of strain rate is shown in the log strain rate vs. log grain 

size plots of Figures 3.8a-d, each drawn for the applied effective stresses indicated. At 

relatively coarse grain sizes (> ~ 22 ~), an average slope of about -3, demonstrates that 

the strain rate is roughly proportional to 1/ d3 in this region. However, towards finer grain 

sizes, the curves pass through a maximum at around 20 -25 IJID, followed by a decrease in 

strain rate with decreasing grain size. 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of creep behaviour of granular NaN03 loaded dry then saturated with oil, 

versus a sample loaded with saturated NaN03 solution Applied stress was 4.7 MPa and the 

average grain size was 391ffT1 (rounded fraction) for both experiments. 
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Figure 3.5 Typical creep curves obtained for wet (brine-saturated) NaN03 powder. showing the 

effect of increasing stress. Stresses are indicated at the graphs. Average grain size is 39 IffT1 

(rounded fraction) for all experiments. 
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Figure 3.7 Log Strain rate versus Log stress diagrams for wet compacted NaN03 samples for the 

various grain size fractions indicated. 
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3.5.2 Microstructural Observations 

3.5.2.1 Methods 

Both the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission optical 

microscope were used to study the starting material, the dry compacted and the wet 

compacted samples. For the SEM work on the starting powder, this was distributed on 

SEM sample-stubs coated with a Q[y layer of colloidal carbon adhesive (as all "wet" glues 

affected the starting material) and was then directly gold coated (thus minimizing exposure 

to the atmosphere). The compacted samples were mounted with colloidal carbon adhesive 

to SEM-stubs and both carbon and gold coated. For optical microscopy, thin sections of 

the compacted samples were prepared as follows. First, the compacted samples were cut 

in half One halfwas used for the SEM sample, the other halfwas impregnated with epoxy 

resin containing a blue dye and then polished, using Bruers SiC-4000 paper, to a thickness 

of ~ 8-50 micron (depending on the grain size). Final polishing was done in a low 

humidity room. For optical microscopy, a cover slip was then glued onto the sample, with 

epoxy resin, to prevent moisture corrupting the microstructure afterwards. Some thin 

sections were used for SEM study. Most of these were etched after polishing with Zn

saturated glacial acetic acid for 10-30 seconds (following Van den Hoop et al., 1995) and 

then rinsed with ultrapure hexane « 0.05% water). Because zinc is preferentially adsorbed 

onto the resin surface, the outline ofthe epoxy/grain surface shows up very clearly. 

3.5.2.2 Starting Material 

As mentioned in Section 4.1, SEM micrographs of the starting fractions were used 

to determine the true average grain sizes (8, 11.5, 14.0, 15.0, 19.8,22.3,27.0,39,63, 71, 

90, 104, 163 and 250 !-Lm). The starting powders consisted of granular aggregates of 

mostly discrete equiaxed particles with reasonably uniform size. Fractions separated by 

the Stokes settling method ($ 39 1J.ffi) showed sub-spherical grains whereas the sieved 

fractions showed angular grain shapes. Rounding apparently occurred by minor dissolution 

in the methanol settling fluid, although this was saturated (see Figure 3.9a). Some of the 

grains in the fractions obtained by sieving ($ 39 /lm) can be recognised as cleavage 

rhombohedra (Figure 3.1a), but otherwise no distinct preferential shapes or orientations 
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can be recognised (Figure 3.9b). In the "settled" material minor interparticle "welding", 

neck growth and sintering features are present. Rare "pressure solution" like 

microstructures (indentations) were also found. The amount ofplastic deformation present 

in the starting material was investigated using an optical microscope to study powdered 

material immersed in a droplet of paraffin between two glass plates. Very little undulatory 

extinction was observed. However, deformation twins (i.e. on e{01T2} twins, Hoefer, 

1990) were found in some larger grains. The total proportion of twinned grains was 

estimated to be -3%. 

3.5.2.3 Dry Compacted Samples 

SEM and thin section studies were carried out on dry compacted samples, to find 

out if deformation mechanisms other than particular sliding and rearrangement occurred. 

The typical granular/porous microstructure observed is shown in Figure 3.10. No 

undulatory extinction could be observed. Evidence for grain fracturing or contact crushing 

was found in only a few grains per sample. With respect to mechanical twinning, no visual 

difference could be observed between the proportion of twinned grains in the dry 

compacted sample and the starting material. Like the (sieved) starting fractions, only 

occasional grains show microstructural features similar to those for solution/precipitation 

creep. 
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Figure 3.9 SEM micrographs of NaN03 starting material. A) Typical near-spherical grain shapes 

obtained by stokes settling; grain size 39 fJI7I. B) Typical angular grain shapes obtained by sieving 

grain size 39 fJI7I. 
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Figure 3.10. SEM micrograph of a dry compacted NaN03 aggregate. The applied stress during 

compaction was 4. 9 MPa, and the average grainsize of the starting material was 15 micron. 

Figure 3. 11 SEM micrograph of a 3-D fracture surface showing a dense microstructure after 24 

hours compaction at 1 MPa (36% strain, starting porosity 44%, final porosity -11 %). Average 

starting grain size 27 flI11 (rounded). 
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3.5.2.4 Wet Compacted Samples 

Three distinct styles of microstructure were observed in the wet compacted 

samples depending on applied stress, final strain and grain size. 

The highly, fine grained stressed samples (cr. > 0.3 MPa, d :<;; 39 /lm) show high 

strains (i.e. > 20%) and low porosities within 24 hours of flooding with solution. At 

stresses:::: 1 MPa, only 8-12% porosity remains after this period of compaction for grain 

sizes in the range 20-39 /lID. The microstructure which develops is a dense polygonal 

structure of well fitting grains and often well developed triple junctions are observed (see 

Figures 3.11 and 3.12). For starting grain sizes < 20 /lm, where somewhat less strain is 

achieved under otherwise similar conditions, the microstructures show more residual pores 

and increased final grain sizes, indicating that grain growth has occurred during 

compaction. Often a ring-like structure forms within grain-to-grain contacts (see Figure 

3.13). 

In the high stress experiments on coarse grain samples (~63 Ilffi at 0.3 MPa and 

~ 104 Ilffi at ~ 1 MPa), lower final strains « 20%) are obtained after 24 hours of 

compaction. Such strains are also obtained for finer grain sizes compacted at high grain 

stress for shorter compaction times. The microstructures of these high stress! low to 

medium strain samples show typical solution/precipitation creep of pressure solution 

features such as indentations, dissolved contacts and overgrowths in the pores (see figure 

3.14). Figure 3.15 shows that at low strain, the grain shape remained sub-spherical for the 

fine grain sizes. Open ring structures and neck growth features are also present in such 

samples. Figure 3.16 shows large dissolution pits which were only observed for the highest 

stress (4.9 MPa) experiments. 

The low stress experiments «1. 104 Pa) show distinctly different microstructures. 

In the finer grain size samples (:<;; 39 Ilffi), (sub) euhedral grains developed within 24-48 

hours, both from sub-spherical starting fractions (Figure 3.17) as well as from the angular 

39 /lm grain size fraction (Figure 3.18). For the latter fraction, only shape change 

occurred, whilst for the subspherical grain sizes < 39 Ilffi grain growth occurred 

simultaneously. The 8 Ilffi grain size fraction grew to ~ 12 /lm and the 15 Ilffi grain size 

fraction to an average of 24.8 Ilffi within 24 hours. For larger grain sizes (> 39 /lm) and 

shorter compaction times, no extensive grain shape changes were observed. Pressure 

solution type features, such as contact dissolution and indentation were observed (similar 

to those ofFigure 3.15 and 3.14). Also, in samples subjected to longer compaction times, 

distinctive rim-structures were observed on former grain contacts (similar to those of 
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Figure 3.13). 

Figure 3.12 SEM micrograph of an impregnated, etched 2-D thick section. Sample is compacted 

for 24 hours at 1 MPa in which 36% strain was achieved (starting porosity 48%). Starting grain 

size 39 IJITl (angular). The white areas are areas with Zn-adsorbed epoxy resin (former porosity). 

Figure 3.13. SEM microqraph of a sample fracture surface. Wet compacted sample at 1 MPa 

uniaxial stress with an average starting grain size of 15 1JITl. Note the ring within grain contacts. 
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Figure 3.14 SEM micrograph of a sample fracture surface. Wet compacted sample at 1 MPa 

applied stress and with an average starting grain size of 39 j.Jtn (angular). Note the former contact 

surfaces (1), the overgrowth in the pore region (2) and a upit" (3) probably resulting from 

dissolution. 

Figure 3.15. SEM micrograph of a sample fracture surface. Wet compacted sample: 1MPa stress 

applied for 15 minutes (18% strain). Average starting grain size 15 jJfT/. Note that the grain shape 

is still sub-spherical. Former grain-to-grain contacts show open ring structures (1) and possibly 

neck growth (2). 
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Figure 3.16. SEM micrograph of a sample fracture surface. Note the large dissolution pits. 

Dissolution phenomena on this scale were only observed for wet compacted samples at an 

applied stress of 4. 7 -4.9 MPa. Starling grain size 39 f.d1l. 

Figure 3.17. SEM micrograph of a fractured sample surface. Note formation of faceted (euhedral) 

grain shapes from 8 pm starting grain size (sub-spherical). Strain 3% after 48 hours ofcompaction 

at21d Pa. 
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Figure 3.18 SEM micrograph of an impregnated/polished and etched sample surface. Starting 

grain size 39 fJJTI (angular batch). Compaction for 24 hours at an applied stress of 4.8 10' Pa, 

volumetric strain 21% (starting porosity 52%). White-rimmed surfaces are zn decorated epoxy 

resin. 

Attention is now foccused on SEM observations of grain boundary structure within
 

former grain-to-grain contacts, in relation to the three microstructural styles of regimes
 

identified above. The observed grain boundary structures can themselves be divided into 3
 

categories:
 

1) Grain boundaries or contact characterised by a rough structure (Figure 3.19 and 3.20).
 

2) Closed rim structures such as illustrated in Figure 3.13.
 

3) Open rim structures. These are illustrated in Figure 3.15 and 3.21.
 

The rough grain boundary structure 1), is observed in high stress samples at 

low/intermediate strains (final porosity >10%). However, occidental rough contacts have 

also been observed in very low stress experiments on coarser grain size samples. This is 

illustrated in Figure 3.22. In such cases, the rough structures (Figure 3.22) are associated 

with small, indenting contact areas, suggesting an association with relatively high contact 

stresses. 

The closed rim structure (2) was observed in the high-stress! high-strain regime 

and also in the low stress regime. In both cases, long compaction times were involved (24

48 hours). The amount ofobtained strain was however very different. 

Contact rims which are open on at least one side (case 3) are observed to occur 

both together with rough contact structures as well as with closed rim structures. It may 
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represent an intennediate grain boundary structure (Compare e.g. Figure 3.23 with Figure 

3.15, both ofthe same sample). 

Figure 3.19 SEM micrograph of a fractured sample surface. Wet compaction at 1 MPa applied 

stress for 24 hours. starting grain size is 104 j.J1TI. Note the roughness on the former contact 

surface. 

Figure 3.20. SEM micrograph of a fractured sample surface. Wet compaction at 1 MPa applied 

stress for 24 hours. starting grain size 39 j.J1TI (angular batch). Note the roughness on the fanner 

contact surface. 
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Figure 3.21 SEM Micrograph of a fractured sample surface. Wet sample of 39 f.JITI starting grain 

size (spherical batch) compacted at an applied stress of 1.4 10" Pa. Note the rim-type of 

structures which are partially open. 

Figure 3.22 SEM micrograph of a fractured sample surface. Wet sample compacted at 5 1(j3 Pa 

for 24 hours. Starting grain size 104 J1fl1, final strain 11.7%. Note the rough contact surface at the 

indentation sites. 
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Figure 3.23 SEM micrograph of a fractured sample surface. Wet sample compacted at 1MPa 

applied stress for 15 minutes. Starting grain size 15 f.JITI, final volumebic strain 18%. Note this is 

the same sample as in Figure 3.15. Some of the contact surface is rough, but most likely has 

been open on only one side. 
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3.6 Discussion 

The above uniaxial compaction experiments have demonstrated that fine-grained 

NaN~ aggregates, pre-compacted to a fairly constant "starting porosity" (42.5 ± 5% for 

the 2 mm tubes and 49 ± 3 % for the 5 mm tubes) show little or no densification creep 

when loaded dry at stresses up to 4.9 MPa. This implies negligible time-dependent 

deformation by plasticity or intergranular sliding under these conditions. Furthermore, 

addition of silicone oil to the loaded samples has little effect, ruling out any purely 

mechanical effect of adding a liquid. However, in the presence of saturated NaN03 

solution, rapid compaction creep was observed, demonstrating the operation of some kind 

of liquid-enhanced deformation process. The presence of indentations, truncations, 

dissolution pits and other grain contact roughness structures observed in the 

microstructures ofmany samples indicate an important role was played by grain boundary 

diffusional solution/precipitation creep. The main difference of behaviour which can be 

distinguished on the basis of both mechanical and microstructural observations, leads to 

two regimes in applied stress, namely a low stress regime « 3 104 Pa) and an intermediate 

to high stress regime (> 3 104 Pa). The intermediate to high stress regime which can be 

further divided into low strain and high strain (> 20%) fields. With respect to grain size, 

some distinctive fields of behaviour can be recognised in combination with applied stress 

and volumetric strain. To avoid to many divisions, the effect ofgrain size will be discussed 

in more detail within the recognised stress regimes described below. 

3.6.1 The high stress regime: low and high strain fields. 

For low volumetric strains between ~ 10 and 20%, the wet compacted samples 

showed strain rates (~) approximately proportional to cr°.5-1.5, l/d3
, and l/e/5 for d >20 

J.Ull and cr. > 2.5 104 Pa. This behaviour is broadly consistent with the diffusion controlled 

solution/precipitation creep derived in Section 2.4.1, i.e. with the equation 

((2.51»
 

for the case that the surface energy related term (4y/d) is negligible in comparison with the 

stress-related driving force term (a.crJev) (the non-equilibrium field of Section 2.4.1). 
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Notably, evaluation ofthese two tenns using the values 0". > 2.5 104
, 0.1 :s; ev :s; 0.2, d >20 

IJlIl, using Y.l R:' 0.27 J/m2 for NaN03, and taking a = 0.675 as the aggregate packing 

constant shows that for the stress range investigated it is indeed expected that (a.O"dev) > 

(4y/d). The observed behaviour is associated with indentation/truncation microstructures 

as well as rough grain boundary structures, suggesting solution/precipitation creep to 

occur with an island/channel grain boundary structure present at the contacts. 

As explained previously, data obtained at strains lower than 10% are not in the 

present treatment because of the influence of frictional! adhesive forces on load 

transmitted to the sample. 

For d< 20 IJlIl, a decrease of strain rate towards smaller grain size was observed ( 

see Figure 3.8) and less strain was obtained compared to the larger grain size samples 

under otherwise the same conditions. Microstructural observations indicate some grain 

growth, but the final grain size can not explain the decrease in strain rate. At former grain 

contacts often ring-type structures were observed, suggesting some neck growth took 

place in the small grain size samples, even at medium to high stress conditions. 

At high volumetric strains, i.e. > ~20%, the observed wet compaction behaviour 

for grain sizes> 20 IlIIl still shows a grain size dependence of strain rate with an exponent 

close to -3. However, the sensitivity of strain rate to stress increases and the sensitivity to 

ev deviates strongly from the model of equation (2.51) (see Figure 3.6). Explicitly, the 

exponent to ev increases rapidly from 5 to more than 10, and near the end of some 

experiments it tends to 00 as the strain rate approaches zero. The rapid decrease in strain 

rate coincides with the occurrence of closed, ring-type grain contact structures in contrast 

to the rough contacts observed at low ev. This suggests that peripheral neck growth 

processes driven by surface energy forces become significant at these high strains, i.e. 

become competitive at increased contact area and lower contact stress. Many of the high 

stress (> 1 MPa) experiments effectively stopped creeping as the porosity approached 10

12%. Experiments at lower stresses stopped at higher porosities (lower strains). This is 

consistent with the notion that densification will stop (p~O) when the driving force due to 

the applied stress (a O"dev) , in equation (2.51), approaches that due to surface forces 

(4y/d). This would correspond to a situation of contact healing as the chemical potential of 

dissolved solid in the pores approach the mean solid potential within the grain boundary 

(see Chapter 2). An alternative explanation for the cessation of creep at large strains is 

simply that grain contact stresses become sufficiently low, peripheral neck- or island 

growth processes dominate over solution/precipitation creep. 
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Closed-rim features at former grain contacts were most frequently obselVed at 

large ev (> 25%). Moreover, combinations of both (partly) developed rim or neck 

structures plus an internal rough grain boundary surface were obselVed at ~20% ev. 

indicating maybe a transition from non-equilibrium solution/precipitation creep at lower 

strains to a neck-growth type ofprocess at higher strains. However, it is also possible that 

rapid densification at the start of the experiments deposited material just outside the grain 

boundary, which subsequently became "accreted" into the contact rim. 

For experiments with d< 20 J..Lll1, the same deviation from the model is obselVed as for the 

low to medium field described above. For experiments with an applied stress ~ 1 MPa, 

volumetric strains obtained within 24 hours were> 20%. The microstructures obselVed 

are dominated by the closed ring-type of structures at former contacts (see Figure 3.13). 

3.6.2 Determining the kinetic coefficient governing creep in the high stress regime 

Combining the above points, it is inferred that between 10-25% compaction, 

deformation of the wet samples almost certainly occurred by grain boundary diffusion 

controlled solution/precipitation creep as described by equation (2.51), with no significant 

retarding effect due to the interfacial energy driving force term in the regime d ~ 20 Ilm 

and cr. > 2.5 104 Pa. At higher strains and longer times, however, it seems likely that neck 

growth and grain growth processes became dominant, pulling the system towards 

equilibrium, and leading to more complicated mechanical behaviour. 

Having inferred that solution/precipitation creep, described by the model expressed 

in equation (2.51), applies to the experimental data in the range ofexperimental conditions 

described above, with the surface energy term being negligible, it is now possible to obtain 

an estimate of the effective grain boundary diffusivity, Z· =CDS. This has been done by 

fitting equation (2.51) to the experimental strain rate data to for the region ev :5; 20%, 

taking 4y/d =0. The data used were for the 25, 39, 63, 104 and 250 J.l.ffi grain size 

fractions, at applied stresses 00 105 Pa, 1 MPa and 4.9 MPa and volumetric strains 10% 

and 20%. Values obtained for Z* are 5.7 ± 4.10'20 m3/s. This agrees well with the value of 

Z· of 10-19 
- 10-20 m3/s obtained for solution/precipitation creep in NaCI (Spiers et al1990, 

Schutjens 1991 and Spiers and Brzesowsky, 1993), and increases confidence in the 

present interpretation. Z* shows no dependence on stress or grain size in the range 

calculated, but at ev = 20% is mostly a little smaller (less than a factor two) than at ev = 

10%. The active grain boundary thickness S = o(l-a), where 0 is the grain boundary width 
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and a the fraction ofislands, is difficult to establish from microstructural observations after 

densification. Some separated contacts show roughnesses on the scale of a few hundred 

run, suggesting an island-channel structure with this thickness. However larger and smaller 

amplitude roughness also occurs. Therefore further analysis of the kinetic coefficient, z* , 
is not attempted. 

3.6.3 The low stress regime 

At stresses < 3 104 Pa and grain sizes < 27 !-un, the observed compaction 

behaviour shows anomalously low strain rates compared with the high stress behaviour, 

with a stress exponent rapidly increasing towards low stresses (see Figure 3.7). Moreover, 

a positive grain size dependence ofthe strain rate was observed, instead ofthe exponent of 

-3, observed for solution/precipitation creep in the high stress regime. Most of the small 

stress experiments stop (become unmeasurably slow) long before full densification is 

attained. This type of behaviour is consistent with that predicted by the 

solution/precipitation model (equation 2.51), when the surface energy term (4yld) 

approached the stress term ( a cr.Jev) in magnitude. Indeed calculations of the relative 

magnitude of the terms, using y=0.27 J/m2 shows that the former can not be neglected in 

this case. On the other hand, neck- or grain growth processes could partially be 

responsible for the anomalous low creep rates seen at low stress and fine grain size. 

The microstructures observed in the low stress samples provide some evidence for 

solution/precipitation creep. However most sample fracture surfaces show ring-type neck 

structures at grain contacts (see Figures 3.13, 3.15 and 3.21), both closed and partially 

open. Furthermore, grain growth was observed, as well as a change of grain shape from 

sub-spherical to euhedral (faceted) at applied stresses < 5 103 Pa. These samples attained 

very low strains « 10%). The observed shape changes move the microstructure closer to 

equilibrium, from a high to low surface energy shape illustrating an important surface free 

energy contribution to mass transfer and that anisotropy of surface energy has an 

important influence on microstructure. 
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3.6.4 Comparison with criteria for pressure solution versus contact healing processes 

In an attempt to identify more closely the reason for the anomalous behaviour seen 

in the low stress regime, the experimental results are now compared with the criteria for 

solution/precipitation creep and contact healing processes derived in chapter 2. In chapter 

2, a map was constructed for the NaCI-brine system plotting these criteria in a space 

defined by the normal stress at contacts versus surface curvature radius. The criteria can be 

summarised as follows and are shown in Figure 3.24. 

Criterion 1: Driving force for solution/precipitation creep ---+ zero. The limiting condition 

here obtained from equation (2.51) is given 

acre 
or «2.64» 

ev 

Thus, when the surface energy term is significant, a yield stress must be overcome to 

make solution/precipitation creep possible at a finite rate. This yield stress, cre, is 

dependent on strain, on the value of y,1, and inversely dependent on the packing 

constant, a, and grain size. Note that replacing the grain size, d, by 2p, where in this 

case p expresses the radius of curvature of the grains at the pore walls, and 

substituting crn for acrJev, the criterion can be written in (dimensionless) log form as 

I (croft) y'IO'
In(-k-) + In2 «2.65»n kT p T 

Criterion 2: Limiting condition for neck growth versus undercutting. This is written 

Y'l , e eeq M' 
pkT 0 (cos2'- cosT) = kT «2.66» 

where p is now the radius of curvature at the contact margin (Section 2.5.2). Recall 

that here 8eq is the equilibrium dihedral angle under hydrostatic reference conditions. 

When At, the increase in internal energy, is assumed to reflect purely elastic strain 

energy at the contact margin, 

then ((2.67» 

where E is the Youngs modulus. Criterion 2a for the elastic case can hence be written 
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a ns 1 y ns 1 2Ens e 8 
In( kT )="2 ln( ~~T )+ "2[In(kT) +In(cos"2-cos ~q)] ((2.68)) 

For dislocation stored energy being the dominant contribution to L\f, 

with 

((2.69)) 

((2.71)) 

where b is the burgers vector, Pdisl is the dislocation density and G is the shear modulus 

(Humphreys and HatherIy, 1995; Hull, 1975 and Poirier, 1985). 

and Criterion 2b for the dislocation case can be written as 

a ns 1 y ns 1 Gns 8 eeq
In-n-= -In-s

-
l

- + -[In--+ln(cos- - cos-)] (2.73)
kT 2 pkT 2 kT 2 2 

A third Criterion was derived in chapter 2, namely the healing of a grain boundary 

containing an island/channel structure due to island-growth within the grain boundary. The 

appropriate radius of curvature is then the curvature of the island/island contacts in the 

grain boundary, approximated by the grain boundary width. Although no definite 

conclusion was drawn with respect to the thickness of the island and channel model in the 

results Section, a range of 0.1-1.0 !lm is chosen, based on the rough contacts of the 

microstructures, to obtain an order of magnitude calculation for the Criteria 3a and 3b. 

When L\f, the increase in internal energy, is assumed to reflect purely elastic strain 

energy at the contact margin, then using the same approach as for Criterion 2a, 

Criterion 3a becomes 

s ann 1 YsIns 1 2Ens e 8 eq
In(--) = - In(--) + -[In(--) + In(cos- - cos-)](2.79)

akT 2 PislkT 2 kT 2 2 

where Pisl is the radius of curvature of the island-island contacts and the stress is 

intensified by the fraction of island contacts with respect to the full contact area. 

When the dislocation stored energy is the dominant contribution to L\f, equation 

(2.67) is used with the modified contact stress aria., and following the derivation of 

Criterion 2b, Criterion 3b can be written 
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0' ns 

In ~T (2.80) 

In Figure 3.24 three regions are plotted (boxes) which represent the experimental 

conditions defined in terms of grain contact stress, O'n and radius of curvature p for the 

NaN03-brine experiments. It is assumed that the map constructed for the NaCI-brine 

system can be used for the NaN03-brine system because the material properties (notably 

the y-value) and mechanical behaviour are very similar. In theory, if the experimental 

conditions would satisfY Criteria 1,2 or 3 during the present tests on NaN03, then 

densification would come to a halt. In practical terms, the cessation ofcreep in the present 

experiments corresponds to the point at which immeasurable strain rates are reached, i.e. 

p=8-9 10-8 
S·l, for this value of p, the corresponding contact stress can be calculated using 

O'n ~ aO'dev, for ev < 20%. For Criterion 2 the radius of curvature is approximated using 

~dej6 (see chapter 2), for Criterion 3, p is approximated by the grain boundary width, 

while the radius of curvature for Criterion 1 is d/2. The resulting O"n-P data corresponding 

to the condition p~O have been superimposed on the map with the Criteria and illustrated 

in Figure 2.25. The data are closer to Criterion 1 than Criterion 2 or 3. 
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1E+1 
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Radius of curvature (m) 

Figure 3.24 The Mass transfer mechanism map for NaCI indicating the Criteria 1and 2a +b and 

3a+b. The map is drawn for y=O.27 J/rrf. Superimposed are three boxes indicating the 

experimental conditions for the present NaNOrbrine experiments. 
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Figure 3.25. The mass transfer mechanism map with data plotted for the NaNOTbrine 

experiments in which the strain rates decreased below 1(J7S·1. It can be seen that these 

experiments plot close to the conditions of Criterion 1. 

Since Criterion 1 is obselVed to fit the best, an estimate ofthe possible yield stress 

value in Criterion 1, i.e. the stress for which aoiev=4y,Jd can be obtained. Strain rate vs. 

stress data obtained for NaN03 at low stress are plotted on a linear scale (Figure 3.26). 

The culVes are not straight lines, but extrapolations near the origin give values of a finite" 

yield stress" at ~=O. These intersection stress values obtained are plotted in Figure 3.27, 

drawn for y=O.27 J/m2
. The approximate fit to Criterion1 further supports the model 

described by equation (2.51) for the case when the surface free energy term is no longer 

neglected. The obselVed non-linearity of the culVes in Figure 3.26 could perhaps be 

explained by an additional dependence of the "yield term" on stress, suggesting that 

surface stress instead of surface free energy would be a more appropriate variable in the 

models. The obselVed small deviation from Criterion 1 in Figure 3.27 could, apart from 

non-linearity due to surface stress, be a result of differences in grain shape (sub-spherical ::::; 

39 !l1ll versus angular :2:39 \lm grain sizes) or due to influences of some grain growth 

observed for the smaller grain sizes. 
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Figure 3.26 Typical linear strain rate versus stress diagrams for wet compacted NaN03 

experiments for 15 (A), 39 (spherical batch)(B), 63 (C) and 104 (D) micron grain size fractions. 

Extrapolations from low stresses indicate whether the curves intersect the strain rate axis (at zero 

stress) or the stress axis (at strain rate is zero). 
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Figure 3.27. Intersection data from Figure 3.26 used for comparison with Criterion 1. A) 

Determination of Ysl from the slope in the graph for grain size fractions 15, 39, 63 and 104 f.IJ7I. B) 

Determination of Ysl from the slope in the graph for grain size fractions 8 f.IJ7I for the different 

extrapolation stresses shown in Figure 3.26. C) Determination ofYsl from the slope in the graph for 

all grain size fractions in A and B, now as a function of 11d. 
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3.7 Summary and Conclusions 

1) Uniaxial compaction creep experiments have been performed on fine grained (8-250 

J..LIIl) NaN03 aggregates. Dry and oil-saturated material showed no significant creep. 

However, rapid creep occurred in the presence of an NaN03 solution saturated with 

respect to the unstressed granular NaN03 starting material. 

2) At volumetric strains, ev of 10-20 %, grain size, d> 20 /lm and applied effective stress, 

C1e > 3 104 Pa, the wet compacted samples showed compaction rates which were 

approximately proportional to the applied stress, to one over the cube of the grainsize, and 

to lIev2
-
5 where ev represents volumetric strain. This is roughly consistent with the 

solution/precipitation creep model derived in Section 2.4.1 for the case of grain boundary 

diffusion control when surface energy effects are negligible. 

3)Unusual mechanical behaviour is observed for d<20 J..LIIl. The rate of densification 

decreases with decreasing grain size while for experiments with C1e <4.104 Pa a rapid 

increase in the stress sensitivity of strain rate is observed towards lower stresses. Order of 

magnitude calculations indicate that the surface energy term is no longer negligible. 

4)Microstructural study of the wet samples showed evidence for solution/precipitation 

creep features (indentations, truncations and overgrowths), but also showed neck growth 

and grain growth suggesting an approach to microstructural equilibrium at long times, i.e. 

after the initial relatively rapid deformation of 20-30%. Distinct differences in 

microstructure were observed between samples compacted at high/medium stress (> 0.3 

MPa and low volumetric strains « 20%» and those compacted at low stress « 4.10
4 

Pa) 

or high/medium applied stress at high ev (> 20%). 

5) It is inferred that the initial rapid densification of the wet samples occurred by grain 

boundary diffusion controlled solution/precipitation creep, with neck and grain growth 

dominating at the low stress, fine grain size conditions and at large strain, described under 

conclusion (3) above. Estimation of Z· =oCD, the effective grain boundary diffusivity 

associated with grain boundary diffusion controlled solution/precipitation creep in the high 

stress regime, gives a value of2.10-18 m3/s, which is in reasonable good agreement with the 

value of 1.10.19 m3Is found for NaCI (Spiers et al 1990). 
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6) At low applied stresses (ere <4.104 Pa ) and fine grain sizes (d < 20 !-tm ), the 

microstructural observations and decelerating strain rates indicate that sutface energy 

related driving forces become dominant. From experiments which became unmeasurably 

slow as well as from low stress data extrapolated to strain rate = 0 in linear stress versus 

strain rate graphs, it is inferred that Criterion 1 can be used to describe this behaviour. 

Criterion 1 describes the conditions when the driving force for solution/precipitation goes 

to zero due to an opposing surface energy force. 



CHAPTER 4 

DENSIFICATION OF FORSTERITE AGGREGATES AT LOW 

STRESSES 

4.1 Introduction 

An understanding of the high-temperature deformation mechanisms operative in 

olivine is crucial in constraining the flow behaviour of olivine rocks in the mantle. Much 

experimental work has been perrormed on polycrystalline Mg-Fe olivine and dunite rocks 

(Carter and Ave Lallement, 1970; Post, 1973; Schwenn and Goetze, 1978; Chopra and 

Paterson, 1981, 1984; Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1984 and Borch and Green, 1989) as well as 

on pure forsterite (Mg2Si04) (e.g. Relandeau, 1981; Karato et al., 1986 and McDonnell, 

1997) under a wide range of temperature, grain size and pressure conditions. However, 

relatively little rheological data is available under the low differential stress conditions 

generally thought to prevail in the mantle. Estimates of upper mantle differential stresses 

obtained from earthquake and gravitational data (see Stocker and Ashby, 1973) and 

microstructural studies (Mercier, 1980) give global values which fall between 0.1 and 20 

MPa. Stocker and Ashby (1973) state that local stresses could be higher, up to 50 MPa, 

and Mercier's estimates include some higher stresses (up to 45 MPa) associated with 

specific tectonic settings, e.g. the uppermost mantle beneath continental extension regions 

(Mercier,1980). However for the bulk of the mantle 0.1-20 MPa is considered the best 

estimate (Stocker and Ashby, 1973). 

Summarising the conclusions ofprevious experimental studies, dislocation creep is 

the dominant deformation mechanism in high density olivine materials (porosity < 7%), at 

grain sizes > 25 micron, differential stresses > 10 MPa, strain rates > 10.7 
S·1 and at 

temperatures < 1773 K (1500 0c) (e.g. Schwenn and Goetze, 1978; Carter and 

Ave'Lallement, 1970; Chopra and Paterson, 1986; Borch and Green, 1989 and Hirth and 

Kohlstedt, 1995a). However, at finer grain sizes, higher porosities or higher temperatures, 

several studies indicate a change of mechanism towards diffusion dominated creep 

(Relandeau, 1981; Schwenn and Goetze, 1978; Karato et al., 1986 and Hirth and 

Kohlstedt, 1995). Recently, much attention has been given to the influence of water in 

olivine systems, with and without melt (Chopra and Paterson, 1984; Hobbs, 1984; 

Mackwell et al., 1985; Karato, 1986; Rutter and Brodie, 1988; Bai and Kohlstedt, 1992; 
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Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996 and McDonnell, 1997). When water is present, both dislocation 

and diffusion creep are enhanced via accelerated intra-granular- and/or grain boundary 

diffusion (Karato et al., 1986 and McDonnell, 1997). In this thesis, attention will be 

restricted to the dry olivine system. Note that experimental data previously available for 

low differential stresses (e.g. 0.1 - 10 MPa), is limited and insufficient to establish whether 

diffusion creep would become dominant at these low differential stresses under bulk 

mantle conditions. 

Aside from effects of water, the presence of melt- or vapour-filled porosity in an 

aggregate can also provide easy pathways for diffusion (e.g. Ramahan, 1995 and Poirier, 

1985). Due to enhanced grain boundary and pore diffusion, densification of porous 

aggregates containing a melt or vapour phase is not directly comparable with deformation 

of dense aggregates. However, comparison of densification experiments on porous 

forsterite aggregates with appropriate theoretical models can be regarded as a means of 

gaining basic knowledge on grain volume-, grain boundary- and pore/surface diffusion (cf 

Spiers et al., 1990). This can subsequently be used to predict the behaviour of both fully 

dense and partially molten olivine materials and corresponding regions of the mantle. 

Moreover, comparison of experimental data for olivine/melt systems with data for porous 

olivine/vapour samples (e.g. Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1984, 1986) can provide insight into 

the effects ofa vapour phase compared to a melt phase present in the pores. This would be 

useful for the interpretation of experimental studies ofporous olivine aggregates and their 

comparison with natural dense olivine rocks. Several earlier studies on diffusion creep in 

granular synthetic and naturally derived olivine aggregates (e.g. Relandeau,1981; Cooper 

and Kohlstedt, 1984 and Schwenn and Goetze,1978), have investigated relatively high 

porosity (> 10%-35%) systems with and without a melt phase. In interpreting the results, 

the effect of the vapour and surface diffusion in the pores was neglected. However, the 

role offast diffusion paths due to the presence of porosity (whether melt-filled or vapour 

filled) can only be studied by comparison with experiments on fully dense samples or, 

alternatively, by establishing the relative importance of surface diffusion, 

evaporation/condensation or solution/precipitation and/or diffusion in the melt phase 

compared to lattice -plus (solid-solid) grain boundary diffusion. 

It was shown in Chapter 3 that, at the low grain sizes and stresses favouring fluid 

assisted diffusion creep, surface energy can provide a significant driving force influencing 

the densmcation behaviour of porous aggregates as well as pore geometry. The results 

were compared with microphysical models derived in Chapter 2 for densification and grain 
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contact (neck) growth by solution/precipitation transfer. In the models both surface energy 

and stress were considered as driving forces. Here, the models will be adjusted for high 

temperature conditions, taking solid-state diffusion and surface diffusion (previously 

neglected) into account as possible mass transport mechanisms alongside grain boundary 

and pore phase diffusion processes. The resulting models are tested against experiments on 

granular forsterite aggregates without a melt phase being present. 

The ultimate aim is to enable a comparison between the dry (no melt) forsterite 

system to be studied in this chapter with a forsterite plus partial melt system, to be 

investigated in the next chapter. The main question with respect to this comparison is if 

and how the presence of a melt phase influences diffusion creep mechanisms and pore 

microstructure. Some previous work suggests that the direct effect of a melt phase on 

olivine rheology is minor since it merely occupies the triple junctions, replacing a part of 

the solid/solid grain boundary diffusion path by a faster melt-filled diffusion path (Cooper 

and Kohlstedt, 1984,1986; WafI'and Bulau, 1982; Watson et al, 1990). However, recent 

studies have shown the occurrence of melt along flat grain boundaries of olivine, which 

has been explained by anisotropy of the surface free energy (WafI' and Paul, 1992 and 

Paul, 1997) or by stress-induced wetting (Tm et al, 1994). Also, Hirth and Kohlstedt 

(1995b) found different mechanical behaviour for samples containing relatively small 

amount ofmelt « 5%) and larger (> 5%) amounts ofmelt. 

In this chapter, uniaxial compaction experiments will be described, performed on 

fine grained (1-25 Ilffi) granular forsterite aggregates at high temperature (1663 - 1743 K 

or 1390-1470 °C, i.e. Tffme1t= 0.77-0.81) and low applied stresses (0.1 - 6.3 MPa) in the 

absence ofmelt. The questions addressed are 

1) Is diffusion creep the dominant densification mechanism over dislocation creep under 

the imposed conditions? If so, what is the detailed mechanism (i.e. the relative 

importance of solid state diffusion versus faster diffusion path mechanisms) and what 

are the values ofthe controlling kinetic parameters? 

2) Do surface energy effects become important under the conditions investigated, and if 

so, do they enhance or inhibit creep (densification versus neck growth processes)? 

The mechanical data obtained were found to be fully consistent with diffusion creep as 

the dominant densification mechanism under the conditions investigated. However, 

surface energy effects, exert an important influence on densification behaviour and pore

microstructure at stresses < ~2 MFa 
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4.2 Theoretical background 

4.2.1 Driving force and mass transfer paths at high temperature 

Models derived for stress-driven densification, neck growth and pore 

reconfiguration in a porous aggregate containing a solution phase, described in chapter 2 

and tested in chapter 3, must be modified when applying them to a porous aggregate with 

vapour-filled pores at high temperature. This is because alternative mass transport paths 

become feasible at high temperature, although the driving forces remain the same. 

Consider the two-grain geometries illustrated in Figure 4.1. Neglecting the possibility of 

chemical reactions and assuming gradients in the Helmholz free energy of the solid to 

become negligible at the high temperatures considered (i.e. M=O), the two principal 

driving forces for mass transfer in such a system are (Coble, 1970): 

1) the reduction of total surface free energy, which, assuming the specific surface free 

energy to be isotropic, results in mass transport from convex solid surfaces (positive 

curvature) to flat or negatively curved surfaces. 

2) when a stress is applied, the stress related driving force ( AonQS
) which results in mass 

transfer from points of relatively high intergranular normal stress (On) to stress free 

pore walls (Qs being the molecular volume ofthe solid). 

The high temperature mass transfer processes, as indicated in Figure 4.1, are 

addressed in detail in the materials science literature, especially the sintering and hot

pressing literature which specifically include the role of surfaces. Sintering can be defined 

as the process by which powders are consolidated into strong polycrystalline aggregates 

by heating (Coble and Burke, 1963). During sintering many changes such as neck growth 

occur and under most circumstances fine-grained powders densitY to some degree under 

the action ofa reduction in surface free energy. The process of hot pressing involves the 

surface energy driving force but also the driving force due to an applied stress. For a 

review of sintering and hot-pressing processes the reader is referred to Rahaman (1995), 

German (1996) and Kingery et al. (1976). 
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The five different matter transport paths indicated in Figure 4.1 are described 

below. Some of the mass transport mechanisms indicated lead only to neck growth (1-3), 

as a result of surface energy forces related to gradients in surface curvature. Others lead 

to densification of a polycrystalline sample (4 and 5) under the action of either surface 

curvature gradients or intergranular stress. 

1) Surface diffusion involves the motion ofvacancies and ad-atoms on the crystal surface. 

The process is thought to be confined to a thin surface layer of 1-2 atomic diameters 

thick (0.3-0.5 nm). The activation energy for surface diffusion is expected to be less 

than for lattice diffusion (fewer bonds need to be broken) and therefore the relative 

importance of surface diffusion increases with decreasing temperature. 

2) Volume- or lattice diffusion via mass transfer path 2) involves vacancy diffusion due to 

a gradient in surface curvature, from the negatively curved neck region to positively 

curved grain/pore interfaces, or the equivalent mass transfer in the opposite direction. 

3) Evaporation/condensation occurs at the surface and diffusion of mass now occurs 

through the vapour phase. The mass transfer rate is not only dependent on the driving 

force and the activation energy, but also depends on the gaseous environment which 

determines the equilibrium vapour pressure . 

4) Grain boundary diffusion due to a stress- or surface energy related driving force is a 

densifying mechanism involving mass transfer from the grain boundary area to the pore 

region. The grain boundary is a region of lattice mismatch and disorder so that the 

activation energy for grain boundary diffusion is expected to be lower than for lattice 

diffusion. 

5) Densification can also be achieved through volume (lattice) diffusion when the.mass 

transfer is from (or near) the grain boundary to the pore walls. In general, transport 

through the grain boundary is expected to be faster, but at sufficiently high 

temperatures the contribution oflattice diffusion can be significant (Rahaman, 1995). 
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Figure 4. 1 Five different matter transport paths are indicated for two different grain-to-grain 

geometries. (A) Neck growth and densification resulting from the surface energy related driving 

force due to curvature gradients. (B) Densitication resulting from the driving force due to an 

applied stress. Mass transport paths indicated are 1) surface diffusion 2) lattice diffusion (from the 

surface) 3) evaporation/condensation (transport through the vapour phase) 4) grain boundary 

diffusion 5)lattice diffusion (from the grain boundary). In case (A) mechanisms 1-3 lead only to 

neck growth, while mechanisms 4-5 lead to densification in geometry. In case (B) the mass 

transport paths indicated all contribute to densification because the applied stress driving force is 

considered larger than the surface energy driving force, otherwise the mass transfer along path 1 

and 3 would be in the opposite direction. 

For the above diffusion processes, it is often stated that the diffusion coefficients 

for lattice diffusion, Db grain boundary diffusion, Dgb, and surface diffusion, Ds increase in 

the order D] < Dgb < Ds, and that the corresponding activation energies vary as QI > Qgb > 

Q. (Rahaman, 1995). The rate of evaporation/condensation transport is very much 

dependent on the type of material and gaseous environment. For most materials, sintered 

or hot-pressed in air, evaporation/condensation transport is relatively slow compared with 

the other transfer paths and therefore often ignored. The relative contribution of 

dislocation creep will mainly depend on the applied stress and grain size, with the 

activation energy being larger than for grain boundary diffusion mass transfer. Thus, at 
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high homologous temperatures, low stresses and fine grain sizes, diffusion mechanisms 

prevail in oxide materials for surface-energy and/or stress-induced driving forces. 

All mechanisms shown in Figure 4.1 lead to an increase of the grain-to-grain 

contact area during sintering ana hot-pressing. A very important difference compared with 

solution phase transport at low temperature is that at high temperature the non-densifying 

neck-growth processes can occur simultaneously with the densifying mechanisms, without 

one or the other coming to a halt. This is a direct result of the operation of solid-state 

diffusion processes (lattice- and grain boundary diffusion) which do not require the grain 

boundary to contain a second phase (liquid) in order for densification to take place. 

Although densification at high temperature will not come to a halt when neck-growth 

processes occur, it will be slowed down because the neck-growth generally reduces the 

driving force for densification (i.e. reduces curvature gradients and intergranular normal 

stress) as well as increasing the diffusion path length. Other processes such as grain 

growth and grain boundary migration are also facilitated by high temperature. Hence the 

free energy of the system can be reduced by these alternative processes which also reduce 

the driving force for densification (Rahaman, 1995). 

4.2.2 Models 

Models will now be developed for sintering and hot-pressing involving high 

temperature diffusion processes, taking both surface energy related driving forces and 

stress related driving forces into account. The derivation represents an extension of the 

models given in Chapter 2, to the high-temperature case. An important difference 

compared with previous work in the sintering and hot pressing literature (e.g. Coble, 1967; 

Kingery et al, 1976 and Rahaman, 1995) is that the interfacial energies of both free 

surfaces and grain boundaries are taken into full account. At the high temperature case 

considered, it is assumed that gradient in M' (the internal HeImholz free energy) can be 

neglected. 

4.2.2.1 Densification processes driven by stress and interfacial energy 

The geometry as given in Figure 4.1a has been used in the derivation of previous 

models for pressure-less sintering and hot-pressing (i.e. sintering under stress) assuming 

that grain boundary energy is negligible. Essential is the presence ofthe negatively curved 

region, or neck, at the rim ofthe grain boundary intersecting with the pore. This geometry 
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has been experimentally verified during the initial stage of sintering (although not always 

present or heterogeneously developed (Rahaman, 1995». The resulting driving force for 

grain boundary and/or volume diffusion of vacancies, hence of solid mass, during hot 

pressing as first derived by Coble (1967) is given 

2y""Ll/l ~ (0" +-)nS (4.1)
n p 

where Ll/l is the difference in chemical potential between grain contacts and neck margins, 

O"n is the intergranular applied stress, Ysv is the solid/vapour interfacial energy, p is the 

radius ofcurvature ofthe neck region ( Figure 4.1a) and ns is the molecular volume ofthe 

solid. Note that when the applied stress tends to zero, a driving force for densification is 

still present, but this is reduced to the surface free energy related term alone. 

When specifically taking the grain boundary energy into account, and allowing a 

general (non-equilibrium) dihedral angle to be present at the grain boundary/pore 

intersection, then the driving force for transport from grain contacts to neck margins is 

reduced. This reduction corresponds to the work which must be done to replace 

solid/vapour interface by grain boundary with a finite specific energy. Following the 

derivation ofthe relevant surface forces employed in Chapter 2, the modified driving force 

is written 

2y"" 8 8eq
Ll/l ~ (0" +--(cos- - cos- »nS (4.2) 

n p 2 2 

where 8eq is the equilibrium dihedral angle under hydrostatic conditions. When grain 

boundary diffusion is the rate controlling process, Ll~Llf..1diff where Llf..1diff is the potential 

drop associated with the diffusion mechanism. Inserting this driving force into Ficks law, 

the flux of material through the grain boundary is obtained and yields for the densification 

rate: 

Here Dgb is the self diffusion coefficient of the rate limiting element of forsterite through 

the grain boundary times the grain boundary width, 8, ~ is the rate of densification, d is the 

grain size, x the radius of the two-grain contact, k is Boltzmanns constant and T is 

temperature. 

Using the geometrical approximations p "" x2/2d for small X, where x is the radius 

ofthe neck (Coble, 1970) and assuming x to be mainly determined by densification so that 

employing ,c~ d e.J6, where ev is the volumetric strain, we obtain 
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(4.4) 

Note the above approximations for p and x are only valid as long as densification is 

dominant over neck growth and x is small (small strains). 

When assuming volume diffusion to be the dominant mechanism and diffusion to 

be the rate limiting step, then the approach ofCoble (1970) is followed, only now inserting 

the modified driving force (equation 4.2) into the general derivation of the Nabarro

Herring or lattice diffusional creep equation (Coble, 1970). The resulting model for 

densification rate controlled by volume diffusion is 

where D1is the lattice self diffusion coefficient of the slowest diffusing species in the solid. 

The same approximations for p and x have been used as in the grain boundary diffusion 

case. Note that in the above models (equation 4.4 and 4.5) the term containing Ysv will be 

positive when S < Seq and negative when e> Seq. 

4.2.2.2 Neck growth processes 

When either surface diffusion or evaporation/condensation is the dominant mass 

transfer mechanism, no densification can occur and only neck growth will take place. In 

general surface diffusion, evaporation/condensation and intergranular vacancy diffusion 

will go on simultaneously at some relative rate. When vacancy diffusion over the surface is 

much faster, this will be the rate determining step. The chemical potential drop between 

the free grain surface and the neck margin drives this diffusion, i.e. AIldiff~ A~. Then using 

Fick's law and assuming an average diffusion path length of (nd/8 - x) the volume flux of 

material to the neck region can be obtained (Figure 4.1a). Here the diffusion path is 

assumed to be \14 of the sphere circumference minus half the contact width, p-JC/2d and 

the area of precipitation is assumed to be restricted to the neck region (see also Chapter 

2). The resulting model for neck growth with surface diffusion control is written 
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(4.6) 

where D. is the surface difiUsivity, i.e., the selfdiffusion coefficient ofthe slowest diffusing 

species in the solid times 0., the surface layer thickness through which surface diffusion 

takes place. Note that the resulting rate ofneck growth is the same as derived for diffusion 

controlled solution/precipitation transfer (see equation 2.42 in Chapter 2), with the 

difiUsivity for surface difiUsion replacing the diffusivity through the liquid phase, and with 

the solid/vapour interfacial energy used instead of the solid/1iquid interfacial energy. Neck 

growth by evaporation/condensation follows a kinetic law analogue to that for 

precipitation controlled neck growth in a solid/1iquid system (Chapter 2, equation 2.37), 

but is usually expected to be slower then surface diffusion controlled neck growth. 

4.2.2.3 Densification with near equilibrium neck configuration 

From examination of micrographs appearing in reviews on sintering and hot

pressing (e.g. Kingery et aI., 1976 and Rahaman, 1995), it is questionable whether the 

negatively curved neck region is maintained after the initial sintering or hot-pressing stage, 

especially during hot-pressing. I suggest an alternative geometry, namely a near 

equilibrium neck geometry, be considered and tested experimentally. For the case when 

densification due to an applied stress dominates, because e R:I Seq (local equilibrium 

geometry), the cosine difference term in equation (4.2) falls to zero and the driving 

force for transport from contacts to pore walls is given 

(4.7) 

as derived for solid/1iquid systems in Chapter 2. The resulting models for densification 

when eR::8eq becomes 

(4.8) 

for the case that grain boundary difiUsion is the relevant transport mechanism and difiUsion 
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the rate limiting step (cf equation 4.3). For the case that volume diffusion is the dominant 

densification mechanism and diffusion the rate limiting step then (cf Equation 4.5) 

(4.9) 

Note that in equations (4.8) and (4.9), the y-related term opposes densification. In 

equations (4.4) and (4.5) the surface energy term assists densification when 8 <8"'1 and 

opposes it when 8>fl"'l 

4.3 Experimental Aspects 

In this study, forsterite powders of grain sizes ranging from 1 to 25 J..Ull were 

uniaxially hot-pressed (densified) at temperatures between 1390 and 1470 DC and stresses 

between 0.13 and 6.37 MFa. Ofthe 16 experiments performed, six. were isothermal stress

stepping tests. One experiment was an isothermal constant-load test performed to obtain a 

reference creep curve over longer times, and three experiments were performed at 

constant load, cycling the temperature to determine an apparent activation energy. The 

remaining 6 experiments were performed to obtain samples for microstructural analyses, 

especially studying porosity and grain growth, at various (early) stages of the stepping 

procedure employed. 

4.3.1 Starting Material and Sample Preparation~ 

Finely powdered Mg-forsterite, typically 99% M~Si04, was obtained from Cerac 

Inc. (Milwaukee, USA). The supplier's analyses of this high purity forsterite show the 

Mg-content to be 33.9% compared to 34.55 for the theoretical composition of forsterite 

and an impurity content of roughly 0.15 wt%, of which 0.03 wtO/o is Fe, 0.04% AI, B 

0.01%, Ca 0.02%, Cr 0.02%, Cu 0.01%, Mn 0.003%, Mo 0.01%, Ni 0.02% and Sr 

0.001%. The granular forsterite was separated in methanol to obtain different grain size 

fractions using conventional gravitational settling. The resulting fractions had average 

grain sizes and standard deviations of 1.5 ± 0.3 J..Ull, 2.9 ± 0.5 J..Ull, 5.1 ± 1 J..Ull, 6.2 ± 1 
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11m, 8.1 ± 2 llIIl, 11.0 ± 2 llIIl, 15.4 ± 3 11m, and 20 ± 5 11m. These average particle sizes 

were detennined by measuring the longest and shortest axes of individual grains on 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images. After separation, the various fractions were 

dried for 48 hours at 60°C. In order to prepare individual samples for hot pressing or 

densification, approximately I gram was deposited into a steel die with an internal 

diameter of 10 mm and uniaxially cold-pressed, using a Carver hand-press. A maximum 

stress of 200 MFa was applied to the aggregate. The cold pressed samples typically had 

lengths between 6 and 7 mm, diameters of ~10 mm and porosities from 33 to 39%. The 

samples thus prepared were subsequently heated for 48 hours at 1300 'c in air to anneal 

out any dislocation damage introduced during cold-pressing. During heating, no 

measurable changes in dimensions occurred. Examination of the heated samples showed 

that no grain growth occurred during heat treatment. 

4.3.2 Experimental Apparatus 

Stress-densification experiments were performed using a small scale set-up 

consisting of a uniaxial die plus loading pistons, as shown in the inset ofFigure 4.2. This 

assembly was loaded using a programmable Instron Model 8500 testing machine, 

equipped with its own loading pistons and split furnace (maximum temperature 1773 K/ 

1500 0c), all kindly made available at Hoogovens Ceramic Laboratory (IJmuiden, The 

Netherlands). The die, pistons and other parts indicated in the inset of Figure 4.2, were 

constructed using high purity alumina (Alsint). The (disposable) die was lined with thin Pt 

foil and also the pistons were topped with Pt-foil to avoid reaction between the forsterite 

sample and the alumina parts. The Instron furnace incorporates Super Kanthal 33 heating 

elements and controlled using a programmable Eurotherm 821 controller. The sample 

temperature was monitored and the furnace controlled using B-type (Pt30Rh-Pt6Rh) 

thermocouples, positioned outside and a few mi1limetres away from the die assembly. 

Temperature stability is ± 2°C. No attempt was made to control the atmosphere within the 

furnace, so that the pores of the samples were air/vapour filled. The displacement of the 

lower piston into the die is measured remotely using a LVDT located in the water-cooled 

part of the lower Instron piston (Figure 4.2). This LVDT has a range of± 5 mm and an 

accuracy of 0.02%. It was calibrated using a specially designed micrometer fitting placed 

into the Instron set-up. Stifihess calibration runs were performed using an alumina dummy 

to detennine the distortion versus the force characteristics of the entire apparatus at 
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operating temperature. No permanent creep of the alumina parts took place and the small 

elastic strain occurring during loading and unloading were reproducible. Force, 

displacement and temperature signals were logged using the Instron computer 

logging/control system and IEEE-488 interface, with a 16-bit resolution and a sampling 

cycle rate ofup to 5.1 kHz. 

Inatron ClOIlI bead (fixed) 

- Water cooliDg inlet 

Heat shield 

Water-cooled 
furnace jacket 

- Water cooJiDs inlet 

IDsIron IoadiDs frame (moveable) 

Figure 4.2 Schematic diag-am showing the experimental Instron set-up and small scale die 

assembly. Note that the die assembly is inverted with respect to its orientation during preparation 
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4.3.3 Testing Procedure and Data Processing 

In each experiment, the sample, prepared as described above, was polished, where 

necessary, to fit the die diameter of 9.9 mm and the complete die assembly was then 

placed in the Instron loading frame. The samples were heated to 1743 K (1470 0c), then 

left at this temperature for 1 hour to equilibrate before any load was applied. The Instron 

lower piston was then advanced upward until the upper Instron piston was brought into 

contact with the die assembly. Loading was always petformed to an initial compressive 

stress of 6.3 MPa, under computer control, ramping the load linearly over a 2 minute 

period. A few experiments were terminated at the end of the first loading stage (achieving 

the applied stress of 6.3 MPa) to examine grain size, sample length, sample diameter and 

porosity. No grain growth was observed, and in all cases the sample filled the diameter of 

the die completely while porosity decreased or increased to a reproducible value of 33 ± 

2%. This point, i.e. the point at which the ramping period was completed and 6.3 MPa 

was applied to the sample, was chosen as starting point ofthe hot-pressing or densification 

experiment (t=O). The associated length and starting porosity at this time are subsequently 

referred to as the starting length and starting porosity of the samples and used as such for 

further data processing. 

After the initial loading stage of each experiment was completed, the compaction 

creep was monitored as function oftime, with the computer logging a datapoint every 6 or 

12 seconds. Both constant stress and stress-stepping experiments were petformed, using 

applied stresses in the range 0.1 - 6.3 MPa. Stress stepping was petformed in the 

downward direction from 6.3 MPa to 3.8 MPa, 1.9 MPa, 1.3 MPa, 0.95 MPa, 0.64 MPa, 

0.38 MPa and sometimes further to 0.26 MPa and 0.13 MPa, finally stepping up again to 

6.3 MPa. Nine stepping tests were done in all. This included three combined stress and 

temperature stepping tests, petformed using three different grain sizes. All stepping-tests 

petformed are listed in Table 4.1, along with the experimental conditions. 

Tests were terminated by switching the furnace off and keeping the sample loaded 

during (unassisted) cooling. More rapid quenching was impossible because both heating 

elements and ceramic alumina parts are very sensitive to thermal shock. After 3 minutes 

the temperature had dropped by 150°C to 1320 °c. After 17 minutes, 1050 °c was 

reached, and after another 13 minutes (~ 30 minutes cooling under load) at a temperature 

of about 1000 °C (1273 K), the load was removed and the die set-up was left in place to 

cool down to room temperature overnight. Finally, the small scale set-up (figure 4.2) was 
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taken out, the die was sawn open and the final length of the sample was measured for 

control purposes. The sample was then impregnated with epoxy resin to allow sections to 

be prepared for optical microscopy as well as SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) and 

TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) study. 

Volumetric strain versus time data were calculated directly from the displacement 

versus time records after corrections for apparatus distortion and thermal expansion. A 

running least squares fitting method was used to smooth the data obtained from each 

experiment and to reduce the densely spaced data stream to a set of several hundred 

points. Subsequently, strain rates were calculated for each experiment, and each constant 

stress-step, using the 3-point central difference method applied to the reduced data-set. 

This enabled the dependence of the strain rate on stress, strain (hence porosity) and 

temperature to be evaluated. 

4.3.4 Microstructural analysis 

Microstructural analysis was carried out on all starting powder fractions, on fractured 

sample fragments obtained after sintering and hot pressing, and on thin sections ofepoxy

impregnated hot pressed samples. This was done using optical microscopy, Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) performed in 

combination with detailed chemical analysis by Electron X-ray Diffraction (EDS) under 

the SEM and TEM, as well as separate X-ray diffraction (XRD) and thermal analysis 

performed on powdered sample material (DTAffGA). For the SEM-work, polished thin 

sections were prepared (10 to 15 !lm thick) and studied first by means of transmission 

optical microscopy. The thin sections were then etched for 1 minute in 10% HF, carbon 

coated and studied under the SEM. Also, TEM foils were prepared from 4 samples (1013 

grain size 1.5 !J.ffi), 50113 (3 !J.ffi), 5016 (5 !lm) and 50112 (8 !J.ffi». TEM-sample 

preparation, involved first ion-beam thinning of slices ofmaterial prepared as thin sections, 

approximately 30 !lm thick. After perforation the samples were coated with a thin layer of 

carbon, to avoid charging during observation. 
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Experiment Grain size Temperature Stress datapoints (.) at 
(~m) (steps) indicated 

porosity (<t» Maximum (MPa) strains (extrapolated (0» 
Strain (ev) volumetric strain 

7.5% 12.5% 20% 
1013 1.5 1470 0CI 1743 K 6.3 0 

3.8 0 
<t>start=O. 32 maximum 1.9 0 
<t>end=0.26 ev=7.5% 1.3 0 

0.95 0 
0.65 0 
0.38 o· 
6.3 0 

50113 3 1470 0CI 1743 K 6.3 • 0 
3.8 • 0 

<t>start=0.3 maXImum 1.9 • 
<t>end=0.09 ev=22% 1.3 0 0 

0.95 0 
0.65 0 
0.38 0 
0.26 • 
6.3 • 

50115 3 1470 0CI 1743 K 6.3 • 
3.8 0 • 

1470 °CI 1743 K 1.3 0 
1430 °C11703 K 

<t>start=0.31 maximum 1390 °C11663 K 
<t>end=0.10 ev=22.1% 1470 0CI 1743 K 1.3 0 

0.95 
0.64 

1470 °CI 1743 K 0.38 
1430 °C11703 K 
1390°C/1663K 
1470 °CI 1743 K 0.38 

5016 5 1470 0CI 1743 K 6.3 0 0 
3.8 0 • 
1.9 0 
1.3 0 

<t>start=O. 338 maXImum 0.95 0 
<t>end=O.ll ev=25.0% 0.64 0 

0.38 0 
0.26 0 

0.13 0 
6.3 0 0 
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Experiment Grain size Temperature Stress datapoints (.) at indicated 
(I-!m) (steps) strains (extrapolated (0)) 

porosity (cp) Maximum (MPa) volumetric strain 
Strain (ev) 7.5% 12.5% 20% 

5018 6 1470 0CI 1743 K 6.3 • 0 
3.8 0 0 

]470 oC/]743K 1.3 0 0 
1430 °C/1703 K 

CPstart=O. 33 maXImum 1390 °C/1663 K 
CPend=0.15 ev=20.5% 1470 0CI 1743 K 1.3 0 0 

1470 °CI 1743 K 0.38 0 
1430 °C/1703 K 
13 90 °C/1663 K 
]470 oCI ] 743 K 0.38 0 

5012 8 1470 0CI 1743 K 3.8 • • • 

CPstart=O.3 27 maximum 
CPend=0.099 ev=25.2% 

50112 8 1470 0CI 1743 K 6.3 0 
3.8 • 
1.9 0 
1.3 

CPstart=0.328 maximum 0.95 0 
CPend=0.22 ev=13.7% 0.65 0 

0.38 0 
0.26 • 
6.3 0 

50114 11 1470 0CI 1743 K 6.3 0 
3.8 0 

1470 °CI 1743 K 1.3 • 
1430 °C/1703 K 

CPstart=0.35 maximum 1390 °C/1663 K 
CPend=0.28 ev=8.8% 1470 0CI 1743 K 1.3 0 

1470 0CI 1743 K 0.38 0 
1430 °C11703 K 
1390 °C/1663 K 
1470 °CI 1743 K 0.38 0 

50111 15 ]470 uCI 1743 K 6.3 
3.8 0 

CPstart=O. 33 maximum 1.9 0 
CPend=0.27 ev=7.5% 1.3 0 

0.95 • 
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Soll 

(jJstart=O. 33 
(j)end=0.24 

20 

maximum 
ev=10.0% 

1470 oC/ 1743 K 6.3 
3.8 
1.9 
1.3 
0.9S 
0.65 
6.3 

0 

0 

• 
0 

0 

0 

Table 4.1 Densification experiments performed. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Mechanical data 

As already indicated, the initial loading stage (i.e. loading to 6.3 MPa) achieved 

complete volume filling of the die, resulting in a reproducible "starting" porosity of 33 ± 

2%. Figure 4.3 shows the single creep curve obtained at constant stress (3.8 MPa and an 

average initial grain size of8 IJlll at1470 °c (1743 K». In total, 25% strain was achieved 

in this run over approximately 8200 s (2 hours and 17 minutes). This is equivalent to a 

decrease in porosity from 33% to 10%. Figure 4.3b shows the corresponding plot of strain 

rate as a function of strain, while Figure 4.3c shows log strain rate versus log volumetric 

strain. In Figure 4.3b, a straight line can be drawn through the data between ~ 5% and 

25% strain, suggesting that linear extrapolation of strain rate versus strain data is justified 

in analysing stepping data covering this range. Clearly the strain rate is not very sensitive to 

strain, with Figures 4.3b and 4.3c showing a decrease in strain rate ofless than 1 order of 

magnitude in the range 8 - 25% strain. The slope of the log strain rate versus log strain 

plot in this range is around -1.7, so that the strain rate is proportional to 11 (e/\ At the 

start of the experiment, the strain rate is less sensitive to strain (the slope being on average 

-0.6). 
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a)	 Experiment5012,T= 1743 K b) Experiment 5012, T= 1743 K 
Stress 3.8 MPa, d= 8 micron Stress 3.8 MPa, d= 8 micron 
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Figure 4.3 a) Compaction creep curve obtained from the single constant stress hot-pressing 

experimentperformed on porous torsterite aggregate at 1743 K. Applied stress 3.8 MPa. Average 

grain size 8 micron. b) Log strain rate versus volumetric strain diagram tor the same experiment 
as shown in a). c) Log- log plot of strain rate versus strain tor the same experiment as illustrated 

in a) and b). 

Figure 4.4 shows two examples of the creep curves obtained from the stress

stepping and temperature-stepping tests. Only data at thermal equilibrium and constant 
stress are plotted (not plotting relaxation/expansion/compaction during ramping and 

equilibration periods). For temperature down-stepping, larger periods of time were 
necessary for temperature equilibration. 
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Figure 4.4 Typical creep curves obtained tor the torsterite aggregates. a) Stress stepping 

experiment. b) Combined stress and temperature stepping.. 

Figure 4.5a-i shows the complete set of strain rate versus strain data obtained from 
the stepping experiments. In these graphs, vertical lines indicate constant strain values used 
to construct the following composite diagrams of log strain rate versus log stress and log 
strain rate versus log grain size. Most of the:: strain rate data are interpolated or 

extrapolated to these strains, using the linear trends seen in the log strain rate versus strain 
data. Table 4.1 shows which stress-steps were extrapolated to these constant strain values. 
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Extrapolation was petfonned by extending a best (least squares) fIt line through the data 

points when at least the last 75% of the data-set showed a good linear fit (correlation 

coefficient, R2>O.9). Alternatively, when the fit was less good, especially for the low stress 

steps, two lines were drawn from the centre of the data, one with the maximum slope of 

other stress steps in the graph and a horizontal line (minimum slope). Extmpolation in this 

way never extended more than 2% stmin and the difference in stmin mte indicated by the 

two lines is used as an error bar in subsequent representation of the stmin mte data. 
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Figure 4.6a-c shows strain rate versus log stress data plotted for constant 

volumetric strains of 7.5%, 12.5% and 20% using the extrapolated data from Table 4.1. 

All data, except those of the 6 J.llTl experiment at 7.5% strain and the 1.5 !lm experiment, 

which show slopes of 1.5 ±0.1, give slopes within the range of 1.0 ±0.3, down to applied 

stresses as low as 0.13 MPa. Note however, that the lines of constant grain size are not 

completely in sequence from course to fme. 

Figure 4.7 shows the strain rate dependence on grain size at constant stress and 

strain. At 7.5% strain, the strain rate versus grain size data show a maximum strain rate 

around 5 ""'01. From 5 to 15 !lin, the average slope of the data is between -2 to -3 for the 

stresses indicated. However for smaller grain sizes « 5 !lm) the slope approaches zero and 

becomes positive between 1.5 and 3 !lm demonstrating a marked slowing down of 

densification rate towards the fmest diameters. The data sets at 12.5% and 20% are too 

few to show such a clear trend, thought do suggest similar behaviour. 
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Figure 4.7 Log-Log plot of strain rate versus grain size at 1743 K illustrating graphs of constant 

applied stress and strain. 

The strain rate data obtained in the three temperature stepping tests (Table 4.1) 

will now be used to illustrate the strain rate dependence on temperature. Assuming an 

Arrhenius type of dependence of strain rate on temperature, the slopes of the data sets 

plotted in the log strain rate versus I/RT diagram, shown in Figure 4.8, give the apparent 

activation energy (Q) for densification creep of samples of fIXed grain size. The Q values 

obtained range from 380-756 kllmol. As shown in Figure 4.5, the three temperature 
stepping tests were cycled at two stresses, frrst at 1.3 MPa then at 0.38 MPa. The grain 

size of the experiment, and the average strain during the temperature cycling are indicated 

at the curves in Figure 4.8. Note that for all three experiments, the apparent activation 

energy is systematically lower for temperature cycling at 0.38 MPa than at 1.3 MPa, 

despite the only minor differences in volumetric strain. The average values for Q at 

constant grain size are, 492 kllmol for d= 3 Jim, 725 kllmol for d= 6 11m and 610 kllmol 

for the 11 Jim grain size fraction. 
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Figure 4.8 Ln strain rate versus 1/RT diagram showing the apparant activation energies obtained 

from the forsterite densification experiments for 2 applied stresses and for the 3, 6 and 11 pm 
grain sizes fractions (experiments 50115, 50/8 and 50114). 

4.4.2 Microstructural Observations 

Study of the loose granular starting fractions, showed that all grain size batches 

consisted of nearly equiaxed, rounded grains. Only the 15 and 20 j.Ull grain size fractions 

contained a small percentage ofsomewhat elongated grains. 

Sintering effects during the annealing heat treatment ofcold pressed material, prior 

to deformation, produced rounded necks between grain contacts and occasionally faceting 

of poor walls, but no grain growth was obselVed. Figure 4.9 shows a typical 
microstructure after sintering but before deformation. A similar mircostructure persisted 

through the first phase loading procedures. 
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After densification (hot-pressing), a decrease in porosity was apparent as well as 

an enlargement of grain contact areas (see Figure 4.10). Grains remained nearly equiaxed 

(no grain flattening). "Well-fitting" grains indicate intergranular redistribution of material 

(see Figure 4.11) and indentations can be recognised as shown in Figure 4.12. In a few 

grains, some local microcracking was observed. Grain growth during main phase 

densification was only observed in two samples. In the 1.5 IJlIl grain size sample (figure 

4.10), grains grew to 2.2 IJlIl on average (after 5.5 hours of densification at 1743 K), and 

in the 5 IJlIl grain size sample some inhomogeneous grain growth took place with a small 

fraction (~ 5%) growing to 20-25 micron (figure 4.11). 

TEM was used to study whether or not grain boundaries the densified samples 

contained a glassy film and to determine dislocation densities in the grains. This work was 

performed with the help of T. Fliervoet. Small voids were observed at the grain 

boundaries, but only in the finest grain size (1.5 1JlIl) sample. HRTEM showed lattice 

fringes of~ 10 Aterminating at the grain boundary. At a magnification of20.000 times, no 

evidence was found for glassy phase. Dislocation densities were found to be very low in all 

4 samples studied and were inhomogeneously distributed, both with respect to individual 

grains and with respect to the sample (see Figure 4.13). Some systematic variation in 

dislocation density was observed between the samples, ranging from the finest grain size 

sample, which is virtually dislocation free, to an rough calculated density of _2.1011/m2 in 

the 8 IJlIl grain size sample, based on the total area investigated, an estimate of the 

thickness ofthe sample and the total amount ofdislocations. Even at the highest density, in 

the 8 IJlIl sample, at least 30% ofthe grains were free ofdislocations. 

Let us consider now the grain boundary and pore geometries observed among the 

various samples. The only samples which show a large fraction of grain boundary/ pore 

intersections having a negative curvature at the neck are the samples studied after sintering 

but before hot-pressing (Figure 4.9). Sample 50111 which was densified for a short period 

of time (- 1 hour) and cooled without an applied stress also showed rounded necks and 

negative curvature at the neck margins (Figure 4.14). A rough estimate for p (the radius 

of negative curvature) in these samples is 0.5- 1 1JlIl. For all other samples studied the 

majority ofgrain contacts show straight or positively curved solid/vapour surfaces, even at 

the highest magnifications using TEM (see Figure 4.15a and b). 
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Figure 4.9 Typical microstructure after sintering but before hot-pressing. Fragment of sample 

50113 after sintering for 48 hours at 1300 DC. The average grain size is 3 JIIYI. 

Figure 4.10 SEM micrograph ofa polished and etched thin section ofsample 1013. Dark areas are 

epoxy resin. Starting grain size was 1.5 JIIYI and final grain size after densification is 2.2 JIIYI, final 

porosity 0.26. 
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Figure 4. 11 SEM micrograph of a polished and etched thin section of sample 5016 after hot 

pressing. Starling grain size was 5 fJJTI and in the final sample illustrated, some abnormal grain 

growth can be obseNed (top left and bottom right) final porosity 11%. Note the small dihedral 

angles and the straight pore surfaces. 

Figure 4.12. SEM micrograph of a polished and etched thin section of sample 50/11 after hot 

pressing (average grain size 15 fJJTI). Note the indented grain filled with epoxy resin (darker grey). 

Remaining porosity 27% (7.5% strain). 
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Figure 4.13 TEM micrograph ofhot pressed sample 1013. Dislocations are present in the top right 

grain, the other two grains are free of dislocations Dislocation density is representative for 

samples 1013,5013 and 5016. 

Figure 4.14 SEM micrograph of a polished and etched thin section of sample 50/11 (average 

grain size 15 jJITI) after hot pressing for 1 hour and cooling in the load free condition. Note some of 

the grain boundary pore/ intersections have a negative solidlvapour curvature (dark grey is epoxy 

resin). Remaining porosity 27% (7.5% strain). 
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Figure 4.15. TEM micrographs of a) sample 5016 (5 pm average grain size) and b) 50112 (8 pm 

average grain size). Note the relatively straight solidlvapour surfaces in the pores near to the 

intersection with the grain boundaries. Also note the relatively large dislocation density in sample 

50112 (lower part ofmicrograph b) compared with the other samples. 
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4.5 Discussion 

The above experiments show that porous forsterite aggregates, hot pressed with 

initial grain sizes of 1.5 -20 !-tIn, at applied stresses of 0.13-6.3 MPa and temperatures of 

1643-1743 K (1370-1470 DC), undergo densification at volumetric strain rates ofthe order 
of 10-3_10-7 S·l. 

In all experiments, a closely similar strain dependence of strain rate was observed. 

Moreover, the dependence of strain rate on strain changed very little during stepping (for 

example, see Figure 4.5 where extrapolation ofthe first 6.3 MPa step data connects to the 

6.3 MPa step at the end ofthe experiment). This justifies the use ofthe stepping procedure 

and the associated extrapolation to asses the dependence of strain rate on applied stress 

and grain size. It is evidently not important if individual stress steps are perfonued at the 

beginning or the end ofthe experiments. 

For grain sizes;::: 5 IJlll a systematic decrease in strain rate was observed with 

increasing grain size, as is expected for all diffusion mass transfer creep processes. 

However, the finer grain size experiments (1.5 - 3 IJlll experiments) mostly show slower 

densification behaviour than the larger grain sizes (Figure 4.7). Nonetheless all 

experiments showed finite creep rates. Based on the mechanical data obtained, two 

regimes can thus be distinguished, namely the experiments with grain sizes ;::: 5 !-tm 

(Regime A) and < 5 IJlll (Regime B). 

4.5.1 Regime A (average grain size;::: 5 !-tm). 

For volumetric strains in the range 7.5-12.5% strain, applied stresses;::: 1 MPa and 

grain sizes;::: 5 I-tIn, the compacted samples showed strain rates approximately proportional 

to, cr\lId244 and 1/e,,°·24l. This behaviour is broadly consistent with the grain boundary 

diffusion creep models described in Sections 4.2.2.1 (equation 4.4) and 4.2.2.3. (equation 

4.8) when surface energy related tenus are neglected, in which case both equations are 

reduced to the densification rate model 

(4.10)
 

The observed microstructural data are also consistent with this model, since dislocation 
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densities were observed to be very low. Furthennore, indentations and tightly fitting grains 

suggest that microstructural development was dominated by diffusion mass transfer under 

the action ofthe applied stress. The data obtained in experiments at 1.3 MPa , using 6 and 

11 IJlll material at ev < 20% provide the only data on apparent activation energies available 

in Regime A and give on average Q=707 kJ/mole. Looking at the data in Regime A in 

more detail, the grain size dependence at 7.5% strain suggests that ~ ocl/d2
-
3 with the 

exponent to ev being smaller than 1. This might reflect a contribution from volume 

diffusion (l/d2 dependence and independent of ev) alongside grain boundary diffusion. 

However, it could also be due to any other less grain size dependent mechanism than grain 

boundary diffusion. For ev = 12.5%, the grain size dependence is l/d3 
-4 (although based on 

few data). This could indicate grain boundary or lattice diffusion to be dominant, though 

with some additional contribution from the surface energy related tenn (equation 4.4). 

Overall however, the data for Regime A at 7.5%-12.5% strain are consistent with 

densification creep being dominated by grain boundary diffusion. 

For the 20% strain data in the log strain rate versus log grain size plot of Figure 

4.7 (data available only for grain sizes of 5 and 6 micron), the seems to increase to a value 

no longer consistent with any of the models (slope "",7). Note however that the remaining 

porosity in the samples is reduced to ~ 15% and grain growth can be expected to become 

important when densification slows down (Rahaman, 1995). Some grain growth was 

indeed observed for the 5 micron sample (11% porosity at the end ofthe densification test) 

and will effect the slope in Figure 4.7. 

4.5.2 Kinetic coefficient in Regime A 

In view ofthe above, rough fitting ofthe theoretical model 

. 12D
gb

cr nQs 

13 = kTd3e «4.10» 
y 

for the data of Regime A obtained at cr ;:: IMPa, d ;:: 5 IJlll and 7.55. ev 5.12.5% strain, 

allows calculation of Dgb==oDgb,self yielding a value of 2.10-20 m 3Is. The value for the 

apparent activation energy from the Arrhenius diagram is Q= 707 kJ/mol, averaged for the 

6 and 11 1Jlll. 

When comparing the activation energy and diffusion data with literature values, 

the difficulty arises that independent values for grain boundary diffusion are rare. The only 

value for the apparent activation energy for grain boundary diffusion found is for Mg
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diffusion in synthetic forsterite (l00) aggregates by Farver et a1. (1994). This yields 343 ± 
47 kllmol, which is only slightly lower than the activation energy for lattice diffusion in 

forsterite (390 kllmol (Chakraborty et aI., 1994) at similar conditions, e.g. temperatures ~ 

1300 0c). Assuming grain boundary diffusion is characterised by an activation energy 

approximately 2/3 ofthe lattice diffusion value (as in metals; following Stocker and Ashby, 

1973 and Karato et aI., 1986), the expected Q-values should thus around ~ 240 ± 40 

kl/mol (Jaoul et aI., 1980; Jaoul et ai, 1981; Andersson et aI., 1989 and Chakraborty et aI., 

1994). 

To asses whether the diffusivity estimated for Regime A is of the right order for 

grain boundary diffusion and to asses which might be the rate limiting species in the 

diffusion creep mechanism, a comparison with available grain boundary diffusion data for 

Mg, Si and °species can be made. When extrapolating the trend in the data for Mg grain 

boundary diffusion described by Farver et al. (1994) to 1470°C, then 8Dgb,Mg~ 10-2°_ 10-21 

m% (10-22 m3/s at 1250°C). Farver et aI. (1994) performed an additional experiment to 

estimate the effective grain boundary width, 8, which was found to be ~3 om. Hence 

Dgb,Mg would be ~5.1O-1l m2/s. For volume diffusion data (D1) in forsterite (Chakraborty et 

aI., 1994 and Andersson et al., 1989), extrapolated to 1470 °C, DJ,Mg~ 1O-15m2/s, indicating 

that for Mg, diffusion through the grain boundary is ~3- 4 orders of magnitude faster than 

volume diffusion. 

For 0, a study by Condit et aI (1985) for grain boundary diffusion of oxygen in 

forsterite aggregates yields a value for 8 Dgb,o"" 10-21
_ 10-22 m3/s for 1470 °C (and about 3 

order ofmagnitude lower for 1250 0C). The only other diffusion data for °species which 

might give an indication of diffusion along a fast diffusion path in synthetic Fo100, single 

crystals comes from Yurimote et al. (1992). The authors describe diffusion along 

dislocations, within a core of 0.1 om surrounding the dislocation, to be 4 orders of 

magnitude faster than volume diffusion rates, i.e. at 1200 °C, D, 0 through the fast diffusion 

path yield 10-17 m2/s while experimental data for lattice diffusion yield 10-21 m2/s. Other 

data for lattice diffusion yield DLO ~ 1O-18m2/s at 1470 °C and ~ 10-20 m2/s at 1200 °C (Jaoul 

et aI., 1980 and Andersson et a1., 1989). Note that when assuming 8 ~ 1 om, then at 

~ 1200 °C, all data above show a consistent Dgb,o being 3-4 order of magnitude faster than 

~o. 

For Si diffusion, no grain boundary or fast diffusion path data are available for a 

solid/solid boundary. Lattice diffusion data at 1470 °C yield DLsi~ 10-21 m% (Jaoul et ai, 
1981 and Andersson et aI., 1989). For lattice diffusion, Si is the slowest diffusing species 

in forsterite. 
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Note that the obtained value for oDgb in the present work (2.10-20 m3/s) can only be 

directly compared with the above values for oDgb in forsterite aggregates. From the 

extrapolated trends ofthe data by Farver et al. (1994) and Condit et al. (1985) to 1470 °c, 
it can concluded that oDgb, Mg ~ 10-20_10-21 m3Is and 0 Dgb, 0 ~ 10-21 

_ 10-22 m3Is not differ 

much at 1470 °c and oDgb obtained form the present work shows reasonable agreement 

with the independent Mg and 0 diffusivity data. No direct comparison can be made with 

independent grain boundary diffusivity data for Si. However, when assuming the grain 

boundary width to be similar to recent estimates ofgrain boundary width in other ceramic 

and oxide aggregates, i.e. 1-3 nm (Joesten, 1991 and Farver, 1994), the value of Dgb 

implied by the present data for Regime A gives D~ 10-11 m%. When comparing the 

obtained Dgb with the lattice diffusion data for Mg, 0 and Si, described above, it can be 

concluded that the order of magnitude ofthe obtained diffusivity in this work is consistent 

with the idea that grain boundary diffusion is the dominant mass transport mechanism. The 

experimentally determined diffusivity is consistent with the grain boundary diffusion value 

ofMg, as obtained from independent diffusivity studies, however, grain boundary diffusion 

data for 0 are also within an order ofmagnitude from the obtained value. 

4.5.3 Regime B (average grain size < 5 ~m) 

The mechanical data for grain sizes < 5 IJlIl show a log ~ versus log cr trend with a 

slope of ~1 indicating a diffusion dominated densification mechanism for this regime too 

(figure 4.6). However the 1.5 ~m experiment is significantly slower than all other (coarser) 

grain size experiments. Indeed, the grain size dependence of the strain rate is reversed 

(positive dependence) for grain sizes < 5 ~ in comparison with the slopes seen in the log 

~ versus log d diagram (Figure 4.7) for grain sizes ~ 5 IJlIl and expected for grain 

boundary diffusion dominated processes. The apparent activation energies obtained for the 

3 ~m grain size show a similar trend as the 6 and 11 IJlIl experiments (see Figure 4.8) 

although the values are lower (603 kJ/mol for the 1.3 MPa and 380 kJ/mol for the 0.38 

MPa experiments). The microstructural observations of low dislocation densities in 

Regime B are consistent with a diffusion creep process. Moreover, tight-fitting grains, low 

porosity and absence of grain flattening, observed in Regime B indicate densification via 

surface and grain boundary mass redistribution. The straight pore/grain boundary 

intersection geometries observed suggest Geometry B in Figure 4.1 is a closer 

approximate geometry than Geometry A, which has a negatively curved neck region (see 
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Figure 4.1). A small amount of grain growth was observed for the 1.5 IJ.ffi experiments to 

an average grain size of2.2 Jlm, 

Possible reasons for the decrease in strain rate towards finer grain sizes (see Figure 

4.7) could be 

1) The smaller positive radius (grain radius) ofcurvature. In this case the opposing driving 

force tenn -4y.Jd in equation 4.8 becomes more important for smaller d. 

2) Grain growth. This can be eliminated, because the strain rates for the final grain size are 

still lower than for experiments with larger grain sizes. 

3) Neck growth may reduce the tenn (cose/2-cos eeJ2)/p, hence reducing the driving 

force for densification (equation 4.4). However, the additional driving force due to the 

cosine-difference tenn is more important for smaller grain sizes and therefore it can 

(partly) explain differences with time or increasing strain for the experiments in Regime B, 

however, it is unlikely to explain differences observed between Regime A and Regime B 

experiments. 

4) The tenn (cose/2-cos eeJ2)/p in equation (4.4) may become negative, thereby 

becoming an opposing rather than an additional driving force term. Although being a 

possible explanation for the observed mechanical behaviour, microstructural observations 

indicate negatively curved regions to have disappeared after a short period ofdensification. 

Therefore it can be considered a possibility for small volumetric strain data only. 

Hence, during densification, the negative contribution due to the (-4y.Jd) term described 

at 1) above, seems the most likely reason for the observed decrease in strain rate in 

Regime B, although contributions (positive or negative) due to the negatively curved 

region at the neck can not be ruled out at low volumetric strains, i.e. at short times of 

densification. 

4.5.4 Determining the surface energy related contribution 

In order to test the idea that the anomalous grain size effect seen in Regime B may 

be caused by a reduction ofthe driving force for densification due to surface energy effects 

(possibilities I or 4 above) linear graphs of the strain rate versus stress have been 

constructed (Figure 4.16). Only data obtained from experiments and stresses ~ 1.3 MPa 

are used. Extrapolating linear best fits towards the origin yields intersection values 

(intercepts) on the stress or strain rate axis, which are indicated at the curves. In general it 

was found that most extrapolation intercept the stress axis at small positive values 
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indicating that a threshold force or ''yield stress" has to be overcome before compaction 

occurs. At 7.5% strain, for example, both the curves for 20 !l11l and 1.5 !l11l intersect the 

stress axis. However, for the 3 !l11l data at ev:S; 12.5% and for all 5 I!m graphs, intersection 

was on the strain rate axis, although close to the origin (see Figure 4. 16b). When 

extrapolations from higher stress data points (> 1.3 MPa) are used, the extrapolations all 

intersect on the stress axis and at higher "yield stress" values. Possible explanations for this 

rough "yield stress" type ofbehaviour are 

a) that a frictional force must be overcome within the apparatus to initiate compaction, and 

b) that some additional driving force opposes to the effect of stress on densification, such 

as a negative surface energy term of the type mentioned under points I and 4 in section 

4.5.3. or contributes to densification as mentioned under 3). Frictional forces are believed 

to be too low to explain the observed behaviour because an independent experiments using 

a pill ofglass instead of a solid aggregate sample showed that the melt was squeezed out 

of the die at an applied stress of 2.104 Pa. Moreover, frictional forces could not explain 

the grain size effect seen in Figure 4.7. Therefore, an order of magnitude calculation can 

be made to investigate whether the apparent yield stress values are at least consistent with 

a surface energy related driving force term acting in opposition to the applied stress. The 

first calculation is made to test if the yield stress values (the intersection stress values) are 

of the order of 4y.Jd (see Equation 4.8). The results for the calculated Ysv yield ~6 J/m2
, 

for the highest intersection value of the 1.5 !l11l curve, which is of the same order as the 

expected Ysv value of 2.7 J/m2 (Watson, 1997). For the 20 !l11l curve the Ysv value 

calculated is 50 J/m2 which is roughly a factor 20 to high. Note that in the order of 

magnitude calculations no dependence of stress for the interfacial energy term is 

incorporated. From the order of magnitude calculations it is thus suggested that the 

deviation from equation (4.8) for the low stress data is consistent with the possible 

opposing effects of surface energy versus stress. However, some positive contribution of 

surface energy to densification can not be ruled out for the low strain 3 I!ffi and for the 5 

I!m data. The observed stress dependence of the intersection data can possibly be 

explained by surface stress being more appropriate for use in the models than surface 

energy. 
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Figure 4.16 Strain rate versus applied stress data obtained in experiments at stresses < 1.3 MPa: 

Data plotted for strains of [A] 7.5% and [B] 20%. Note linear scales and intercepts on cr-axis 

suggesting that critical stress must be overcome to cause cJensification creep. 

4.5.5 Comparison with previous work on olivine aggregates. 

Generally good agreement exists in terms of stress and grain size dependence 

between the densification data obtained in this work and previous densification and 

defonnation experiments on fine grain size material at high temperatures (Schwenn and 

Goetze, 1978; Relandeau, 1981; Cooper and Kohlstedt,1984; Karato et al., 1986 and 

Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995). In the present work, for grain sizes ~ 5 J.Ull and temperatures 

between 1390-1470 °c, and applied stresses ~ 1 MPa the average values are -1 for the 

stress exponent and -3 for the grain size exponent, consistent with densification by grain 

boundary diffusion creep. Both densification and deviatoric creep data can be fit to 

equation (4.8) or more general to the equation 

p. _ AcrnQ -Q/RT 
(4.10)f-/-kTd pe 

where A is a porosity or strain dependent tenn (see Spiers et al., 1990). 

In Table 4.2 typical data are listed from previous studies in which diffusion (grain 

size sensitive) creep was obtained for forsterite aggregates (F090-100), nominally melt free 

and without added water. For studies where equation 4.10 has been fitted to the data set, 

the determined exponents n, p and the apparent activation energy are listed in Table 4.2. 
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Authors Schwenn Relandeau Cooper and Karato et al., Hirth and 

and Goetze Kohlstedt (1986) Kohlstedt 

Data (1978) (1981) (1984,1986) (1995) 

Material system San Carlos Synthetic San Carlos San Carlos San Carlos 

F092 Fo100 F092 F092 F092 

Temperature 

range ("C) 1429 1600 1300-1400 1300 1200-1300 

Confining 

Pressure 0.1 MPa 0.1 MPa 0.1 MPa 300MPa 0.1 MPa 

Applied 20-160 10-100 

stresses (MPa) 16.6-17.0 3-8 5-30 deformation deformation 

experim. experim. 

Grain sIZe 

(fJ.11l) 5-25 60-132 3-13 7-30 8-20 

Sample Starting 

(S) and Final S 15-35% S7% S 26-34% SO-2% < 1% melt 

(F) porosity F 27-1% *2 

Best fit model 

data (equation 

4. 11or 4.10) 

n 1.5 ± 0.4 1.5±0.5 1.1 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.3 1.1 

P - - 3 2-3 -3 *5 

Q (kJ/mol) 355 ±I21 *1 - 380 ± 105 *3 290 *4 315 

8Dgb(m3/s) - 2.10-21 

Comments *1 for a Transition *:.1 strain rates *4Qvalue *' After 

combination to normalized based on 2/3 correction of 

of dislocation for 15% and ofSi and 0 the grain 

dislocation creep some at 5% volume sizes by a 

and diffusion observed porosity at diffusion grain growth 

creep. at Temp. < 20MPa coefficient law?? 

Recalculated 1600°C *3 Recalcu1at. for olivine 3-5% 

Q values in Q values in enstatite. 

Figure 4. 16 Figure 4.16 

Table 4.2 Data from preVIOUS studies on torsterite awegates (FOIJO.I00) In whiCh diffUSIOn creep 

was obtained. Samples nominally melt free and without added water. 
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Apparent activation energies for diffusion creep of olivine aggregates containing 

no melt, water or second phase minerals are scarce. The values of the apparent activation 

energies determined by Cooper and Kohlstedt (1984) and Schwenn and Goetze (1978) 

vary over a wide range of conditions showing a wide scatter in activation energy values. 

The value by Karato et al. (1986) is an estimate based on 2/3 ofthe lattice diffusion values. 

The above average values for Q differ significantly from the values determined in the 

present work. However, when restricting the data in the densification work of Schwenn 

and Goetze (1978) and Cooper and Kohlstedt(1984) to those stress and grain size 

conditions for which a grain boundary diffusion creep model (Coble creep) was found to 

be applicable, a more consistent picture is apparent. In the framework of a Coble creep 

type equation (Equation 4.11 with n=l, p=3), the slope ofa diagram of log(ad3/cr) versus 

I/RT plotted for fixed structure (fixed porosity) yields is the apparent activation energy. 

Such a diagram is plotted in Figure 4.17 for the present data (Regime A) and diffusion 

creep data of Schwenn and Goetze (1978) and Cooper and Kohlstedt (1984, 1986). Only 

data points ofthe same microstructural characteristics (same ev or porosity) are connected. 

From Figure 4.17 it is evident that a consistent picture arises for the activation energy 

assuming a Coble mechanism. A division is clear for grain size data < 15 IJlll and grain size 

data ~ 15 /lm. The average activation energy for the data in the range 15-25 IJlll is 250 

kllmol while for the grain size range 6-15 micron the average apparent activation energy is 

620 kJ/mol. The latter value is very high when comparing it with (2/3 of) the activation 

energies known for lattice diffusion of Si and 0 species in olivine, but consistent for the 

three different studies. An explanation due to different experimental or material parameters 

is not very likely since within the data set of Schwenn and Goetze (1977) the same division 

is present between small and larger grain size data. At present no adequate explanation is 

found for the observed difference. 
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Figure 4.17 Diagram illustrating the apparent activation energies recalculated from two previous 

studies fitting experimental diffusion data to the Coble creep equation and the activation energy 

data obtained from the present wort<. 

Lastly, some comparison between fully dense and porous samples must be made. 

In all studies described above, for small grain sizes « 25 ~m), high temperatures ( ;::;: 1573 

K) and low to moderate stresses « 100 MPa), Coble creep was inferred to be the 

dominant creep mechanism both in densification experiments as well as in dense samples. 

Therefore, no distinction can be made in terms of stress or grain size dependence. 

Apparent activation energies reported show a wide range ofvalues, roughly between 200

700 kl/mol, with no distinction being apparent between porous and dense samples in terms 

of temperature dependence. The diffusivity obtained by Hirth and Kohlstedt for dense 

samples « 1% melt), oDgb is 2.1O-21m3/s and suggested by the authors to be due to rate 
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limiting diffilsion of Si in the grain boundary. The value obtained for 8Dgb reported in this 

work is ~2.l0-20 m3/s for porous samples. Although the values differ by an order of 

magnitude, no direct comparison can be made because the diffilsion coefficients are 

obtained at different temperatures. In conclusion it can be stated that not enough data are 

available to make a comparison between the mechanical behaviour of porous and dense 

samples. 
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4.6 Summary and conclusions 

1)Stress densification experiments have been perfonned on fine grained (1.5-20 !!m) 

forsterite (FOlOO) aggregates. At strains < 20%, stresses> 1 MPa, for grain sizes> 5 !!ffi 

and temperatures of 1470 DC, compaction rates are approximately proportional to the 

applied stress and to one over the grain size cubed, which is consistent with Coble or grain 

boundary diffusion controlled creep (Regime A). 

2) For grain sizes < 5 ,"un, the grain size dependence of the strain rate is reversed, implying 

a significant reduction in densification rate compared with Coble creep and a retardation 

becoming larger for smaller grain sizes. It is suggested that this effect may be due to the 

action of surface energy related forces (Regime B). 

3) Microstructural study of the samples shows very low dislocation densities, no grain 

flattening and few mircofractures to be present. These features plus tightly fitting grains 

and reduced porosity support the dominance of diffusion creep as the main densification 

mechanism. 

4) When studying the possible contribution of surface energy forces, then for samples 

densified and cooled under stress, mainly straight solid/vapour surfaces near the grain 

boundary were observed. Intersection data obtained in linear stress versus strain rate 

diagrams were in general consistent with the presence of a "yield stress" which has to be 

overcome before densification occurs, according to 

. 12Dgb O 4y sv
 

Pgb = kTd3ev (on - -d-) «4.8))
 

However, an additional contribution to the densification rate at small volumetric strains ( ~ 

12.5%) is not excluded This could be consistent with the surface energy effect in 

. 12Dgb O 24y sv 8 8 eq

13gb = kTd3 (On +-d-(COS"2-COST)) «4.4))


eev v 

5) Fitting the data in Regime A to the Coble creep equation, the diffusivity oDgb was 

determined to be 2 1O-2om3/s and broadly consistent with literature data for the diffusion 

rate ofMg in the grain boundary. Comparison with previous studies on diffusion creep of 

forsterite aggregates shows good agreement in tenns of stress and grain size dependence 

of the strain rate. Values determined for oDgb and the apparent activation energy (Q) for 

creep, also show good agreement with other studies when taking temperature differences 

into account and when comparing data under similar microstructural conditions. 



CHAPTERS 

DENSIFICATION OF PARTIALLY MOLTEN FORSTERITE 

AGGREGATES AT LOW STRESSES 

5.1 Introduction 

The densification and defonnation behaviour of partially molten systems is of 

direct relevance to geodynamic settings where melt generation and/or transport playa role. 

Of all such settings, the best known and the most simple with respect to chemistry and 

tectonics is the case of mid-ocean ridges. These are sites where basaltic melt wells up 

through a relatively uniform crystalline solid mantle in which olivine is the most abundant 

mineral. 

Despite the fact that mid-ocean ridges are the simplest large-scale setting where 

partial melting occurs, many processes at depth, such as segregation and migration of the 

melt, remain poorly understood. Considerable effort has been made to quantitatively 

model melt extraction and segregation beneath mid-ocean ridges (Sleep, 1988; 

Stevenson, 1989; Sparks and Parmentier, 1991; Turcotte and Morgan, 1992; White and 

McKenzie, 1995; Kelemen et al., 1995; Aharonov et al., 1995 and Richardson et al., 

1996). However, some of the essential input parameters are poorly constrained. Essential 

information for realistic dynamic models involving partial melts include an understanding 

of the melt distribution on the grain scale, whether or not a connected network of grain

scale melt channels exists and the effect of the melt on bulk rock rheology (Waff and 

Bulau, 1979; Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1982; Faul et at., 1994 and Hirth and Kohlstedt, 

1995). 

In order to establish the solid/liquid phase distribution under controlled 

(hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic) conditions, numerous experimental studies have been 

performed (Waif and Bulau, 1979; 1982; Von Bargen and Waff, 1986; Cooper and 

Kohlstedt, 1982; Riley and Kohlstedt, 1991; Faul et al., 1994; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 

1995a, b and Faul, 1997). Recently Faul and co-workers (1994, 1997) and Hirth and 

Kohlstedt (1995) found that surface energy anisotropy has a large effect on the melt 

topology in olivine aggregates. Instead of equilibrium dihedral wetting angles, which 

determine that for olivine/basalt the melt is present in triple junction networks only, many 
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wetted grain boundaries were found. Ifthis is indeed the case at depth, it may have major 

implications for seismic velocities and other geopysical parameters, but also for the 

rheological behaviour ofthe partially molten rock (see also Chapter 1). Another important 

contribution to understanding the behaviour of partially molten regions of the earth is 

provided by experimental deformation studies on olivine/melt samples. Cooper and 

Kohlstedt (1984 and 1986) and Hirth and Kohlstedt (1995 and 1996), studied the 

dependence of densification and deformation rates on stress and melt content, compairing 

the results with the rheological behaviour ofolivine rock in the absence ofa melt phase. 

When trying to combine information from equilibrium (hydrostatic) melt 

distribution studies and densification or deformation studies on partially molten samples, 

the difficulty arises that little or no information is available under conditions where both 

stress-related and surface-energy-related driving forces for diffusive mass transfer are 

comparable in magnitude. Rather, in work on solid/melt geometries in partially molten 

mantle rocks, small non-hydrostatic stresses are neglected and interfacial energies are 

considered to determine the melt distribution (Faul et aI., 1994 and Waif and Bulau, 

1982). Similarly, no systematic densification studies have been performed under the low 

stress conditions where surface energy forces become significant. In all previously reported 

deformation studies of olivine/melt samples, surface energy was, when considered at all, 

found to be negligible compared to stress-related driving forces. However, applied stresses 

are usually> 10 MPa in the experiments reported (except for a few individual experiments 

excluded from curves and/or conclusions). Although surface forces are small and usually 

neglected, they could become significant in the differential stress range from 0.1 - 10 MPa, 

which is the differential stress range thought to prevail under bulk mantle conditions 

(Stocker and Ashby, 1973). Therefore, taking both interfacial energy and low stresses into 

account in trying to understand diffusive mass transfer processes is a necessary step in 

investigating the rheological behaviour and solid/melt topology ofpartially molten systems 

under low stress conditions. 

It is the aim of this chapter to derive diffusion creep models for partially molten 

aggregates densifYing under high temperature conditions, taking both stress and surface 

energy related driving forces into account. It is important to find out at what applied 

stresses the surface forces become important, and how the different driving forces for mass 

transport interact. Are they complementary or competitive? After derivation ofthe models, 

densification experiments on aggregates of pure Mg-forsterite containing a basaltic 

analogue melt are described and compared with the models. A comparison is also made 
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with the results obtained for densification of melt-free, forsteritelvapour aggregates at 

similar temperatures (Chapter 4) and for salt/solution systems at room temperature 

(Chapter 3). In particular, the effects of the relative contribution of surface energy related 

forces will be compared as a function of applied stress. Finally, the findings for the 

forsteritelmelt system will be applied to discuss the consequences for our present 

understanding of melt segregation and migration in partially molten mantle material under 

mid-ocean ridges. 

5.2 Theoretical Considerations 

5.2.1 Driving forces and mass transfer paths in partially molten aggregates 

In Chapter 4, mass transfer paths were identified and models were derived for 

neck growth and diffusion creep processes in solid/vapour systems under high 

temperature conditions. Here, the grain scale driving forces and mass transfer paths 

relevant to neck growth in and stress densification of a solid plus partial melt system 

are considered. 

Following the approach adopted in Chapter 4, consider the two-grain 

geometry represented in Figure 5.1. Neglecting chemical reactions, the two main 

driving forces for mass transfer in such a system are 

I) Reduction of surface free energy. When assuming surface free energy to be 

isotropic, this results in mass transfer from convex solid surfaces (positive curvature) 

to flat or negatively curved surfaces and/or from flat to negatively curved surfaces 

(Figure 5.1A). 

II) Stress-related driving force. When a stress is applied to grain contacts (Figure 

5.IB), this results in transfer of mass from points of relatively high normal stress 

(grain to grain contacts) to points of relatively low normal stress (pore walls). 
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The corresponding transport paths for the high temperature solid/melt case are 

indicated in Figure 5.1 and are briefly described below: 

1)Surface diffusion can occur on pore walls as in the case of solid/vapour systems 

(see Chapter 4). However the interaction of the solid surface with the liquid is likely 

to have an effect on this transport mechanism and in practice the mechanism will be 

indistinguishable from a solution/precipitation process. 

2) Volume or lattice diffusion via mass transfer path (2) involves vacancy diffusion 

through the solid, therefore this mass transfer mechanism and path is exactly the same 

as in a high temperature solid/vapour system. The only difference may be in the 

relative contribution to the total mass transport rate. 

3) Solution/precipitation at grain surfaces is a process comparable to 

solution/precipitation in a low temperature solid/solution system (Chapter 3), but also 

to the evaporation/condensation process in a high temperature solid/vapour system 

(Chapter 4). For the latter system, however surface diffusion is usually considered 

more important than evaporation/condensation, i.e. it is a faster parallel process. 

4) Grain boundary diffusion due to a stress- or surface energy related driving force is 

a densifying mechanism with mass transfer from the grain boundary region to the neck 

margin. Under high temperature conditions grain boundary diffusion does not 

critically depend on the presence of a fluid in the grain boundary, as for the low 

temperature case described in Chapter 3. 

5) Densification can also be achieved through volume (lattice) diffusion when the mass 

transfer is from (or near) the grain boundary to the pore walls. In general, transport 

through the grain boundary is expected to be faster, but at sufficiently high temperatures 

the contribution of lattice diffusion can be significant (Rahaman, 1995). 
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Figure 5.1 Five different matter transport paths are indicated for two different grain-to-grain 

geometries. (A) Neck growth and densifieation resulting from the surface energy related driving 

force due to cuNature gradients. (8) Densification resulting trom the driving force due to an 

applied stress. Mass transport paths indicated are 1) surface diffusion 2) lattice diffusion (trom the 

surface) 3) solution/precipitation (transport through the liquid phase) 4) grain boundary diffusion 

5)lattice diffusion (from the grain boundary). In case (A) mechanisms 1-3 lead only to neck 

growth, while mechanisms 4-5 lead to densification in geometry. In case (8) the mass transport 

paths indicated all contribute to densification because the applied stress driving force is 

considered larger than the surface energy driving force, otherwise the mass transfer along path 1 

and 3 would be in the opposite direction. 
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5.2.2 Models 

In the following, models will be described for densification by diffusion creep, 

taking both surtace free energy and applied stress into account as driving forces. For 

the present case of solid/melt systems, a distinction has to be made between the cases 

of 1) non-wetted grain boundaries, whereby the melt phase is restricted to the pores, 

and 2) wetted grain boundaries, whereby the grain-to-grain contacts are fully 

penetrated by melt either in a stable equilibrium configuration (stable thin fIlm - Weyl, 

1959 and Rutter, 1976) or via dynamic wetting (non-equilibrium island/channel 

configuration - Raj, 1982 and Lehner,1990). 

5.2.2.1 Non-wetted grain boundaries. 

For the case when grain boundaries are not penetrated by the melt phase, no 

island/channel structure or thin fIlm exists within the grain boundary and the grain 

contact is a solid state boundary. For the case of a 2-grain geometry with a negatively 

curved grain boundary/pore intersection, as shown in Figure 5.la, the driving force 

AJ.l for transport of mass from the solid/solid contact to the curved neck region is 

analogous to that obtained in Chapter 4, for the solid/vapour case. Following the 

derivation of the relevant surface forces employed in Chapter 2, the modifred driving force 

for the high temperature case is written 

2ysl S Seq
AJ.l "" (-(cos--cos-»Qs (5.la)

p 2 2 

when no stress is applied to the contact, and by 

A ( 2"1 s1 ( e Seq»r\'
L1.11 "" a +-- cos--cos- ;lo~ (5.lb) 

,.. n p 2 2 

when the contact supports a normal stress an' Here AJ.l is the difference in chemical 

potential between source and sink sites, an is the applied stress perpendicular to the 

contact, "lsi is the solid/liquid interfacial energy, p is the radius of curvature of the neck 

region, eis the dihedral angle at the pore/grain boundary intersection, Seq is the equilibrium 

dihedral angle under hydrostatic conditions and Q' is the molecular volume of the solid. 

Two driving forces can be recognised in equation 5.1b to contribute to the gradient in 
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chemical potential, i.e. the applied stress and the sUIface energy related driving force 

(second term on the right hand side of equation 5.1). When the latter term is positive 

(e<eeq), these driving forces each contribute to driving self diffusion through the grain 

boundary and the volume of the crystal (lattice diffusion) from the contact to the 

negatively curved pore region. Following the same arguments used in Chapter 4, the 

resulting equation for densification rate (~) when diffusion through the grain boundary 

is rate controlling is given 

where d is the grain size, T is temperature, k is Bolzmann's constant, ev is volumetric 

strain, Ogb is the self diffusion coefficient of the rate limiting element through the grain 

boundary, cS is the grain boundary width. Similarly when diffusion through the lattice is 

rate controlling, then 

. 20l Qs 24y \ e eeqB =--(a +__s (cos--cos-» (5.3) 
I kTd2 de. 2 2n 

where 0 1 is the lattice self diffusion coefficient of the rate limiting element. Both equations 

apply for small e. only, i.e. for e.:50.2. 

Note that when the normal stress is zero and e < eeq, densification occurs due 

to the surface energy term only and 5.lb reduces to 5.la. In that case, the strain rate 

dependence on grain size is ~oc d-4 when grain boundary diffusion is rate limiting and 

~ oc d-3 when volume diffusion is rate limiting. When an :2:: 0 and e > eeq, the surface 

energy related term is negative and will oppose the stress related driving force, 

reducing the total driving force for densification. 

For the case when densification due to an applied stress is dominant because 

e".eeq, the driving force for transport from contacts to pore walls (see Figure 5.lb), is 

given 

(5.4) 
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by analogy with the solid/vapour result obtained in Chapter 4. Similarly, the resulting 

strain rate for densification by grain boundary diffusion, when diffusion is rate limiting 

is given 

(5.5) 

For the same geometry, but with lattice diffusion being rate controlling, the 

compaction strain rate is given 

. 2D gs 4 
Po I ( _...LL) (5.6)PI = kTd2 an d 

When comparing the equations (4.5) with (5.3) and equation (4.4) with (5.2) 

for the solid/vapour and the solid/melt systems, since only the phase in the pore 

changes the relative densification rate is expected to change by a factor 

~SOIlVap 
~sol!mel tpores 

(5.7) 

With Ysl = 0.5 ± 0.2 Jim 2 (Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1982) and Ysv for high energy 

interfaces being"" 2.7 Jim 2(Watson, 1997), then typically Ysv "" 5Ysl. Hence it can be 

seen that for the same applied ~tress, strain, grain size and cosine difference-term, the 

densification rate is faster for the solid/vapour case than for the solid/melt case with 

unwetted grain boundaries. This is simply because Ysv is larger than ysl. 

When microstructural equilibrium is approached (i.e. S '" Seq) or when neck 

curvature effects are negligible, so that equation (5.5) and (5.6) apply, the ratio of 

strain rates becomes 

~sV _ (an d-4ysv) 
(5.8) 

~sm - (a n d-4YsI) 
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Since 'Ysv > "Ish (Watson, 1997 and Cooper and Kohlstedt, 1982) this implies that ~sm > 

~sv when e "" eeq. Moreover, the condition of zero driving force, (Jnd=4'Ysv, requires 

larger stresses- and/or grain sizes than for (Jnd=4'Ysl' so that the regime for 

densification versus neck growth processes will be somewhat larger for the solid/melt 

case then for the solid/vapour case. 

An important conclusion from the above, is that densification in a solid/melt 

system is not necessarily faster than densification in a solid/vapour system, as often 

assumed, see e.g. equation 5.7 (e.g Kohlstedt, 1992). 

5.2.2.2 Wetted grain boundaries 

When the grain boundary is assumed to contain melt in an island/channel 

structure or thin mm, then the models derived in chapter 2 for low-temperature 

solution/precipitation creep processes can be applied. To allow direct comparison 

with the model for non-wetted grain boundaries, the diffusion path length is taken the 

same as for the non-wetted model derived in Section 5.2.2.1. For the case where grain 

boundary diffusion is the rate limiting step, the rate of densification of a partially 

molten aggregate is accordingly given 

(5.9) 

where Z'= CDgb~(l-a),C is the concentration ofthe solid in the liquid phase, 0 is the 

grain boundary width, a is the fraction of islands within the grain contact, and Dgbf is 

the diffusion coefficient through the grain boundary fluid. When the melt is expelled 

from the grain boundary, then equation (5.9) reduces to equation (5.5). Thus the 

densification rate for the wetted and non-wetted grain boundary cases differs only by 

the kinetic factor Z'= CDgb~(I-a), for the melt-filled grain boundary, versus 

oDgb(sol/sol). the kinetic factor for the solid/solid grain boundary. Following the same 

approach as for non-wetted boundaries in Section 5.2.2.1, the ratio of strain rates for 

the solid/vapour and the solid/melt systems is given 
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~sv _ oD gb (cr nd-4ys.) 
(5.10) 

~sm - Z*(cr nd-4ys') 

Accordingly, it is clear that whether densification in a solid/melt system is faster than 

in the corresponding solid/vapour system at the same stress, strain, temperature and 

grain size conditions, depends not only on the relevant kinetic parameters but also on 

the differences in the relevant interfacial energies and whether or not the melt phase 

wets the grain boundaries (dynamically or stably). This must be taken into careful 

account when interpreting experimental results. 

5.3 Experimental Methodology 

In this study, samples of Mg-forsterite powder infIltrated with a simulated basaltic 

melt, were uniaxially hot-pressed at applied axial stresses between 0.13 and 6.37 MPa. 

The starting grain sizes of the forsterite samples ranged from 1.5 to 20 J.un. Six isothermal 

stress-stepping experiments were performed in all, but some additional tests were done in 

order to study the melt infIltration and grain growth behaviour. Moreover, for the 1.5 J.lm 

grain size material, two experiments were performed at different temperatures to obtain an 

estimate of the apparent activation energy for compaction creep. 

5.3.1 Starting material and sample preparation 

The starting material for these experiments was fmely powdered forsterite, 

typically 99% pure M152Si04, obtained from Cerac Inc. (Milwaukee, USA) and idential to 

that used for the experiments on melt-free forsterite reported in Chapter 4. 

Analysis of the forsterite powder (as delivered) by powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) 

has shown that apart from the forsterite only a minor amount of MgO is present. 

McDonnell (1997) has investigated the same forsterite powder in more detail using 

standardised mixtures and found the amount of MgO to be - 1%. No other crystalline 

phases were found to be present. Inductively-coupled plasma atomic emission 

spectroscopy (lCP-AES) performed on the forsterite powder showed good agreement 

with the element analysis by Cerac BV given in Chapter 4. 
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Following the procedure employed for the solid/vapour experiments of Chapter 4, the 

granular forsterite was frrst separated gravitationally in methanol to obtain grain size 

fractions with average grain sizes and standard deviations of 1.5 ± 0.3 JlOl, 2.9 ± 0.5 JlOl, 

8.1 ± 2 JlOl, and 20 ± 5 Jlffi, determined by measuring the longest and shortest axes of 

typically 100-150 individual grains on Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images. To 

prepare individual samples for cold-pressing, approximately 1 gram of material was loaded 

into a steel die, with an internal diameter of 10 mm, and uniaxially cold-pressed at 200 

MPa. The resulting samples typically had lengths between 6 and 7 mm.. They were 

subsequently heated, unconfmed, for 48 hours at 1300 °c to anneal out any dislocation 

damage introduced during the cold-pressing stage and to lightly sinter into a cohesive 

sample. The fmal porosities were in the range from 33 to 39%. No grain growth occurred 

during the heat treatment stage. 

The powder used to make the basaltic melt phase was prepared separately. The 

composition used was of 51% SiOz, 29% MgO and 20% Alz03• This composition 

represents a chemically-simplified analogue for a natural MORE (mid-ocean ridge basalt) 

melt which is chemically in equilibrium with Mg-forsterite and molten at a temperature 

corresponding to the mid-ocean ridge melt source region (-1300-1550 DC, Chapter 1). To 

achieve these requirements, the composition of the melt must be in the forsterite primary 

field (Figure 5.2). For all mixtures falling within the limits of the primary field, 

forsterite will be the first phase to crystallise on cooling from the molten condition. 

Conversely, assuming chemical equilibrium is always maintained, forsterite will be the 

last phase to disappear from the melt on heating the mixture from the solid condition. 

The fact that forsterite is soluble in the melt (i.e. melt composition in the forsterite 

primary field), is necessary to allow the study of solution/precipitation processes. For 

the experiments and the result analyses the following (practical) conditions had to be 

taken into account. The necessary creep resistance of Alz03 parts of the experimental 

set-up under stress determined the upper temperature limit that could be used to be 

1470 DC. Further, chemically restricting the melt phase to the ternary phase diagram, 

in the way described, allows detection of the melt phase by the presence of alumina 

when using EDS analyses on polished (SEM) samples. While determining the 

composition of the melt phase (by EDS), and comparing it with the expected 

composition in the phase diagram is used to monitor whether chemical equilibrium is 

achieved and/or whether the melt phase in the samples after densification has been 

quenched sufficiently fast. 
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The powder with the desired melt composition was prepared via a sol-gel method, 

consisting of a variant of the sol-gel route for preparing forsterite and/or basalt given by 

Kazakos et al (1990). In the method [mally adopted, fIrst tetra-ethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) 

is mixed with ethanol in a closed glass container to render the TEOS soluble. Mg-nitrate 

and AI-nitrate are then mixed with double-distilled water in a Teflon (PTFE) beaker,. The 

resulting solution is added after 10 minutes to the container with TEOS and stirred for 24 

hours. Ammonium hydroxide is subsequently added, stirring the solution continuously 

while a fast gelling process takes place. After 3 hours of stirring, the gel is placed in an 

oven at 85°C to dry. After 20 hours, the dried gel is ground, transferred to a porcelain 

crucible and placed in a small furnace to be []fed for 24 hours at 650°C. 

Preparation of melt for infIltration into individual samples, from the basaltic 

powder, was carried out by heating a few grams of powder in a small Pt crucible, several 

times, for a few hours at 1470 °C and/or 1500 0c. This was done using an electrically 

heated box-furnace, cooling rapidly between the heating stages. For fast cooling, the Pt 

crucible was transferred from the hot furnace to ambient conditions. Several heating cycles 

were required to remove the gas-bubbles from the melt phase, releasing minor volumes of 

volatile components (e.g. water and COz).The bubbles must be removed for successful 

subsequent infIltration of the melt phase into the porous solid sample. After a total heating 

period of - 8 hours, in 3 or 4 cycles, all bubbles, except those attached to the bottom of 

the crucible had been removed and no visible crystallisation occurred during cooling, so 

that a clear glass was produced. 

In order to infiltrate basaltic melt into the individual forsterite samples, the box

furnace was pre-heated to 1470 °C or 1500 °C. Each sample was then placed in the 

appropriate Pt-crucible on top of the basalt glass, without it touching the crucible walls, 

and the crucible transferred to the furnace for 0.5 (1500 0c) to 2-2.5 hours (1470 °C). 

After the allotted time, the Pt crucible was removed from the furnace and left to cool to 

room temperature. Due to pervasive infiltration of the melt into the sample, the cooled 

samples show dilation in all directions but remain intact (for the heating periods used). 

Samples to be stress-densifIed were polished to form cylinders of 9.9 mm diameter, thus 

fItting the die set-up used in the densifIcation tests. 
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Crystalline Phases 
Notation Oxide Formula 
Cristobalite} Si02 
Tridymite 
Protoenstatite MgO.Si02 

Forsterite 2MgO.Si02 
Periclase MgO 
Spinel MgO.AI20 3 

Corundum A120 3 

Mullite 3A120 3.2Si02 
Cordierite 2MgO.2AI20 3·5Si02 
Sapphirine 4MgO.5AI20 3 .2Si02 

........ 

. ..... 

-1850° 

Figure 5.2 Phase diagram for the system 8i02, MgO, AJ20 3, after Osbom and Muan (1960). Of 

the sub-solidus triangles, only Forsterite-Cordierite-8pinel is drawn. The 1470 °c isotherm is 

indicated by the dashed line, indicating the area (inside the closed line) of equilibrium melt 

compositions at this temperature. The composition of the basaltic melt (before intiltratjon) is 

inaiCa.tect oy the circlect cross. 
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Analysis of the basaltic glass by XRD, at the pre-infiltration stage showed no 

crystalline phases, indicating that if any crystallites are formed during cooling, the amount 

is less than 0.5-1%, the detection limit of the XRD-technique. Two differential thermal 

analysis (DTA) experiments were performed on the glass at Hoogovens Ceramic 

Laboratory (see Figure 5.3). The apparatus used was a Setaram type tag24. The sample 

mass was 53.6 mg, the container Ah03, the atmosphere is oxygen and the heating and the 

cooling rate was 10°C/minute. The principal properties of the glass emerging from the 

DTA are listed in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.3 Differential thermal analyse (DTA) experiment on basaltic glass. Heating and cooling 

rate at 1d'Clminufe up to 1550 cc. Indicated are peak temperatures of which the significance is 

indicated in Table 5.1. 
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Analysis 
Technique 

Observation/Analysis 

SEM/EDS Average chemical composition of the 
melt 0.525 Si02, 0.295 MgO and 
0.18 Ab03 

SEM No crystals observed in the "glass" 

DTA 
(heating) 

Glass transition temperature at 
760-780°C 

DTA 
(heating) 

Devitrification at 970-1125 °c 

DTA 
(heating) 

(Compare 
with phase 
diagram) 

Melting trajectory from 1350-1475 °c 
with the main peak at 1370 °c 

DTA 
(cooling) 

Large exothermic peak around 1218 
°c (reverse of melting reaction, Le. 
crystalline ordering). 
No reverse of the glass transition 

Implications 

Close to aimed composition 
Within forsterite stability field. 
Variations in composition below 
detection limit of SEMIEDS using 
standards (- ±1%) 
Liquid is indeed quenched to a 
glass 
During preparation liquid was 
quenched to a glass 
Ordering/crystallization of the liquid 
at a heating rate of 1DO/minute 
Note that if no crystalline ordering 
had occurred, no melting would be 
observed. 
Main peak of melting coincides with 
invariant reaction point of the 
forsterite, spinel, cordierite triangle 
in the phase diagram (see Figure 
5.2). Onset of melting within 5 °c 
from (Si02, MgO, A1203) ternary 
eutectic. 
Everything molten at 147SoC 
Cooling with 10°C/minute is 
insufficient to cool liquid to a glass. 

Table 5.1 Summary of the observations and analyses using DTA and SEM/EDS techniques on 

the rapidly cooled liquid. In preparation of the glass, the Pt-container with the liquid was placed 

from 1470 °C to room temperature. From the data in the table in can be concluded this was 

sufficient to quench the liquid to a glass. Note also the good agreement between the melting 

trajectory by DTA and the expected values from the phase diagram which indicates a negligible 

presencelinUuence of impurities (including a possible influence of water). 

XRD analysis of a melt infutrated sample (infutration at 1470 °C for 1 hour) shows 

forsterite as the only detectable crystalline phase. The minor amount of MgO has 

disappeared. No other crystalline phase has appeared after rapid cooling of the infIltrated 

sample. No crystals were observed in the melt phase after inspection with the SEM. 
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5.3.2 High temperature densification apparatus 

Stress-densification experiments were petfonned using a small-scale set-up 

consisting of a uniaxial die plus loading pistons (see inset of Figure 5.6). This itself was 

loaded using a programmable Instron Model 8500 testing machine, equipped with its own 

loading pistons and split furnace (maximum temperature 1773 KI 1500 0c), all kindly 

made available at Hoogovens Ceramic Laboratory (IJmuiden, The Netherlands). The die, 

pistons and other parts, indicated in the inset of Figure 5.4, were constructed using high 

purity alumina (Alsint). The die is lined with thin Pt foil and also the pistons were topped 

with Pt-foil plates to avoid reaction between the forsteritelbasalt sample and the alumina 

parts. In contrast to the solid/vapour experiments, reported in Chapter 4, the die for the 

solid/melt experiments has an annular recess machined into the inner surface of the die, 

close to the lower piston, to create an extra volume to receive excess melt squeezed out of 

the sample during hot-pressing (Figure 5.4). From this extra volume the melt can be 

squeezed out of the die, along the lower piston. 

In order to test if the melt could be squeezed out of the die set-up without 

requiring a significant stress to be applied, an specially designed test was performed. A 

solid volume of glass was machined and polished to the same dimensions as the forsterite 

samples and loaded into the small die set-up. This was placed in a (box) furnace at 1470 °c 

and a dead weight of 150 grams was placed on the top piston, ie. a stress of - 2.104 Pa 

was applied. After 1 hour the set-up was taken from the furnace and it was observed that 

the top piston had advanced into the die, while all melt had been squeezed out (the die was 

sawn open for control purposes). Hence, it is inferred that the melt phase is maintained at 

atmospheric pressure during the hot-pressing experiments and that effects due to frictional 

forces are <2.104 Pa. 

The split furnace within the Instron machine is heated by Super Kanthal 33 heating 

elements and operated by a programmable Eurotherm 821 controller. The sample 

temperature was monitored and the furnace controlled by B-type (Pt30Rh-Pt6Rh) 

thermocouples, positioned outside and a few millimetres away from the die assembly. 

Temperature stability is ± 2°C. The displacement of the lower die piston into the die is 

measured remotely using an LVDT located in the water-cooled part of the lower Instron 

piston. This LVDT has a range of ± 5 mm and an accuracy of 0.02%. It was calibrated 

using a specially adapted micrometer fitting into the Instron set-up (Figure 5.4). Several 

calibration runs were petformed using an alumina dummy to determine the stiffuess of the 
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set-up. No pennanent creep of the alumina parts took place and the small elastic 

relaxations during unloading were reproducible. Force, displacement and temperature 

signals were logged automatically by the Instron computer logging/control system 

throughout the test, with a 16-bit resolution and a sampling rate of up to 5.1 kHz over 8 

possible channels. 

InslrOD CI'OSII bead (fixed) 

Super Kanthal 33 
beating elements 

_ Water cooling inlet 

Heat shield 

Water-cooled 
tilrlw:e jlM:ket 

Spring I 
LVDTrod 

a u ,,--_Hollow Instron 
lower piston 

Water c:ooling 
outlet 

LVDT 

- Water c:ooling inlet 

Figure 5.4 Schematic diagram showing the experimental hot-pressing set-up located within the 
Instron loading trame. 
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5.3.3 Testing Procedure and Data Processing 

In each experiment, the infIltrated sample, prepared as described above, was 

inserted into the die (diameter of9.9 rom) and the complete die assembly was then located 

on the lower Instron piston within the Instron furnace. The samples were heated to 1743 

K (1470 °C), or 1663 K in case of one experiment, then left at this temperature for 1 hour 

to equilibrate before any load was applied. The Instron lower piston was then advanced 

upward to bring the upper Instron piston into contact with the die assembly. Initial loading 

was always performed to reach a compressive stress of 6.3 MPa, ramping the load linearly 

over a 2 minute period under computer control. A few experiments were terminated at the 

end of this frrst loading stage (Le. on achieving the applied stress of 6.3 MPa) to examine 

grain size, sample length, diameter and porosity. In all cases, the sample filled the diameter 

of the die completely while porosity decreased or increased to a closely reproducible value 

of 33 ± 2%. At the point where ramping was terminated (6.3 MPa), the samples studied 

showed that the excess melt had been squeezed out of the sample, establishing a load

bearing framework of grain-to-grain contacts. This point was chosen as the starting point 

of the hot-pressing experiment (time=O). The associated length and starting porosity at this 

time are subsequently referred to as the starting length and starting porosity of the sample 

and used as such for further data processing. 

After completing the initial loading stage of each experiment, compaction creep 

was monitored as function of time, with the computer logging the various data channels 

every 6 Of 12 seconds. Stress-stepping experiments were performed using applied stresses 

in the range 0.1 - 6.3 MPa. Stress stepping was performed in the downward direction from 

6.3 MPa to 3.8 MPa, 1.9 MPa, 1.3 MPa, 0.95 MPa, 0.64 MPa, 0.38 MPa and sometimes 

further to 0.26 MPa, [mally stepping up again to 6.3 MPa in fOUf experiments. Six stress 

stepping tests were performed using three different starting grain sizes. All tests performed 

are listed in Table 5.2, along with the corresponding experimental conditions. Maximum 

strain achieved in the tests ranged from ~ 10-16%. 

Tests were terminated by switching the furnace off and keeping the sample loaded 

during unassisted cooling. More rapid quenching was impossible because the heating 

elements and the ceramic parts are highly sensitive to thermal shock. After 2.5 minutes the 

temperature had dropped from 1470 °C degrees to 1350 °C and after a total of 17 minutes 

1100 °C was reached. After further 11 minutes cooling, and on reaching a temperature of 

about 1000°C (1273 K), the load was removed and the die set-up was left in place to cool 
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down to room temperature overnight. Finally, the die was taken out of the Instron, sawn 

open, and the fmal length of the sample was measured. The sample was subsequently 

impregnated with epoxy resin to allow sectioning for optical microscopy, SEM (Scanning 

Electron Microscopy) and TEM (fransmission Electron Microscopy). 

Volumetric strain versus time data were calculated directly from the displacement 

versus time records obtained for each sample, after applying corrections for apparatus 

distortion and thermal expansion. A running least squared fitting method was used to 

smooth the data obtained from each experiment and to reduce the densely spaced data 

stream to a set of several hundred points. Subsequently, strain rates were calculated for 

each experiment, and each constant stress-step, using the 3-point central difference 

method applied to the reduced data-set. This enabled the dependence of the strain rate on 

strain and stress to be evaluated. 

5.3.4 Grain growth experiments and grain size estimation 

Any dependence of the strain rate on grain size could not be directly determined in 

the present experiments, because of grain growth during infIltration as well as during the 

equilibration period of 1 hour at 1470 °C (1743 K) before densification. Therefore 6 extra 

tests were performed in order to calculate (or estimate) the grain size reached at different 

stages of sample preparation and experimentation (fable 5.2). Two different temperatures 

(1470°C and 1500 0c) and two different initial grain sizes (1.5 ~m and 8 ).lm) were used. 

The samples were inflitrated with melt and then subjected to different heating periods 

(Table 5.2). Thereafter, they were rapidly cooled by removing them to room temperature, 

as in the standard procedure. The samples were then analysed and grain sizes measured, 

taking the average of the longest and shortest axis on SEM micrographs. To calculate 

grain growth, the same procedure was used as by Hirth and Kohlstedt (1995). These 

authors corrected their grain size values according to a grain growth law, in order to 

determine the dependence of strain rate on grain size in creep experiments on dense olivine 

(Fo 9l)/enstatite/melt samples. 
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Experiment Grain size Temperature! Stress datapoints (.) at 
(Jlm) time (steps) indicated 
(dstart, dinf~. (Infiltration! (MPa) constant strains 
dequil ,dend) deformation) (extrapolated (0» 

7.5% 10% 12.5% 
1012 6.3 0 

dstart =1.5 Tempinfilt=1743K 3.8 0 
Timeinfilt= 2 hours 1.9 0 

Max. ev dinfilt=13.3 1.3 • 
10% (calc) Tempdefonn= 0.95 0 

dequil=16.5 1743 K 0.65 0 
Min. (calc) Timedefonn= 6.2 0.38 0 0 

porosity hours 0.26 0 
26% dend=25.2 
1014 6.3 • 0 

Max. ev 

dstart=1.5 Tempinfilt=1743 K 
Tim~nfilt=2.5 

3.8 
1.9 

0 • 
0 • 

14.5% dinfilt=14.9 hours 1.3 0 
(calc) 0.95 0 

Min. dequil=19.3 Tempdefonn= 0.65 0 

porosity (calc) 1663 K 
23% dend=15 Timedefonn=2.5 

hours 
1016 6.3 0 • 

dstart =1.5 Tempinfilt= 1773 K 3.8 • 0 
Max. ev Timeinfilt=0.5 hour 1.9 0 0 

13.4% dinfilt=6.3 1.3 • 
(calc) 0.95 0 0 

Min. dequil=11.4 Tempdefonn 0.64 0 0 

porosity (calc) 1743 K 0.38 0 
24% dend=17.7 Timedefonn=2.9 

hours 
5013 6.3 0 0 0 

dstart =3 TemPinfilt=1743 K 3.8 • • 0 

Max. ev Timeinfilt=0.5 1.9 0 0 

16.2% din1ilt=6.8 hours 1.3 0 0 
(calc) 0.95 • 

Min. dequil=11.7 Tempdefonn= 0.64 0 

porosity (calc) 1743 K 

21% dend=14 Timedeform=2.4 
hours 
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Experiment 

50110 

Max. ev 

11.3% 

Min. 
porosity 
26% 
5019 

Max. ev 
14.6% 

Min. 
porosity 
22% 

Grain size 
(jlm) 
(d.tart, dinfilt, 
<lend) 

d.tart=8 

dinfi1,=15.6 
(calc) 
<lequil=18.3 
(calc) 
<lend=19 

d.tar,=20 

dinfilt=20.9 
(calc) 
<lequil=22.9 
(calc) 
c1end=22.3 

Temperature 

Tempinfilt=1773 K 
Timeinfilt= 2 hours 

Tempdefonn= 
1743 K 
Timedeform= 2.2 
hours 

TemPinfilt=1773 K 
Tim~nfilt=0.5 hour 

Tempdeform= 
1743K 
Timedeform=3.2 
hours 

Stress 
(steps) 
(MPa) 

6.3 
3.8 
1.9 
1.3 
0.95 
0.64 
0.38 

6.3 
3.8 
1.9 
1.3 
0.95 
0.65 
0.38 
0.26 

data (.) at indicated 
constant strains 
(extrapolated (0» 

7.5% 10% 12.5% 
0 

• • 0 
0 0 0 

0 • 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 0 

• 0 
0 0 0 
0 • 0 

0 0 
0 • 

• 
0 

loll d.'ar' =1.5 Tempinfilt=1743 K 

dinfilt=10.6 Timeinfilt= 1 hour 

1015 d.,art=1.5 TemPinfil,=1743 K 

5015 

dinfi1,=19 

d.tar' =8 

Timeinfilt=2.5 
hours 
Tempinfilt=1773 K 

5015b 

dinfilt=14 

d,tart=8 

Tim~nfilt=1.5 
hours 
TemPinfilt=1773 K 

dinfi1t=16 Timeinfilt=3 hours 

5017 d,tart=8 TemPinfil'=1773 K 

dinfi1t=15 Timeinfilt=3 hours 
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5017b ds,art=8 Tempinfilt=1773 K 

dinfilt=18.5 Timemfill=6 hours 

Table 5.2 Overview of experiments performed and experimental conditions. Indicated in the 
grain size column is whether the grain size data were measured or were calculated using the 
grain growth law. Indicated on the right of the table are the combinations of stress step and 
constant strain for which the strain rates were used constructing the composite graphs on 
mechanical data (see experimental results). 

5.3.5 Microstructural analyses 

Microstructural analysis was carried out on all starting powder fractions, on 

fractured sample fragments and on thin sections of aU epoxy impregnated samples, 

deformed and heated only. This was done using optical microscopy, Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) performed in 

combination with detailed chemical analyses by scanning electron (x-ray energy) dispersion 

(EDS) under the SEM and TEM, as well as separate X-ray diffraction (XRD) and thermal 

analysis (DTAlTGA) performed on powdered sample material. For the SEM-work, 

polished thin sections were prepared (10 to 15 Jlm thick) and studied frrst by means of 

transmission optical microscopy. The thin sections were then etched for 1 minute in a 10% 

HF solution, carbon coated and studied under the SEM. Also, TEM foils were prepared of 

hot pressed samples 1012 and 1014. TEM-sample preparation, involved frrst ion-beam 

thinning followed by carbon coating. 
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5.4 Experimental Results 

5.4.1 Mechanical data 

As described above, the initial loading stage (i.e. loading to 6.3 MFa) achieved 

complete lateral ftIling of the die, resulting in a reproducible "starting" porosity of 33 ± 2% 

and establishing a load-supporting grain framework from which the excess melt was 

expelled. 

Figure 5.5 shows representative densifIcation or compaction creep curves 

obtained from the stress-stepping tests. Only data obtained at thermal equilibrium and 

constant stress are plotted (not plotting relaxation/expansion/compaction during ramping 

and equilibration periods). Figure 5.6a-f shows the corresponding strain rate versus strain 

data obtained from the stepping experiments. Oearly, strain rate tends to decrease with 

increasing strain and constant stress. In these graphs, vertical lines indicate constant strain 

values used to construct composite diagrams of log strain rate versus log stress at constant 

volumetric strain. Most of the strain rate data are extrapolated or interpolated to these 

strains using the linear trends seen in the log strain rate versus strain data segments 

associated with each stress step (Table 5.2). Extrapolation was performed by extending a 

best (least squares) fit line through the data points when at least the last 75% of the data

set showed a good linear fit (correlation coefficient, R2 >0.9). Alternatively, when the fIt 

was less good, two lines were drawn from the centre of the data segment, one with the 

maximum slope shown by other stress steps in the same test and a second, horizontal line 

(minimum slope). Extrapolation in this way never extended more than 2% strain and the 

range in strain rate obtained at fIxed strain is represented by error bars in subsequent 

handling. 

Figures 5.7a-c show the log strain rate versus log stress data obtained for constant 

volumetric strains of 7.5%, 10% and 12.5% using the extrapolated data from Figure 5.6 

and Table 5.2. All experiments at 7.5% strain show slopes in the range 0.5-1.0, except for 

the 2 data points of experiment 5013. At 10% strain, 5013 shows a slope of 1.3 while for 

the other 5 experiments the slope is in the range 0.8-1.1. At 12.5% strain, experiments 

5019 and 50110 show best fit slopes of 1.0 (linear stress dependence of the strain rate), 

while for the other experiments the avemge slopes are in the range 1.1-1.3. Here, the 

deviation from -1.0 occurs mainly below :s; 1.9 MPa. Note that 5019 and 50110 are the 
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experiments with the largest initial grain sizes. Summarising, a minor increase in slope can 

observed from 7.5% to 12.5% strain, however, deviations from 1.0 are small (-0.5, +0.3), 

demonstrating a broadly linear dependence of strain rate on stress. 

As seen in table 5.2, three stress-stepping experiments with the same starting grain 

size of 1.5 ~m were perrormed at two different temperatures, in order to obtain a frrst 

estimate of an apparent activation energy for densification. However, experiment 1014 

perrormed at 1390°C shows faster densification then experiment 1012 and 1016 perrormed 

at 1470 DC, contrary to expectations for an Arrhenius type of temperature dependence. As 

already mentioned, any dependence of strain rate on grain size could not be directly 

determined because of grain growth effects. 
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Figure 5.5 Typical creep curves obtained for the forsterite aggregates plus basaltic melt.a) at 

1470 °C b) at 1390 °C 
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step were extrapolated for comparison at constant strain (i.e. constant porosity or structure). 
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Figure 5.7 a-c. Log-Log plots of compaotion strain rate versus applied stress for different 

grain sizes at fixed values of compaction strain. (A) at 7.5% strain, (8) at 10% strain and (e) 

at 12.5% strain. 
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5.4.2 Microstructural and microchemical analyses 

Study of the granular starting material fractions showed that all grain size fractions 

consisted of nearly equiaxed, rounded grains of forsterite. Only the 20 J.lm grain size 

fractions contained a small percentage (<10%) of somewhat elongated grains. Sintering 

effects during the annealing heat treatment at 1300 DC, prior to melt inftltration and 

deformation, produced small necks between grain contacts, but no grain growth was 

observed. Figure 5.8 shows a typical microstructure after heat treatment 

(annealinglsintering) but before melt infIltration and deformation. Average grain sizes are 

indicated in Table 5.2 as d.tart. 

Figure 5.8 SEM micrograph of a forsterite aggregate sintered for 24 hours at 130Cfc. Sample 

50/3 prior to melt infiltration 

After melt infIltration at 1470 or 1500 DC, grain shapes changed quickly from fairly 

rounded grains to faceted or euhedral crystal shapes (Figure 5.9) while grain growth 

occurred simultaneously. The grain size data obtained from growth experiments are given 

in Table 5.2 as dinfilt• Figure 5.9a shows the microstructures after 1 hour infIltration/heat 

treatment at 1470 °c of a 1.5 J.lm starting material sample (loll). Some smaller grains can 

still be observed but most are faceted and grains have grown from 1.5 to -11 J.1m on 

average. Figure 5.9b shows the microstructure of sample 5015b after inftltration with 

melt/heat treatment at 1500 °c for 3 hours. This shows euhedral grains which have grown 
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from an initial average grain size of 8 ~m to 16 ~m. Less spread in the grain size 

distribution was observed in samples heat treated for 3-6 hours compared with those 

treated for I hour (cf. Figure 5.9a and 5.9b). In general, no necks at grain-to-grain 

contacts are left after inftltration, and all grains are surrounded by melt. 

Figure 5.9a) SEM micrographs of A) sample 1011 after melt infiltration (thour at 1470 °C). 

b)sample 5o/5b after melt infiltration (3 hours at 1500 °C) Note the near euhedral faceted grain 

morphology in both samples. In sample 501Sb less spread in the grain size is present compared to 

sample 1011. 
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After densification (hot-pressing), a decrease in porosity was apparent as well as 

an increase in grain contact areas (See Figure S.lOa). Vapour-filled porosity decreased 

from a maximum of 10% to a maximum of 5%. Melt-filled porosity decreased depending 

on the amount of strain achieved and on the decrease in open porosity. For example, 

16.2% strain was achieved in experiment 5013, while the amount of melt-filled porosity 

decreased from - 25% to 10.5% at the end of the experiment. Some grain growth 

occurred during the period of heating, equilibration and densification in the Instron set up 

(note the difference between dmmt and c1end in Table 5.2). The fmal grain sizes measured 

are indicated in Table 5.2 as c1end. Grain shapes remained roughly equiaxed during hot

pressing, ie. no significant grain flattening occurred. "Well fItting grains" suggest material 

redistribution from contacts into pores. Solid/melt interfaces in the pores are more 

"rounded" than the faceted interfaces present after infJ1tration, although, as can be seen in 

Figure 5.lOb, small sections of faceted interfaces are present in the microstructure of the 

hot-pressed samples. With respect to the melt distribution, both melt-filled grain 

boundaries as well as melt free grain boundaries are present in samples after densification. 

Illustrative in this respect is a broken (not polished or etched) fragment of sample 5019 

shown in Figure 5.11, where in 3 D a glass-filled triple junction network is seen, but also a 

melt layer can be observed on a former grain contact, indicating that some grain 

boundaries were fully wetted. When maximising contrast in SEM-images at relatively low 

magnification, small crystals (mostly spinel and occasionally a small forsterite crystal) can 

be observed within the melt areas but also as inclusions in larger crystals (Figures 5.12 and 

5.13). These small crystals are observed only after densification, not after the melt 

infdtration stage. The SEM micrograph and the associated chemical mapping of the area 

indicated in Figure 5.12 and 5.13, show substantial differentiation of the elemental 

concentration in the melt phase. In general, relative element concentrations in the melt 

which decreased with respect to the starting composition correspond to the chemical 

species present in spinel, suggesting that crystallisation of spinel is the main reason for 

chemical changes in the melt. Further it was observed that experiment 1014, equilibrated 

(chemically and thermally) and densified at 1390 DC, contained more (9.5% compared to 

4.8% for 1012) and larger spinel crystals (on average 5-8 J.1m compared to 1-3 J.1m 

crystals for 1012). 

TEM studies of hot pressed samples 1012 and 1014, performed with the help ofT. 

Fliervoet, were used to study, whether or not apparently unwetted grain boundaries in the 

densifJed samples contained a glassy fdm and to determine dislocation densities in the 
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grains. Only 9 olivine/olivine/melt intersection geometries could be found in the 2 samples 

studied (probably due to preferential milling of the molten areas) and the olivine/olivine 

contacts studied did not contain a melt phase at the (centre of the) grain boundary visible 

at 200000 times magnification (HRTEM), suggesting no glassy phase to be present. Overall 

dislocation densities were found to be very low « 2 101l/m2
). Dislocations were 

inhomogeneously distributed and mostly associated with grain boundaries. Roughly 70

80% of the grains were free of dislocations. 

Using both the SEM and microprobe, the chemical composition of the melt was 

measured after infiltration into the porous samples (loll, 1012 and 50ISb) and after 

densification (all densified samples). The sample analysis techniques were EDX (with a 

forsterite standard) and WDX (wave length dispersive x-ray analyses) respectively. In 

Figure 5.14, the theoretical equilibrium melt/forsterite composition is indicated and at 

1470 °C the composition of the melt is expected to be in equilibrium with forsterite (see 

Figure 5.2). In contrast to the expected single melt composition aimed at, local melt 

compositions measured in samples loll, 1012 and 50ISb, after infIltration, show a range in 

the Si0:2, MgO, Ah03 phase diagram (Figure 5.14a). All compositions, however, can be 

observed to be within the 1470 °C molten region and all are roughly on the sub-solidus 

triangle Forsterite-Cordierite line (see Figure 5.14a). Chemical analyses of samples after 

densification also deviate from the starting melt compositions (see Figure 5.14b for the 

case of 1012) and from the average composition after infIltration. 
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A) 

B) 

Figure 5.10 SEM micrographs of sample 5013, densified in the presence of a melt phase. B) 

illustrates a detail of the micrograph illustrated under A). Note the general rounded grain shapes in 

the pore areas, but also some small facets (indicated by the arrows). 
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Figure 5.11. SEM micrograph of a fractured sample surface (5019) after densification. Note 

the 3D melt triple junction indicated by the small arrows. Note also the melt layer at a former 

grain-ta-grain contact on the right side of the micrograph, indicated by the bold arrows. 
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(A) 

(B)
 

Figure 5.12.A) SEM micrograph of sample 1012 after densification. Chemical mapping with 

EDS) of a large area of the image shown in (A) is illustrated in (8). Fo is forsterite, S is 
spinel, also indicated by verficallines, Mg, AI,Si indicates the elements present in the melt 

phase. Note the segregation that has occurred. 
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(A) 

(B) 

Figure 5.13. A) SEM micrograph of sample 1014 after densification. B) Chemical mapping 

using EDS of an area on the right hand side of (A). Note the large number of spinel crystals, 
indicated by Sand vertical lines. Fo is forsterite and AI,Si, Mg indicate the elements present 

in the melt phase. 
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B) 

Periclase 

-1925° 203 

-2135° -2020° 

Figure 5.14. A)Melt compositions measured on the SEM and microprobe for samples 1012, 

1011 and 5015b aiter infiltration but prior to densification (filled circles). B) Melt compositions 
in sample 7012 after densification. In both phase diagrams, the original melt composition is 

indicated by the large filled dot and the super-solidus area (area of molten compositions) at 

1470 °C is the region within the closed dashed line. 
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5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 Grain growth and mechanical behaviour 

The above heat treatment and densification experiments show that grain 

growth occurs during both the melt infIltration stage and the heating / equilibration / 

densification stage. The present densification data showed that at stresses in the range 

0.26-6.3 MPa and at temperatures of 1663-1743 K, forsterite samples infIltrated with 

melt undergo rapid compaction with the strain rate decreasing with increasing strain. 

A procedure was developed to extrapolate the individual strain rates during stress 

steps over a limited range, based on the trends with strain. In this way strain rate 

values at fIxed strains, i.e. 7.5%, 10% and 12.5%, could be compared for the various 

stresses. On average, a linear dependence was established between strain rate and 

stress at fIxed strain. However, the 7.5% and 10% strain data show that many 

experiments in this range show strain rate to be proportional to cre 
D with 0.5 ::; n ::; 1.0. 

This cannot be attributed to an effect of grain growth on a grain size sensitive 

diffusion creep process, since the experiments in this study are mainly down-stepping 

in stress. Such an effect would then lead to n>l as observed predominantly at 12.5% 

strain. Effects of a surface energy driving force becoming more signifIcant at low 

stress may offer an explanation. 

In order to determine the strain rate dependence on grain size, a grain growth 

law was used, following Hirth and Kohlstedt (1995), to correct grain sizes to obtain 

an average grain size value just before densifIcation started. The grain growth law used 

is 

d(t)rn - d;" = kt (5.11) 

where ~ is the average initial grain size and d(t) is the average grain size at time t. The 

term k has an Arrhenius form with 

k = ko exp(-Qgg / RT) (5.12) 

where Qgg is the activation energy for grain growth and ko is a material parameter. Values 

of m=2 and Qgg=160 kllmol were used, based on an olivine grain growth study by Karato 

(1989). Using the present grain growth data (d values and times for experiments loll, 

1015, 5015, and 5017 see Table 5.2), ko was calculated by taking the average from the 

individual grain growth experiments. A consistent value for ko was found to be 4.0±2.10-19 
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m2/s. With this empirically determined constant, the grain sizes for each densification 

experiment were calculated after inflitration (d;nfilt) and after an additional 1 hour 

equilibration before densification started (c!equil). These calculated values together with the 

measured values after densification (cIend) are listed in Table 5.2. Note that the c!equil grain 

sizes vary between 11.5 - 22.3 /lm and are used as the starting grain size for the 

densifIcation experiments. For experiments 1014 and 5019, the calculated c!equil is larger than 

the measured c1end (see Table 5.2) therefore the value of c1end is used. 

With the calculated average grain sizes after equilibration and at the start of 

densification, a log strain rate versus log grain size plot can be constructed for the 

1470 °C experiments. However, some grain growth is expected to have occurred 

during densification as well. Grain growth measured after densifIcation experiments is 

less than expected when applying the grain growth law for the total heating period. 

Therefore the grain sizes in the log strain rate versus log grain size graph are plotted 

as (clequil + c1end)/2 with error bars representing the total range during experimentation 

(clequil - dend) - see Figure 5.15. The slope in the log strain rate versus log grain size 

diagram of Figure 5.15, for the two largest grain sizes is around -3. while the linear 

fit for the 3 initially fmest grain size fractions shows an average slope of -1.5 to -3. 

Extrapolating trends to the same volumetric strain of 7.5. 10 or 12.5%, indicates that 

strain rates for the fmest grain size experiments are approximately an order of 

magnitude slower. In general it was observed in Figure 5.15 that experiments with 

relatively more grain growth before densification resulted in relatively lower strain 

rate during densifIcation (5013, 1016 and 1012). The experiments with larger starting 

grain sizes and less grain growth. i.e.50l9 (20-22.3 /lm) and 50110 (8-18.3 /lm) 

densify relatively fast compared to the smaller starting grain size experiments 

described above. 

Summarising the mechanical data obtained from the densifIcation, it can now 

be concluded that the higher stress data are roughly consistent with models for 

densifIcation by diffusion controlled solution/precipitation or Coble creep when 

surface energy effects are negligible, i.e. strain rate proportional to (J-I. ev
l 
-
4

, d-3 under 

the conditions dot,rt 2: 8 /lm. (In 2: 6.3 105 Pa, melt-filled porosity> 10% and ev=7.5

12.5%. The decreased sensitivity of strain rate to stress (n<1) at low applied stresses 

may reflect an influence of other driving force terms, or variations in driving force or 

kinetics with varying stresses. 
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Figure 5. 15 Log grain size versus log strain rate graph, using grain size values obtained after 

correction with the grain growth law, described by equations (5.11 and 5.12). The grain sizes 

indicated by symbols are (dequil + dend)l2, while the error bars indicate the total range from 

dequil to dend. Two data sets are plotted, the original small grain size samples (open symbols) 

and the larger grain sizes which showed almost no grain growth (closed symbols). 
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5.5.2 Microstructural and chemical analyses 

Combining microstructural observations with the chemical analyses some 

important constraints can be placed on the active mass transfer processes. 

It was observed that samples with initially smaller grain sizes and a larger 

amount of grain growth before densification showed relatively low densification rates. 

In combination with the microstructural observations, it is evident that the samples 

showing major grain growth coincide with the experiments with low densification 

rates. A possible explanation can be that due to different crystal morphology, different 

smface energy effect can be expected for faceted grains compared to the samples with 

relatively more spherical grains (experiments 5019 and 50110). 

From the chemical analyses performed on the samples after melt infIltration, 

the range of measured local melt compositions shows a general enrichment toward 

cordierite (see Figure 5.14), compared to the original melt composition. Comparing 

the microstructure before and after infIltration, a substantial amount of grain growth 

(Ostwald ripening) has occurred and the grain shapes have changed from rounded to 

euhedrallfaceted shapes. In view of the high temperature (1470 0q, and hence the 

high rate at which transport through the melt will take place, it seems unlikely that the 

observed range of composition seen in Figure 5.14 can exist due to local (spatial) 

concentration differences. Besides, all local melt compositions lie on one side of the 

original composition, away from forsterite. The infIltrated samples show no crystalline 

phases other than forsterite. When analysing the forsterite crystals, the composition 

has not changed, taking the error margins of the analyses into account (- ± 0.5% per 

element).The maximum deviation from pure forsterite measured was the presence of 

1% Ah03. This therefore excludes solid solution as a possibility for changes in the 

melt phase composition. Furthermore, no visual evidence exists for segregation in the 

melt phase (2 liquids) nor would this be expected from the phase diagram. Therefore, 

the most likely explanation for the range of compositions observed is that 

precipitation of forsterite has taken place during cooling, after infIltration. This seems 

to have shifted the average melt composition away from forsterite. This process must 

have occurred rapidly and hence equilibrium is not expected to have been reached. 

The implication is that although the points shown in Figure 5.14 are a good graphical 

representation of the melt composition, these points need not be associated with the 

equilibrium isotherms in the phase diagram. Comparing the original melt composition 
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with the infiltrated melt composition at the same distance from the forsterite phase (no 

forsterite crystallisation), a small deviation in composition still exists and a small shift 

has occurred away from the Si02 apex. A possible explanation is that some 

evaporation of the most volatile component, Si02 , has occurred. 

The fact that quenching a melt infiltrated samples from 1470 °c to room 

temperature was evidently not fast enough to preserve the microstructure has 

important implications. Not only has the melt composition changed, but by 

precipitating forsterite, the solid/melt distribution and morphology has changed as 

well. 

When studying compositions of the melt after densification, a shift has 

occurred (compared to both the composition after infiltration and original melt 

composition), (see Fig 5.l4b for 1012). These measured compositions plot on isotherms 

which are generally below 1470 °c and compared to the original melt composition. 

Compared to the original composition the range of measured compositions has shifted 

away from forsterite, while compared with the average composition after infiltration see 

Figure 5.l4a, the melt composition after densification has shifted towards the Si~ apex, 

or in other words, away from the spinel composition. This is in agreement with the 

observation that spinel was precipitated in the densified samples and in combination with 

the plotted chemical compositions it can be concluded that the samples were not 

adequately quenched. Since only a few small (newly precipitated) forsterite crystals are 

found in contrast to the large amount of small spinels, it is concluded that most of the 

forsterite (as in the infiltration experiments) precipitated on the existing crystals. 

Based on the above, it must be concluded that the solid/melt morphology observed 

after densification does not represent the morphology during the experiments and the 

question of whether or not a melt phase was present at the grain boundary during 

densification cannot be answered. It must be seriously questioned whether this point 

can be answered in studies by other authors (e.g. when using a solid medium 

apparatus), since quenching the samples by taking it from the hot zone at 1470 °c to 

room temperature was not fast enough to prevent precipitation (approximate time to 

reach room temperature - 15 minutes). 

Making use of the phase diagram for the system investigated (see Figure 5.2) 

it can it is determined that at 1470 DC, this original melt composition lies in the Fo + L 

(liquid) field. However at 1400 °C it is on the boundary of the Fo + L and the Fo + Sp 

+ L fields. The 1014 experiment, equilibrated at 1390 °c before densification, 
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therefore must have had spinel present during the experiment while the experiments 

equilibrated at 1470 DC started with only forsterite and melt present. Comparing 

microstmctures and chemical element mapping after densification (Figures 5.14 a and 

b), the 1014 sample has much more spinel and also larger size spinel crystals. The 

presence of spinel during densification can also explain why relatively little grain 

growth occurred, and the fact that although the temperature was 90 DC lower, the 

densification was generally faster than the 1470 DC experiments under the same stress 

conditions. The faster deformation can be (partly) attributed to the smaller grain size. 

Comparing the densification experiments performed at two different 

temperatures, but otherwise the same experimental conditions, shows that numerous 

differences in mechanical and microstmctural observations are present. An apparent 

activation energy, calculated from these two experiments was considered to provide 

little useful information on the kinetics of the densification process. 

5.5.3 Comparison with models 

For the two densification experiments performed on the coarsest material 

(5019 and 50110, Table 5.2), which showed limited grain growth, the compaction 

behaviour showed strain rates approximately proportional to a-I, ev
l
-
4

, d-3 under the 

conditions dslart;;::: 8 J.lm, an;;::: 6.3 105Pa, melt fraction> 10% and ev=7.5-l2.5%. This 

is consistent with diffusion controlled grain boundary diffusion (Coble) or 

solution/precipitation creep. The increase in sensitivity of strain rate to stress at low 

applied stresses « 1.3 MPa) may reflect an influence of other driving force terms. 

In order to further compare the data with the models given in section 5.2.2, 

graphs were constmcted for linear strain rate versus stress data for all experiments. 

These are shown in Figure 5.17a-c. Experimental data are plotted for stresses < 2 

MPa and from extrapolated linear fits to these data the intersection on the axes are 

determined. Except for the two largest grain size experiments, 5019 and 501I 0, all 

curves intersect on the a-axis, indicating that a "yield" stress must be overcome. The 

curve of the 5019 experiment changes from an intersection on the strain rate axis at 

7.5% to intersection of the stress axis at 10% and 12.5% strain but the intersection 

stress value remains small, Le. between 1-4.104 Pa. All other curves intersecting the 

stress axis give intersection values> 1.105 Pa up to 5.4 105 Pa. All curves show a 
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linear best fit at stresses < 2 MFa, except for experiment 50110 which clearly shows a 

dependence on stress. For the latter experiment at average applied stresses> 8.105
_ 

106 Pa, the intersections are on the stress axis when extrapolated from the higher 

stress region, while for smaller applied stresses the interaction shifts to the strain rate 

axis. The intersection stress values are consistent with the stress steps for which no 

densification was observed and visa versa, i.e. all experiments with stresses above the 

intersection values were observed to densify. 

As already inferred, the experiments with the smallest initial grain size and 

largest grain growth before densification (1012, 1016 and 5013) behave differently than 

the coarser grain size experiments. The two coarsest grain size experiments are 

broadly consistent with the grain boundary diffusion creep models described in 

Section 5.2.2 (equation 5.5 and 5.9) in which, for the experimental applied stresses 

used, the surface energy related term can be neglected so that the relations are 

reduced to 

. 12Dgbon'on
 
f3 == kTd 3e for non wetted grain boundaries (5.11)
 

v 

. 12z·n'on

f3 == kTd 3e for grain boundaries wetted by a melt phase (5.12)
 

v 

When using the above equations, then from the experimentally determined strain rates 

a rough estimate for the kinetic factors Z* or oDgb can be obtained. The average value 

calculated for Z* or oDgb, from all stress steps of experiments 5019 and 50110, 

between 7.5% and 12.5% strain, is 8 ± 3.10-21 m3/s. This is now compared with 

literature values on diffusivities in melts and solid grain boundaries. 

Multi-component diffusion experiments in MgO-Ah03-Si02 (MAS) and CaO

MgO-Ah03-Si02 (CMAS) silicate melts were performed by Kress and Ghiorso 

(1993) and Richter et aI. (1998) at 1470-1500 °c. All coefficients of the diffusion 

matrix, in both studies, are in the order of 1O-1l m% (2_7.10-11 m2/s), despite the fact 

that compositions were varied over a wide range. Observation show that the rate of 

cation diffusion seems to be a function of silica content (Kress and Ghiorso, 1993; 

McCallum and Barrett, 1952 and Yoder, 1973). This suggest that the rate of diffusion 

of all melt species may be governed by the same rate limiting step (Kress and Ghiorso, 

1993). It supports the hypothesis that the rate limiting step is the rate of exchange of 

bridging Si-O-Si bonds in the melt structure (Walker and Mullins, 1981). If a silicate 
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melt phase penetrates the grain boundary, the question is if the bulk values for 

diffusion in the melt remain unchanged. This question can at present not be answered. 

Unfortunately no grain boundary diffusion values are known for Si, not for solid/solid 

nor for melt-filled grain boundaries. When considering the kinetic factor obtained in 

the present study, then when assuming the grain boundary width to be in the range 1

100 nrn, the obtained experimental diffusivities would be in the range 10-11_5.10-14 

m2/s. This range of diffusivity values does not indicate whether or not a (large fraction 

of) grain boundaries was wetted by the melt during densification. A comparison of the 

kinetic factors from the experiments with and without melt will be made in the next 

Section. 
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5.5.4 Comparison of forsterite experiments with and without melt 

A comparison can now be made between the forsterite densification 

experiments performed with and without synthetic basaltic melt present in the pores. 

At the high temperatures employed (1390-1470 0c) solid state diffusion processes are 

expected to be rapid and hence grain boundary diffusion does not critically depend on 

the presence of the liquid (melt) phase in grain boundaries. Indeed, grain boundary 

diffusion was found to be the dominant mass transfer mechanism in both sets of 

experiments (with and without melt) under conditions where surface energy effects 

were unimportant. Furthermore, in both cases grain boundary diffusion was inferred 

to be the rate limiting step. What remains to be investigated, is whether the absolute 

rates of densification are different for the experiments performed with and without 

melt. 

The models described in Section 5.2.2, predict that whether densification in a 

solid/melt system is faster than in the corresponding solid/vapour system for the same 

stress, strain (or porosity), temperature and grain size, depend on the relevant kinetic 

parameters, on differences in interfacial energies (when these terms are significant) 

and whether or not the melt phase wets the grain boundaries (dynamically or stably). 

Based on theory a comparison of the two data sets can be made using the relation 

~ sv (cr nd - 4y sv) 
«5.8»

13 sm (cr nd - 4y 51) 

when the grain boundaries ofthe forsterite/melt experiments are non-wetted, and with 

~sv _ 8Dgb (crnd - 4y sv) 
«5.10» 

~sm - Z*(cr nd-4Y5') 

when the grain boundaries in the forsterite/melt experiments are fully wetted by the 

melt phase. These comparisons assume identical aggregate structure (e.g. 

pore/contact geometries). Note that where the surface energy terms are negligible 

compared to the stress term, equation (5.8) predicts ~llV=~sm while equation (5.10) 

predicts, p",,=8DgJ>!Z*psm, where the kinetic factor 8Dgb is the diffusion coefficient 
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through the solid/solid grain boundary and Z*=CDo(l-a) is the diffusion coefficient 

through the wetted grain boundaries. 

A problem for comparison of the absolute experimental rates of densification 

is that initially identical grain size fractions showed rapid grain growth and pore wall 

faceting in the presence of the melt phase but not in the absence of melt. In the 

forsterite plus melt experiments, samples with major grain growth showed 

anomalously low densification rates. As a result, only two experiments can be used to 

make a direct comparison of absolute densification rates for samples with and without 

melt. These are the coarsest (~ 20 !!m) grain size experiments which showed no grain 

growth in the forsterite/vapour case and only minor grain growth and faceting in the 

forsterite/melt experiment. Comparing compaction rates at constant strain (similar 

porosity), the experiment with melt is only a factor -3 faster, over the total range of 

stresses investigated (see Figure 5.17). 
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Figure 5.17 Log strain rate versus log stress diagram indicating the absolute rates of two 

experiments using -20f.ll7J grain size forsterite, one with and one without a melt phase 

present. Recall that the experiments are down-stepped in applied stress. Experiment 5019 

obtained 12.5'J6 strain at 0.38 MPa while, experiment 50/1 obtained 10% strain at 0.38 MPa. 
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For the differences observed in Figure (5.17), the following explanations are 

considered. If equation (5.10) applies, provided surface forces and microstructural 

differences are small, then oDgb for the experiments without melt would be smaller 

than Z* for the experiments with melt by a factor 3. If equation (5.8) applies, the 

implication is that there must be some difference in aggregate structure between the 

samples with and without melt (e.g. smaller grain contacts in the melt bearing 

experiments) or that the 4YsAerm significantly retards creep in the melt free 

experiments. Alternatively, most grain boundaries could be non-wetted while a 

smaller fraction could be fully wetted and densitY at a faster rate due to a higher 

diffusion coefficient. An additional possibility is that in the samples containing a melt 

phase, diffusion is enhanced due to the presence of some chemical driving force as a 

result of impurities concentrated in the melt. The obtained intersection stresses in the 

linear stress versus strain rate graphs show that for the 20 j.1m experiments the surface 

energy contribution can be neglected. Hence for the 20 Ilm experiments, the 

difference in kinetic factor (effective diffusion coefficient) seems the most likely 

explanation. For smaller grain sizes, the intersection values for the forsterite/vapour 

and forsterite/melt experiments mostly intersect the stress axis suggesting a "yield 

stress" must be overcome for densification to occur. However, the range of "yield 

stress" values for the two datasets are broadly similar. Since samples containing a melt 

phase could not be adequately quenched, no conclusions can be drawn based on the 

solid/melt geometry. As a result of the arguments above, and in view of the small 

differences in strain rate observed between porous forsterite aggregates in the 

presence of only a vapour phase and forsterite aggregates with melt-filled porosity, it 

is concluded that both systems densitY at similar compaction rates under similar 

conditions. 

Comparing the experimental results of the present study with the densification 

data of Cooper and KoWstedt (1984, 1986) obtained for Fo 92 under similar conditions 

(only at somewhat lower temperatures, i.e. 1300-1400 0q, good agreement is 

observed in terms of the ratio of densification rates for experiments with and without 

melt. Samples with medium/high porosities (> 10%) in the experiments of Cooper and 

KoWstedt also showed only a modest difference in densification rate between vapour 

filled and melt-filled pores, the latter densifying faster by a factor 2. They inferred, 

grain boundary diffusion to be the dominant mechanism with the solid state grain 

boundary diffusion step of the mass transfer process being rate limiting in both cases. 
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The explanation for the minor difference in densification rate given by the authors is 

that the solid/solid diffusion path becomes shorter for experiments performed with 

melt due to partial penetration of the melt phase into the grain boundaries (Cooper 

and Kohlstedt, 1982 and 1984). Considering the results of this study, this is 

considered one of several possibilities which remain open. 

Let us now compare the various densification experiments with forsterite 

deformation experiments by Hirth and Kohlstedt (1995) who studied the dependence 

of deformation rate on stress and melt content at temperatures 1200-1300°C, applied 

stresses in the range 10- ~ 100 MPa and grain sizes < 20 !!m. They showed that for 

deviatoric deformation, grain boundary diffusion is also the dominant mechansim with 

grain boundary diffusion the rate limiting step. At melt fractions> 5%, the effect of 

the melt phase becomes increasingly more important, the strain rate being a factor 10 

faster for samples containing 7.2% melt compared with nominally melt-free samples. 

The authors state that the explanation of Cooper and Kohlstedt (1984) for melt

enhanced creep would significantly underestimate the effect of melt fraction on strain 

rate (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995). From microstructural observations they conclude 

that the melt enhanced creep observed for melt fractions > 5% is the result of 

complete wetting of a critical number of two-grain boundaries. The fact that grain 

boundaries are wetted is attributed to the melt topology being controlled by 

anisotropy of the interfacial energies in the olivinelbasalt system. Although the wetting 

of some grain boundaries was also observed in the present work and it provides an 

explanation for the faster creep observed in the presence of a melt phase, there is no 

obvious reason why the same argument would not apply for the experiments with 

higher (melt-filled) porosities, such as the experiments by Cooper and Kohlstedt and 

the experiments performed in this study. The samples in the experiments by Hirth and 

Kohlstedt (1995) contain ~5% enstatite and are perfomed on average at higher streses 

compared with the densification studies. Considering the effect of the presence of 

spinel in this study (sample 1014) which densified faster than samples without spinel 

and showed less grain growth, the presence of a second solid phase can possibly 

explain the difference between the factor 10 increase in strain rate observed by Hirth 

and KohIstedt and the factor 2 or 3 increase in strain rate due to the presence of melt, 

as observed by Cooper and Kohlstedt and in the present work. Alternatively, 

considering the argument of a fraction of grain boundaries being wetted, the effect of 
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applied stress could be important, suggesting more grain boundaries are wetted at 

higher stress. 

From the above it is concluded that for both densification and deformation 

experiments perfomed on forsterite aggregates consisting offine grain sizes (~ 20 Ilm) 

at high temperatures (-1100-1500 0c) and low stresses (-1-100 MPa), grain 

boundary diffusion creep is the dominant mechanism with diffusion through the grain 

boundary being the rate limiting step. In view of the limited accuracy of the data and 

the small differences observed, it is concluded that porous forsterite aggregates 

compacted in the presence of only a vapour phase, and forsterite aggregates with 

melt-filled porosity, densify at similar compaction rates under similar conditions. The 

presence of porosity, either vapour-filled or melt-filled seems of significant 

importance when comparing the results of densification experiments with those of 

deformation experiments on dense material. The faster rates seen in densification are 

believed to be due to a shorter diffusion path length through the grain boundary when 

porosity is present. The similarity in densification rates obtained when the porosity is 

melt-filled versus can be explained by the fact that in both cases the grain boundary 

diffusion path length is reduced in comparison to dense samples and by rapid transport 

in the pores (by surface diffusion or diffusion through the melt). The fact that the 

melt-bearing samples densify slightly faster can be explained by a number of 

possibilities, including chemical gradient effects due to impurities in the melt, a lower 

solid/fluid interfacial energy and hence dihedral angle for the melt-bearing material 

(futher reducing the diffusion path length within the solid/solid grain boundaries) or 

fully wetting ofa certain fraction of the grain boundaries in the melt-bearing samples. 
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5.6 Conclusions 

1.	 Stress densification experiments have been petformed on fine grained (1.5-20 !J1Il) 

forsterite (FOlOO) aggregates in the presence of a synthetic basaltic melt (51% Si02, 

29010 MgO and 20% Ah03). At strains between 7.5%-12.5%, stresses> 1 MPa, grain 

sizes > 8 !J1Il and temperatures of 1470 °c, compaction rates are approximately 

proportional to the applied stress and to one over the grain size cubed, which is 

consistent with Coble or grain boundary diffusion controlled creep. 

2.	 For grain sizes < 8 f..U11, the grain size dependence ofthe strain rate shows anomalously 

slow densification rates compared with the Coble creep type behaviour observed for 

the coarser grain sizes. This anomalous behaviour coincides with relatively large 

amounts of grain growth. Grain growth and grain faceting make assessment of a 

possible role of sutface forces, at d< 8 /llll very difficult for the present experiments. 

Linear stress versus strain rate graphs suggest an apparent yield stress for densification 

creep, except for the 2 largest grain size experiments. This indicates that for d< 8 J.LIll 

(initial grain size) a significant sutface energy driving force may be present acting in 

opposition to the applied stress. 

3.	 Microstructural study of the samples shows very low dislocation densities, no grain 

flattening and only very minor grain fracturing to be present. Tightly fitting grains and 

reduced porosity support diffusion creep as the main densification mechanism. Both 

triple junction networks of melt as well as melt-wetted grain boundaries were 

observed. However, comparison of melt compositions measured under the SEM and 

microprobe with the expected compositions in the phase diagram shows that samples 

were not adequately quenched. 

4.	 By fitting the data of the two largest grain sizes to the Coble creep equation, the 

effective grain boundary diffusivity was determined to be 8.1O·21m3Is. 

5.	 Based on the strain rates of the 20 IJ.m experiments with and without melt 

(Chapter 4) the experiment with melt is a factor 3 faster, while based on the 

kinetic factors determined, the experiment without melt would be roughly a factor 

2 liz faster under otherwise similar conditions. Since the kinetic coefficient has 

been calculated based on the experimental strain rates, no independent information 

can be obtained from the observed difference. In view of the limited accuracy of 

the data and the small differences in strain rate observed, it is concluded that 

porous forsterite aggregates compacted in the presence of only a vapour phase, 
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and forsterite aggregates with melt-filled porosity densify at similar compaction 

rates under similar conditions. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

This thesis has investigated grain scale mass transfer phenomena in porous 

crystalline aggregates in the presence of a fluid phase. A theoretical framework has been 

provided in which both surface energy and intergranular stresses were taken into account 

as driving force for mass transfer. The microphysicaVthermodynamical models derived, 

have been tested by means ofdensification experiments on NaN03lbrine, forsterite/vapour 

and forsterite plus synthetic basalt melt systems, and an attempt has been made to establish 

the relative importance of surface energy related driving forces compared to an applied 

stress. 

The purpose of this final chapter is to draw together general conclusions based on 

findings presented in the preceding chapters and to examine the implications for large scale 

modelling of melt segregation/migration and expulsion phenomena beneath mid-ocean 

ridges. In addition, questions which remain unanswered are identified and suggestions are 

made for further research. 

6.1 Theoretical developments 

A thermodynamic treatment has been applied to solid/fluid systems under fully 

hydrostatic and compaction loading conditions to develop expressions for the rate of mass 

transport in the fluid phase and of I-D densification. Applied stress and surface energy 

related driving forces have been taken into account. The rate ofdensification is controlled 

by the kinetics of the three serial steps of dissolution, diffusion and precipitation. By 

coupling the driving force for solution transfer with kinetic rate equations, constitutive 

equations for mass transfer and densification by solution/precipitation creep were obtained. 

Models were developed for neck growth at grain-to-grain contacts under the 

action ofsurface energy driving forces only, in a purely hydrostatically stressed solid/liquid 

system In contrast to previous models. the new expressions developed take both the grain 

boundary energy, Y~ as well as the interfacial solidlliquid energy, Yd, specifically into 
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account. The new models therefore allow the prediction of non-equilibrium and 

equilibrium states. The expressions obtained take the general fonn, 

e eeq)a db 
= ( ) 1 s1 (cos- cos- ((2.42))X A T R - 2)C

2 2 (x2 
- Xcr 

where xis the rate of neck growth, eeq is the equilibrium dihedral wetting angle under 

hydrostatic conditions, e is the dynamic wetting angle, 1.1 is the interfacial free energy, x is 

the contact radius, Xc.- is the initial contact radius at the start of neck growth, d is the grain 

diameter, ACT) is a temperature dependent tenn, describing the temperature dependence 

of solubility and of diffusivity or surface reaction rates, R is a constant incorporating 

molecular volume and geometry dependent constants. The exponents a is 1, b is either 0 or 

1 and c is lor 2 depending on the initial contact configuration and on the chosen diffusion 

path length. At zero initial contact Xc.. is zero. 

Expressions have been developed for I-D densification by solution/precipitation 

creep in which driving force effects of grain surface curvature (i.e. curvature ofgrain/pore 

interfaces) have been taken into account. The resulting modified expressions for 

solution/precipitation creep take the general form 

4Y'1-) (6.1)~ = 
d 

where ~ is the rate of densification, A is a temperature dependent term describing the 

temperature dependence of solubility and of diffusivity or surface reaction rates and 

incorporates molecular volume of the solid, cr. is the effective applied stress on the 

aggregate, ev is volumetric strain, Yol is the interfacial free energy, d is the aggregate grain 

size and a is a geometrical term dependent on the grain packing geometry. The models 

including the surface energy term (c.t: equation 6.1) predict that solution/precipitation 

densification will slow down towards sufficiently low stresses and fine grain sizes, finally 

corning to a halt atlbelow a strain and grain size dependent " yield stress". The predicted 

behaviour at low stress and grain size is quite different from previous models describing 

solution/precipitation compaction ofsolidlliquid systems. 

In addition, it has been shown that the neck growth models need to be modified 

for a granular solidlliquid system subjected to a state ofpositive effective stress. Here too 

competition between surface energy and stress related driving forces becomes important. 
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New rate models for neck growth in stressed systems were accordingly derived taking the 

excess Helmholz free energy, M", due to elastic or defect stored energy into account. 

The models developed for pressure solution and neck growth, including the effects 

of both stress and surface energy related driving forces, were subsequently applied to 

derive criteria defining the conditions under which solution/precipitation, neck growth and 

grain contact healing can be expected to occur. Finally, the models were extended in 

Chapter 4 and 5 to allow solid state mass transfer processes to occur in parallel with liquid 

or vapour phase transport at high temperatures. 

6.2 Densification behaviour at relatively high stresses 

The mechanical and microstructural results obtained in the three material systems 

investigated demonstrated, in all cases, a relatively high stress regime in which rapid 

densification takes place. The behaviour in this regime roughly fits a grain boundary 

diffusion creep model in which surface energy effects can be neglected. The relevant creep 

model takes the form 

(6.2) 

where ~gb is the rate ofdensification, k is Boltzmanns constant, T is temperature, Os is the 

molecular volume of the solid, d is grain size, Dgb is the effective grain boundary diffusion 

coefficient, a is the aggregate packing constant , O'e is the effective applied stress and e" is 

the volumetric strain. Recall that the contact stress O'n=aO'Je". 

For the NaN03/brine system, investigated at room temperature, the conditions for 

which equation (6.2) applies are e,,= 10-25%, d> 20J.l.ill and 0'';> 3.104 Pa and the 

exponents in equation (6.2) fall in the ranges n=0.5-1.5, ~3 and c=2-S. Starting porosities 

were in the range 40-54%. Rapid densification was observed to slow down when 

poroslues ~ 10-12%. Microstructural observations were consistent with 

solution/precipitation creep and roughness developed in grain-to-grain contacts suggests 

that a large fraction of the grain boundaries was wetted by the liquid phase. The kinetic 

coefficient Dgb for the solution/precipitation case, expressed as Z*=CDcS(l-a) (where C is 

the solubility of the solid in solution, D is the diffusion coefficient through the grain 

boundary fluid, 6 is the grain boundary thickness and u is the fraction of island-island 

contacts in the grain boundary), was estimated by comparing the experimental results with 
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equation (6.2). This yielded 6.1O-2°m3/s which is similar to values determined for 

densmcation ofNaCl/brine aggregates (Spiers et al, 1990 and Spiers and Schutjens, 1990). 

For the forsteritelvapour experiments, conducted at T= 1390-1470 °C, the 

conditions for which the data approximately fit the theoretical densmcation model 

expressed in equation (6.2) are cre ~ 1 MPa, d ~ 5 J..I.m and ev in the range 7.5-12.5%. The 

exponents in equation (6.2) fall in the range n~l, p=2-4 and c=0.2-1.0. Temperature 

stepping tests under these conditions gave an apparent activation energy of ~700 kl/mo!. 

The kinetic coefficient at 1470 °C, Dgb=oDgb,self, was ~2.10-20m3/s and was found to be 

consistent with the expected value for the Mg grain boundary self diffusion coefficient at 

this temperature, and to be within 1 order of magnitude for the expected grain boundary 

self diffusion coefficient of oxygen. Unfortunately no grain boundary diffusion data for Si 

are available. Experiments with average grain sizes of 5 and 6 J..I.m at applied stresses > 1 

MPa attained the largest strain and were observed to slow down sharply when 

approaching porosities of 11-15%. 

For the forsterite with melt experiments, performed at T= 1470 °C, the conditions 

for which the data roughly fit the theoretical model expressed in equation (6.2) are cre ~ 

0.63 MPa, d~ 8 !J.l1l, ev = 7.5-12.5% and melt fractions (porosity) > 10%. The exponents 

in equation (6.2) took values in the range n= 0.5-1.3, ~3 and c=l- 4. The kinetic 

coefficient calculated at 1470 °C, oDgb or Z* was ~7.1O-22m3/s. The values obtained for the 

diffusion coefficient are clearly lower than the value found for the solid/vapour system. 

When assuming the grain boundary thickness to be in the range 1-100 run, then the value 

obtained for Dgb would be in the range 10-11_5.10-14 m2/s. Multi-component diffusion 

experiments in bulk MgO-Ah03-Si02 melts at 1470-1500 °C show all coefficients to be of 

the order 10-11 m2/s, with the rate limiting step suggested to be the rate of exchange of 

bridging Si-O-Si bonds in the melt structure (Kress and Gbiorso, 1993 and Richter, 1998). 

However, grain boundary diffusion coefficients oDgb for Mg through solid grain 

boundaries, were concluded in Chapter 4 to be in the same range as the values obtained 

from the forsteritelmelt data and no grain boundary diffusion coefficients are known for Si 

diffusion, so that based on the diffusion coefficient data no definite conclusions can be 

drawn with respect to wetting or non-wetting ofthe grain boundaries. 
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6.3 Densification behaviour at low stresses 

For the three systems tested, deviations from the model described by equation 

(6.2) occur towards low stresses and/or finer grain sizes. The observed behaviour 

resembles models for densification extended to include effects of surface energy. For 

solution/precipitation creep at low temperatures, where grain boundary diffusion critically 

depends on the presence of a fluid phase within the grain boundary, a driving force term 

due to the positively curved grain surface in the pores was included in the microphysical 

model, leading to the result 

(6.3) 

where y is the interfacial free energy. Here the surface energy term 4y/d opposes the action 

of the applied stress. For high temperatures, where solid state diffusion processes must be 

taken into account in microphysical modelling, an additional driving force for densification 

was recognised, namely in the zones where grain contacts show a sharp, negative, neck 

curvature, p, and/or a deviation from the equilibrium dihedral wetting angle, Beq, in such a 

way that B< Beq. The resulting model takes the form 

For the high temperature case when no negative radius of curvature is present at the grain 

boundary /pore intersection, when the dynamic dihedral angle B is close to the equilibrium 

dihedral angle or when B > Beq, an opposing force to densification can be described by 

equation (6.4) or (6.3). Note that in general p«d, therefore when a negative radius of 

curvature is present, equation (6.4) applies and the positive radius of curvature of the 

grains is neglected. Otherwise, the positive radius of curvature of the grains is taken into 

account. 

The mechanical and microstructural data obtained for the NaN03/brine system 

show that at stresses < 3 .104 Pa and grain sizes < 27 IJlll, the observed compaction 

behaviour gives anomalously low strain rates compared with the high stress behaviour, 

with the stress exponent, n, rapidly increasing towards low stresses. Moreover, a positive 

grain size dependence of the strain rate was observed instead of the l/d3 dependence 
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observed for solution/precipitation creep in the high stress regime. Most of the low stress 

experiments stop (become unmeasurably slow) long before full densification is attained. 

This type ofbehaviour is consistent with that predicted by the solution/precipitation creep 

model (equation 6.3), when the surface energy term (4y/d) approaches the stress term 

(acrJev) in magnitude. Indeed calculations of the relative magnitude of the terms, using 

y={).27 J/m2 showed that the NaNOibrine data roughly fit the criterion acrJev=4y/d. 

Microstructural observations showed both solution/precipitation features as well as 

peripheral ring/neck structures developed within and around former grain-to-grain 

contacts, indicating that contact healing or neck growth type processes occurred. These 

may have been associated with or responsible for slowing down densification at low grain 

size. Grain growth and grain shape changing processes could also be partially responsible 

for the anomalously low creep rates seen at low stress and fine grain size. 

The mechanical data produced for the forsteritelvapour system show, a log ~ 

versus log cr trend with a slope of -1 for grain sizes < 5 IJlIl, indicating a diffusion 

dominated densification mechanism for this regime. However the 1.5 !J.1l1 experiment is 

significantly slower than all other (coarser) grain size experiments. The grain size 

dependence of the strain rate is again reversed (positive dependence) for grain sizes < 5 

Ilm, in comparison with the slopes seen in the log ~ versus log d diagram for grain sizes ~ 

5 Ilm. Note the similar nature of the grain size dependence of the strain rate to that 

observed in the salt/brine system described above. From linear stress-strain rate graphs, the 

extrapolated trends at low stresses (~ 1.3 MPa) show that for the 3 and 5 !J.1l1 grain size 

experiments, the curves intersect the strain rate axis at zero stress, indicating an additional 

driving force for densification to be present (see equation 6.2). However, at higher strains 

the curves intercept the stress axis at zero strain rate suggesting that a "yield" stress has to 

be overcome. Order of magnitude calculations suggest a very rough fit to the criterion 

acrJev=4y/d, as obtained from equation (6.3). Microstructural observations indicate the 

negatively curved neck regions were present only in samples which densified during the 

sample preparation procedure (when no stress was applied) and in a single sample which 

was densified under stress for an unusually short time. Samples densified under stress for 

longer periods showed straight solid/vapour interfaces near the contacts. From the above, 

it is inferred that the deviations from equation (6.1) can be explained in terms of equation 

(6.2). 

In the forsteritelmelt system, experiments with initially fine grain sizes were 

observed to densify at relatively low rates. However, grain faceting and Ostwald ripening 
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(both surfac.e energy related processes) dominate the experimental differences observed. 

No reversed dependence of strain rate on grain size was observed, of the type seen in the 

other two systems studied, only a substantial lower densification rate, deviating from 

equation (6.2) is observed in comparison with the grain sizes originally> 8 J.Ull. An 

increase in the stress dependence of the strain rate was observed at 12.5% strain for 

stresses < 1.3 MPa. An increase in stress exponent towards lower stresses in the 

NaN03/brine experiments was found to be consistent with an opposing driving force and 

similar behaviour was observed for the forsteritelmelt system. 

6.4	 Conclusions regarding the influence of a liquid phase on densification 

creep 

In the present compaction/ densification experiments performed on granular 

NaN03 aggregates, the presence of saturated solution results in fast (diffusion controlled) 

solution/precipitation creep while for time dependent behaviour could be measured in dry 

or oil-flooded samples. Clearly, the grain boundary diffusion controlled creep seen in the 

NaN03/brine system critically depends on the solubility ofthe solid in solution and on the 

penetration of the liquid phase into grain boundaries. In addition, the presence of the 

solution phase resulted in grain growth due to Ostwald ripening for grain sizes < 39 J.Ull. 

Moreover, at fine grain sizes and low stresses « 5.103 Pa) faceting of free grain surfaces 

occurred. Like solution/precipitation creep the latter processes also depend on the 

solubility ofthe solid in the liquid but are driven by differences in surface energy, indicating 

the relatively more important role of surface energy at low stresses and fine grain sizes. 

Making a comparison between the forsterite densification experiments performed 

at high temperature with and without simulated basaltic melt, is more difficult than the 

above comparison made for granular NaN03 with and without saturated solution. At high 

temperatures, solid state diffusion processes occur and hence grain boundary diffusion no 

longer depends on the presence of the liquid (melt) phase. In fact, solid state grain 

boundary diffusion creep was found to be the dominant mechanism in the experiments 

performed with and without melt under conditions where surface energy effects were 

negligible, with diffusion being the rate limiting step. 

An additional problem in comparing the forsteritelvapouf and forsteritelmelt 

experiments is that initially equal grain sizes showed rapid grain growth and faceting of 
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free surfaces in the presence of the melt phase. In the melt bearing samples, as in the 

NaN03/brine system, the smallest grain sizes showed the largest grain growth rates, as 

expected from grain growth laws for Ostwald ripening (see Section 5.5.1). In the forsterite 

plus melt experiments, samples with extensive grain faceting showed anomalous low 

densification rates. As a result, only two coarse grain size (-20 !lm) experiments could be 

used to make a direct comparison of the absolute densification rates of samples with and 

without melt. Comparing compaction rates at constant strain (similar porosity), the 

experiment with melt is only a factor -3 faster, over the total range of stresses 

investigated. The fact that the melt containing samples densny slightly faster can be 

explaned by a number ofpossibilities, including effects due to impurities in the melt, partial 

penetration of the melt into the grain boundaries which futher reduces the diffusion path 

length through the solid/solid grain boundaries or fully wetting of a fraction of the grain 

boundaries. 

6.5 Implications for large scale modelling ofmelt segregation/migration 

As described in Chapter 1, essential input parameters for large scale modelling of 

melt segregation and migration, such as the melt distribution on the grain scale and 

whether or not a continuous network of (grain-scale) melt channels exists, are poorly 

constrained. So is the effect of melt on the rheological behaviour of the mantle rock. 

Furthermore, up to now no information on densification was available under conditions 

where both stress-related and surface-energy-related driving forces for diffusive mass 

transfer are comparable in magnitude. Rather, in previous work on solid/melt geometries 

in partially molten mantle rocks, small differential stresses have been neglected and 

interfacial energies considered to determine the melt distribution (Faul et al., 1994 and 

Waffand Bulau, 1982). Similarly, no systematic densification studies had been performed 

on partially molten aggregates under the low effective stress conditions where surface 

energy forces become significant. This is despite the fact that surface energy effects could 

become significant at the low effective pressure and differential stress range from 0.1 - 10 

MPa, which is the range thought to prevail under bulk mantle conditions (Stocker and 

Ashby, 1973). As explained in Chapter 1, for large scale modelling of melt 

migration/segregation it is important to find non-vertical driving forces which can attribute 

to focusing of the melt phase at depth to the very narrow neo-volcanic zone at the Earth's 
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surface. Such a driving force can be provided by the deviatoric stress, when it is relatively 

more important than the opposing surface free energy effects. 

The theoretical models derived in the present work, in which both interfacial 

energy and low stresses were taken into account, contribute to understanding diffusive 

mass transfer processes and rheological behaviour of partially molten systems under low 

stress conditions. Experimental testing of the models verified the predicted importance of 

the applied stress as the dominant driving force for mass transfer when high, while surface 

energy effects become important towards lower stresses. Assuming that effective grain 

contact stresses can be approximated by differential stresses under natural conditions, 

where effective pressures are presumable very low, the present experiments on forsterite 

plus melt indicate that the transition between fully stress dominated creep and stress plus 

surface energy dominated fields for grain sizes < 20J.!m and a temperature 1470°C is 

roughly in the range 3-7 MPa (using crn= acrje,,). This falls within the differential stress 

range thought to prevail in the mantle. Experimental conditions where surface energy 

effects dominate, and microstructural textures evolve towards equilibrium correspond to 

zero applied stress (fully hydrostatic case) for the forsterite plus melt system studied. For 

the analogue NaNO:Jbrine system, the y dominated field comes in for applied stresses < 

5.103 Pa. The lowest applied stress conditions used for the forsterite and forsterite plus 

melt systems indicates that at contact stresses of -1 MPa, surface energy effects are 

thought to be present, however densification and microstructural development are still 

dominated by the applied stress. This is broadly consistent with the theoretical models for 

densification in which surface energy effects are taken into account. In general, 

densification by diffusion controlled grain boundary diffusion was observed to be the 

dominant mechanism in both the forsteritelvapour and forsteritelmelt systems under the 

generally low stress and fine grain size conditions investigated. The models derived show 

good agreement between the predicted and observed rate of densification down to 

porosities of 10-12%. Below these porosities, densification slows down, and the models 

which are derived assuming strain <20% break down. At present it is not possible to 

predict whether surface energy effects become relatively more important at these low 

porosities. Adapted models and associated experimental research will be required for this. 

Extending the present results to predictions for larger grain sizes is not 

straightforward, since both the dominant densificationl deformation mechanism as well as 

the relative contribution ofsurface energy are dependent on grain size. Order ofmagnitude 

calculations by Karato et al. (1986) indicate that for dry dense forsterite material at 
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Trrm=0.8 a transition is expected, above grain sizes in the range 1-10 mm and stresses in 

the range 0.1-10 MFa, from diffusion to dislocation creep. However, Hirth and Kohlstedt 

(1995) indicate that in the presence of> 5% melt diffusion creep becomes significantly 

faster, which would expand the diffusion creep field accordingly. Based on the present 

work, it can be expected that surface energy effects become relatively less important for 

larger grain sizes, due to larger p or d in the models above. Moreover, differential stress 

effects will be dominant over surface energy effects under most ofthe stress and grain size 

conditions thought to prevail in the partially molten upper mantle. For example, when 

taking grain sizes in the range 0.1-1 mm, then the condition crn=4 yld would for the 

partially molten system (taking yR().5 J/m2
) indicate the dominance of the stress term 

above grain contact stresses> 103_104 Pa. 

The expected dominance of differential stress over surface energy effects has 

major implications for the modelling of melt migration/segregation beneath mid-ocean 

ridges. The following implications can be envisaged: 

1) When microstructural solid/melt distributions develop under non-equilibrium 

conditions, wetting of grain boundaries by the melt phase may be possible and melt 

distributions deviating from the triple junction networks predicted by equilibrium 

dihedral wetting angles may become possible. This can have major implications for the 

permeability ofthe rock material. 

2)	 The dominance of differential stresses over surface energy effects will provide an 

additional driving force for melt migration/segregation in additional to buoyancy forces 

if small gradients in stress exist, resulting in mass transfer from regions of relatively 

high to relatively low stress conditions. Thus, a driving force for melt focussing 

towards the ridge axis can be envisaged when relatively larger extensional forces are 

present close to the ridge axis compared to positions further away, e.g. due to 

differences in temperature (Ceulenaar and Rabinowicz, 1992) and/or porosity as 

suggested in the model by Sparks and Parmentier (1991). Stress gradients within the 

range 1-10 MFa are expected to be large enough to overcome opposing surface 

energy effects, based on the criterion crn=4 y/d. 

3)	 On the basis of the foregoing arguments, within the total range of 0.1-10 MFa 

differential stress thought to prevail in the upper mantle, transitions from surface 

energy dominated mass transfer to differential stress dominated diffusional creep (and 

visa versa) and from diffusional creep to dislocation creep mechanisms seem to be 

possible. As a result, small variations in differential stress conditions in space and time 

could lead to concomitant, coupled changes in deformation behaviour, transport 
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properties and melt distribution. This can result then in melt extraction being 

episodically faster and slower (or non-existent), depending on a relatively high 

permeability, stress dominated, or relatively low permeability, surface energy 

dominated ( i.e. moving back to equilibrium) variations with time. 

6.6 Suggestions for further research 

The present work can be considered a establishing insight into competition between stress 

and surface energy driven mass transfer processes. More research is required, especially 

for low porosity conditions, i.e. < 10-12%, where the current models are no longer 

applicable and densification rates are observed to slow down. 

Similar experimental studies on forsterite and forsterite plus melt, using a wider range of 

grain sizes, could establish whether the observed trend ofdecreasing importance of surface 

energy related mass transfer processes towards larger grain sizes is continuous, or ifother 

surface energy related processes become important. Also, the departure in densification 

behaviour from conventional Coble type behaviour at fine grain size could be better 

verified. 

Measurements on Si-diffusion in grain boundaries in forsterite could help establish the rate 

limiting species in the dominant grain boundary diffusion process, active in the experiments 

reported here. This would help whether or not the kinetic coefficients in mass transfer 

models for vapour and melt-filled porous aggregates are indeed governed by diffusion of 

the same species. 

In general the concept of a simple synthetic forsteritelmelt system which can be controlled 

with a triangular phase diagram was considered very useful in this work. In particular, 

differences due to chemical reactions and those due to mechanical changes can be 

monitored. For example, the fact that samples were not adequately quenched, i.e. that 

crystallisation occurred during cooling and therefore microstructures observed can not be 

confidently considered present during densification could be established only using this 

technique. Since the presence or absence of melt at grain boundaries during 

deformationldensification is an important parameter, it is suggested that this tool should be 
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used in future studies to prove adequate quenching of the microstructure present during 

experimentation. 

In large scale modelling solid/melt geometries should no longer be considered to be 

dominated by the dihedral wetting angle. Non-equilibrium melt topologies and the 

dominance ofsmall differential stresses should be included instead. 

A first indication, from the presence of spinel in experiment 1014 that the presence of a 

second solid phase has a large effect on the rate ofdensification and on the extend ofgrain 

growth is considered an important effect worthwhile introducing into models and 

experimental studies when considering the competition between small stresses and surface 

energy effects in future research. 

The present experiments on forsterite and forsterite plus melt should be repeated with F092 

including the simplified basaltic melt, under well controlled f02 and tlhO conditions. The 

models derived in this work could then be tested on this system, more closely resembling 

natural systems. Performing densification experiments with melt at the low stress 

conditions used in this work could elucidate the role of (melt-filled) porosity versus the 

faster diffilsion creep due to grain boundary wetting. 
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SANlENVATTING 

Het begrijpen van massatransportprocessen in kristallijne aggregaten in 

aanwezigheid van een vloeibare fase is van groot belang voor het modelleren van 

gedeeltelijk gesmolten gebieden in de aard-mantel zoals onder mid-oceanische ruggen. 

Ondanks het feit dat mid-oceanische ruggen beschouwd kunnen worden als de 

eenvoudigste grootschalige setting waar een gedeeltelijke smelt aanwezig is, worden veel 

van de processen die op diepte onder deze ruggen plaatsvinden nog maar slecht begrepen. 

Belangrijke informatie voor grootschalige modellering zijn bijvoorbeeld de verdeling van 

de smelt op korrel-schaal en of de smelt op deze schaal een continue netwerk van kleine 

kanaaltjes vormt. Ook over het reologisch gedrag van mantelgesteenten in aanwezigheid 

van een smelt is nog weinig bekend. Wanneer wordt geprobeerd om informatie van 

evenwichtsstudies en vaste stoflsmelt-systemen te combineren met informatie uit 

verdichtings- en vervorrningsstudies, dan blijkt dit vrijwel onmogelijk omdat infomatie 

ontbreekt onder condities waar spannings-gerelateerde en oppervlaktekrachten

gerelateerde drijvende krachten van vergelijkbare grootte zijn. Deze condities worden 

echter wei gedacht aanwezig te zijn in gedeeltelijk gesmolten gebieden van de aard-mantel. 

In dit proefschrift is zowel theoretisch als experimenteel werk beschreven aan 

massatransportmechanismen in vaste stofl fluide fase systemen, onder condities van lage 

effectieve spanningen waarbij oppervlaktekrachten significant worden. 

In hoofdstuk 1 zijn de problemen geintroduceerd en de doelstellingen beschreven. 

In hoofdstuk 2 is een theoretische basis gegeven met betrekking tot oppervlakken, 

grensvlakken en massatransportmechanismen op korrel-schaal in vaste stoflvloeistof 

systemen waarbij zowel spanning- als oppervlaktekrachten gerelateerde termen in 

bechouwing worden genomen. In dit hoofdstuk zijn modellen afgeleid voor verdichting en 

voor "nek-groei", een proces waarbij massatransport plaatsvindt van de porien naar het 

contactoppperviak tussen twee korrels, waardoor het contactoppervlak tussen de korrels 

groeit. Na afleiding van de modellen voor bovenstaande processen, zijn criteria opgesteld 

om te bepalen onder welke condities welk proces dominant is. 

In hoofdstuk 3 zijn urn-axiale verdichtingsproeven beschreven voor het systeem 

NaNOiverzadigde oplossing. Dit systeem kan als een eenvoudig analoog systeem worden 

beschouwd voor een vaste stofl smelt systeem. De experimenten zijn bij kamertemperatuur 

verricht waardoor veel en kwalitatief goede data makkelijk worden verkregen voor een 

eerste test van de modellen. De resultaten laten zien dat verdichting alleen plaatsvindt bij 
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aanwezigheid van de verzadigde oplossing, niet onder droge omstandigheden en ook niet 

in aanwezigheid van siliconenolie (waarin het zout niet oplost). De verdichting vind plaats 

door een oplossing/neerslag proces op de korrelgrenzen waarbij diffusie de 

snelheidsbeperkende factor is. Echter bij lage spanning en kleine korrelgroottes wijkt het 

gedrag afvan de modellen voor verdichting onder spanning. Bij spanningen < 3.104 Pa en 

korrelgroottes < 20 Ilm geven zowel mechanische als rnicrostructurele data aan dat 

oppervlaktekrachten belangrijk (niet langer verwaarloosbaar) worden. Dit is conform de 

modellen die een tegenwerkende kracht door oppervlaktekrachten voorspellen tijdens 

verdichting onder een lage spanning. 

In hoofdstuk 4 zijn uni-axiale verdichtingsexperimenten beschreven bij hoge 

temperatuur (1390-1470 0c) van forsteriet aggregaten waarbij aileen een dampfase in de 

porien aanwezig is. Bij deze hoge temperaturen kan vaste-stof-diffusie plaatsvinden 

waardoor de verdichting niet meer afhankelijk is van de aanwezigheid van een vloeibare 

fase op de korrelgrenzen. Mechanische en rnicrostructurele data geven aan dat 

korrelgrens-diffusie het belangrijkste massatransportmechanisme is met diffusie als 

snelheidsbeperkende stap. Ook bij deze hoge temperatuur experimenten wordt een 

afwijking van het model geconstateerd bij lage spanningen en kleine korrelgroottes. Deze 

afwijking wordt net als bij de NaN03 experimenten toegeschreven aan de 

oppervlaktekrachten die verdichting tegenwerken. 

In hoofdstuk 5 worden verdichtingsexperimenten beschreven van forsteriet 

aggregaten in aanwezigheid van een smeltfase bij temperaturen tussen 1390-1470 dc. 
Korrelgrensdiffusie is wederom het belangrijkste massatransportmechansime, echter, noch 

de mechanische data, noch de rnicrostructurele data kunnen definitief uitsluitsel geven 

omtrent de vraag of de smeltfase ook aanwezig is op de korrelgrenzen tijdens de 

verdichting. Met behulp van chernische puntanalyses op de monsters en met gebruik van 

een fasediagram is vastgesteld dat er nog kristallisatie heeft plaatsgevonden tijdens de 

atkoelingsperiode, waardoor de vaste stof Ismelt verdeling veranderd kan zijn. Het verschil 

in snelheid van forsteriet-aggregaatverdichting tussen experimenten met en zonder smelt is 

gering, waarbij de experimenten met een aanwezige smelt slechts een factor 2-3 sneller 

ZlJn. 

Tenslotte in hoofdstuk 6, worden de conclusies samengetrokken en suggesties 

gedaan voor verder onderzoek. 
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